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Foreword 

This is the second edition of the Manifesto for Christians in Africa with two 

added articles. In 1987, the late Chris L. Jordaan had a vision to produce the first edition 

of the Manifesto in the midst of the South African revolution. Our goal was to put these 

biblical truths into the hands of Christian leaders and laymen in several languages in the 

rundown to the 1994 elections in South Africa. The first edition was the final product of 

about four years of research, study, writing and collaboration by Dr. Jordaan and myself 

with advice from theologians, scholars and lay people from various denominations and 

cultural backgrounds. 

The second edition is designed for the whole African continent. I have updated 

the Manifesto by rearranging the articles in a manner that follows the history of redemp-

tion (creation, fall, redemption, consummation). Second, I have added two new articles 

that clearly discuss the mission God has given to His people. I’ve also added a conclud-

ing article on the consummation that demonstrates the goal toward which the Lord has 

commissioned us to work. The Manifesto is not a confession of faith or merely a tem-

porary affirmation, but is designed to be a lasting statement on critical worldview issues 

confronting Christians in Africa.  My prayer is that it will be translated into many of the 

languages of Africa. 

As in the days of the prophet Ezekiel (cf. chapter 22), we are also in times of 

severe spiritual attack. God is calling believers now, just as he was then, to keep wor-

shiping Him with a sincere heart, sound doctrine and ethics taught by His Spirit for every 

area of life. We address twenty-two crucial areas of attack by the kingdom of darkness. 

Ezekiel lamented the fact that no-one was standing in the gap of the crumbling 

spiritual walls around his beloved city, Jerusalem. Today, the walls around our families, 

congregations and Christian ministries are also often crumbling because there are few 

informed spiritual warriors standing on the truths of God’s Word in prayer before the 

throne of God. He desires for all of us to be such intercessors and spiritual warriors who 

“stand in the gap” against the attack of the wicked one. 

When we attempt to fight this spiritual war with the feeble weapons of human 

ritual and wisdom rather than God’s inerrant Word, our efforts are useless as theirs were. 

This Manifesto attempts to help fill that gap. Will you be one of God’s warriors, standing 

in the gap with us? He desires for us to repair the breaches, to build up the wall and 

preserve Christian principles among all the peoples of Africa. Our Lord has given us 

His marching orders. The Manifesto summarizes both our calling and these orders. It is 

a call to Christians to change the course of the history of Africa in the power of the 

Spirit. It calls Christians to (re)turn to biblical truth and to submit to the Lordship of 

Christ in every area of life. 
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As Christian philosopher, Francis Schaeffer, once pointed out, most churchgo-

ers limit their Christianity to things of the “heart.” So often they allow their thinking and 

every other area of life to be controlled by secular and humanistic concepts even when 

they may call those concepts “natural law.” As a result, often without realising it, many 

sincere Christians are being guided by anti-biblical concepts and a humanistic view of 

reality. 

The Scripture, however, is very clear. Man must fill his mind, heart and soul 

with the Word of God, not the wisdom of man: 

Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked, or stand in 

the way of sinners, or sit in the seat of mockers. 

But his delight is in the Law of the Lord and on His Law he meditates day and 

night. (Ps 1:1-2) 

Everyone, thus, whether they want to or not, is influenced by a worldview. By 

worldview we mean a total set of beliefs, principles and concepts about life. Through 

the eyeglasses of these concepts, we understand and interpret the basic realities of our 

surrounding world. A worldview both determines and reflects our values and therefore 

it affects our priorities and motivates the way we live. 

Throughout history men have produced recitations of the divine will, humanist 

manifestos and rights declarations, all reflecting various religious worldviews. Histori-

cally, manifestos and declarations are divided into two types: those with a subjective, 

man-centred worldview based on human reason, and those with an objective, God-cen-

tred view based on Scripture. 

In the first category, one can include Qur’an and the Hadith of Muhammad, and 

the equally religious revolutionary documents of Western humanism, for example The 

Declaration of the Rights of Man of the French Revolution (1789), The Communist 

Manifesto (1848), the three versions of the Humanist Manifesto (1933, 1973, 2003), the 

United Nations Declaration of Human Rights (1945), and the humanistic Freedom 

Charter (1945) of South Africa’s ruling African National Congress. All of these echo a 

totally man-centred worldview. This is also true of the Qur’an with its focus on human 

ability to create a worldwide Ummah of Islam with human merit before Allah.  Each of 

these humanist movements have been followed by invasion, bloodshed, holocaust, ji-

had, subversion, terrorism, and inquisition.  These included the jihad against the Byz-

antine Empire, continued through the Roman Catholic crusades against the Germanic 

tribes, onto the French, Russian, National Socialist German, and Chinese revolutions. 

They are continuing in the Western cultural revolution with its perversion, pornography, 

and abortion holocausts of recent decades and modern jihadist movements sweeping the 

Muslim world. All are based on man’s word and wisdom. 

Clearly, then, ideas have consequences. Actions flow from basic conceptions. 

A worldview determines how we deal with all the issues of life. This Manifesto for 
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Christians in Africa has been deliberately designed on the foundation of the Bible as the 

fully inspired, inerrant Word of God. Our desire is to speak God’s truth to human power 

in order to bring it captive to the obedience of Christ the Universal King.  It is in total 

harmony with the great biblical creeds and declarations of Christian Churches. 

Lastly, please note that the commentary included in this special Study Edition 

is my application and interpretation of the Manifesto articles. Others may wish to add 

many more aspects and applications of these articles. I pray they will. This will open up 

a healthy and desperately needed discussion and even debate on these issues in the Uni-

versal Assembly of King Jesus throughout Africa. Only then can we hope to begin to 

restore a consensus and be able to (re)build a Christian civilisation. 

To facilitate our mission, our Lord instructed us to pray in this way: 

 

Our Father who is in the heavens,  

May Your Name be set apart as holy, 

May Your Kingdom come,  

May Your will be done – 

On earth as it is in heaven.  

…………………………………………. 

For unto you belongs the Glory  

And the Power  

And the Dominion  

Forever and Ever. 

Amen.  

 

Mark R. Kreitzer, DMiss, PhD 
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1. The Essence of the Triune God  

The Triune Creator-God, Father, Word, and Holy Spirit, is the foundation for all of life.  

We affirm that there is one all sufficient, unchanging and eternal God.1God is invisible, infinite 

in being and perfection, the most pure, holy Spirit; Creator of the heavens and the earth, and 

hence absolute Lord of the universe and all mankind.2Although one, He is at the same time a 

trinity: Father, the Word, and the Holy Spirit – three eternal, self-conscious, self-determining and 

distinct personalities in perfect unity of the single essence of the one true God.3 Neither the prin-

ciple of true unity nor real diversity thus is logically prior to nor morally better than the other. 

Both principles are good and exist eternally in God and His creation, which reflects His glorious 

nature. All men become like the divinity they honor.4Hence, there is no neutrality. Every person 

is religious, honoring a god of diversity, a god of total unity, or the true God, who is three-and-

one, one-and-three.   

1. “Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one” (Dt6:4; Mk 12:29). “Now to the King 

eternal, immortal, invisible, the only God, be honour and glory forever”(1 Tim 1:17). “Jesus 

Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever” (Heb13:8). “I the LORD do not change” 

(Mal. 3:6). “‘They may ask me, “What is his name?” Then what shall I tell them?’ God said 

to Moses, ‘I am who I am. This is what you are to say ...: “I AM has sent me to you”‘” (Ex 

3:13-14). ‘‘‘I tell you the truth,’ Jesus answered, ‘before Abraham was born, I AM!’ At this 

they picked up stones to stone him” (Jn 8:58).  

2. “God is spirit, and his worshippers must worship in spirit and in truth” (Jn 4:24). “The God 

who made the world and everything in it is the Lord of heaven and earth .... And he is not 

served by human hands, as if he needed anything, because he himself gives all men life and 

breath and everything else” (Acts 17:24.25). “For this is what the LORD says – he who created 

the heavens ... [and] the earth ... – he says: ‘I am the LORD, and there is no other ... and there 

is no God apart from Me, a righteous God and a Saviour; there is none but me. Turn to me and 

be saved, all you ends of the earth; for I am God, and there is no other’” (Is 45:18, 21b·22). 

“The earth is the LORD’s and everything in it” (Ps 24:1). Cf. Jer 32:17·20, 27; Ps 7:7-8, 9:5-

8, 19·20; 10:16, 33:8ff, 47:7·8, 66:7, 67:4, 93:1·5, 94:2, 10, 96:10·13, 97:lff, 98:9, 99:ff; Is 

45:2ff; Mal. 1:14ff; Rev 15:3ff; et al.  

3. Trinity: Cf. 1·Jn 5:7-8 KJV. “Baptising them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of 

the Holy Spirit” (Mt 28:19). “May the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and 

the fellowship of the Holy Spirit be with you all” (2 Cor 13:14). Deity of Christ: “To those 

who through the righteousness of our God and Saviour Jesus Christ have received a faith as 

precious as ours” (2 Pet 1:1). “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, 

and the Word was God” (Jn 1:1; cr. 1:18; 20:28; Rom 9:5, Heb 1:8; Tit 2:13; Php 2:6-11; 

perhaps 1 Jn 5:7-8 NKJ). Deity of the Holy Spirit: “Satan has so filled your heart that you have 

lied to the Holy Spirit .... You have not lied to men but to God” (Acts 5:3-4).  

4. See Ps 115:4-8, 135:15-18; see Rom 1:18-28.   
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The Essence of God: Commentary 

This is the most difficult of the commentary topics to understand, yet it is es-

sential to a biblical worldview. Our God is the foundation stone of all of life. Everyone 

becomes like the divinity they serve (cf. 2 Cor 3:18; Ps 115:8). Not all gods are spiritual. 

Some may serve a secular divinity such as the “State,” “working class,” “my people” or 

“my nation” or even “myself.” God alone gives us wisdom to understand who He is and 

how trusting in the biblical Trinity affects and changes every area of human life. So stop 

right now and ask our Lord to enlighten your spiritual eyes to understand (Eph 1:17-18; 

Col 1:9).  

The God of the Bible is the ultimate and everlasting reality.  By means of Him 

all creation, including humanity, lives, moves, and has its being (see Acts 17:28). Every 

visible and invisible thing has been created and is being upheld by Him to reflect His 

glory (Col 1:12-20). The Father creates and then re-creates all things through His ever-

lasting Word by means of the Spirit’s power (Gen 1:1-2; Jn 1:1-5; Heb 1:1-3; 2 Cor 4:5-

6, 5:17-19; Col 1:12-22). Within His triune Being, there exists both real unity (one God) 

as well as division-but-never-separation between the three Persons (i.e., true diversity). 

Scripture does not allow us to unite the three, true divisions (i.e., the three self-conscious 

personalities) nor does it allow us to divide the real unity of essence and purpose. In 

God, both true unity and real diversity are equally eternal and good. Therefore, unity is 

not primary. Nor is diversity evil (or, perhaps, less than good). 

Everything in the created universe reveals and glorifies God by reflecting His 

triune nature (Rom 1:18-23). This includes all just religious, social, political, and eco-

nomic institutions, e.g., family, church, and civil governments. If any of these God-

created social structures are to be truly just, neither human unity [e.g., collective human-

ity], nor human diversity [e.g., the individual or any social group less than the whole of 

humanity], must be judged morally better than or logically prior to the other. In other 

words, both the individual and the family are necessary, important and good.  Both the 

church, school under the family, and free economic associations are good. The totality 

of the people is also good. No one smaller or larger social sphere is the most important 

if that sphere has been created by God. This means, then, that the central State is not the 

be-all-and-end-all of life. Each layer of civil government is as important as the central 

government. 

Biblical Christianity truly divides. It divides between the three Persons of the 

Trinity (yet without separating them in any way).  It divides between the Creator and 

His creation and between parent and child groups, each with separate responsibilities 

and rights. Scripture protects private property divided up among individuals and fami-

lies. Each separate individual also has true God-given meaning and value, apart from 

any social group. All God-created groups(e.g., the two distinct gender groups) are di-

vided from each other with distinct roles and functions given by God in creation. In 
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other words, the responsible individual does not find his ultimate value or identity within 

a total collective State. Nor does he or she find identity in the Church, or the family. 

Hence, diversity is good. Real diversity, however, must be self-governing, and self-de-

termining diversity. This means also that every person, family, clan, and corporation is 

collectively responsible to God. Biblical diversity, then, allows for such things as true 

self-governing ethnic groups and real individual identity. 

Biblical Christianity, however, also truly unites. That unity should be visibly 

and structurally expressed. To express both true unity and real diversity, biblical Chris-

tians have developed decentralized (con)federal structures in Church and civil govern-

ments. In the family, they teach that two separate, self-determining individuals (male 

and female) enjoy a wonderful love-filled oneness of flesh and spirit. 

Therefore, we reject any tampering with the biblical definition of the relation-

ship of unity and diversity (cf. Nicene Creed). Any tampering with tri-unity leads to 

such heresies as the Latter Day Saints’ tritheism, unity Pentecostal modalism, and Jeho-

vah Witness’ unitarianism. Ultimately such tampering leads to the worship of a false 

god and from there to religious, social, political, and economic slavery (Rom 1:18ff) as 

the history of Israel shows.  

Man’s concept of God is thus of very practical importance. It is the same as his 

concept of ultimate reality and his concept of what he considers to be perfectly good 

(Rom l:18ff). Human beings both collectively and individually become like the god they 

worship, i.e., either like the Triune God or like a self-made idol (cf. 2 Cor 3:18; Ps 

115:8). For example, if “good” (i.e., “god”) is seen to be an absolute oneness, or if the 

creeds are explained to mean that oneness is to be confessed as being better than and 

logically prior to diversity, then the family, church, state, and economy must begin to 

reflect the moral superiority of communal unity over against an individual, any social 

division like the family or one of the two gender groups, or any separate group such as 

an ethnic-linguistic group, or province. The modern name of this ancient heretical con-

cept is holism. We reject, therefore, New Age holism which teaches that unity trans-

cends, subtly cancels, and subjugates real self-determining diversity. 

We reject also the ideological results of such holistic concepts, namely Nazism, 

Fascism, Democratic Socialism, Marxism, Corporatism, and Social Democracy – all of 

which share a common communal, and socialist unity ideal. In addition, we reject those 

ideologies that believe that the moral ideal is diversity and which claim that “good” is 

found in the absolute rights of the “free” individual. This error has lead historically to 

libertinism, anarchism, nihilism, and many forms of anarcho-capitalism. 
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The Essence of God: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all the text verses.  

Our idea of God is the absolute foundation for right thinking, because if we 

misunderstand the triune nature of God, then we will actually begin worshipping an idol 

or false god. Therefore, these first few questions will involve much deep thought and 

meditation as they deal with the nature of God and its implications. This is necessary if 

we want to build every area of our lives upon the fear of the LORD which is the begin-

ning of wisdom. 

1) Why is it important that God and His creation be both totally interrelated, yet also 

totally separate? In other words, to put it in theological language, why is it so im-

portant to Christian doctrine that God be both present (immanent) in the creation yet 

at the same time transcendent that is above the creation? 

2) What religions teach that “god” is totally present and is of one being or substance 

with the universe? How does that affect their view of nature and salvation? What 

religions and heresies teach that “god” is totally above or separate from the uni-

verse? How does this affect their view of the authority of the Bible and salvation? 

3) Which religions claim that this “old, divided, physical world” is really an illusion 

and that the physical world is not real or knowable? Why do they say that only the 

one, undivided, unifying spirit is real and that a person can know something only if 

he receives knowledge as a feeling or intuition from that unifying “spirit realm?” 

How does the Bible say that a person can “know God” (in a real but not complete 

sense) through the created physical world (cf. Rom l:18ff; Ps 19:1ff)? How does this 

show that the physical world is real and that it is knowable? Can a man know God 

also through spiritual revelation (cf. Rom 8:14-16; Eph 1:17; Mt 16:17)? 

4) Our God is Triune. Can we legitimately say that God has reflected His triune nature 

in the structures of the creation? In what way can we see true unity and real diversity 

in the structure of the creation and of language? Does the spirit world consist of true 

diversity and real unity? Or is the spirit world one of pure unity and the material 

world consist of pure diversity? Does the material world consist of true diversity 

and real unity? Give reasons for your answers. 

5) What practical implication does this biblical teaching that the Trinity is reflected in 

the creation provide for the formation of a Christian society with all its various in-

stitutions and groups? What practical implication does it provide for the Christian 

family (Eph 5:21ff)? What practical implication does it give for forming truly Scrip-

ture-based local fellowships?  See for example, Romans 12:4ff and 1 Corinthians 

12:4ff.  
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2. The Essence of Truth  

The complete, God-inspired Bible is without error and is the final test for any truth.  

We affirm that God is truth and cannot speak falsehood.1Therefore, every word of the whole 

Bible is entirely “breathed-out” by God through men moved by the Holy Spirit.2It is eternal, 

unchanging; inerrant in its original written form and the only absolute, objective and final test 

for anything man may claim to be truth.3 The Scriptures furnish mankind with the only logical 

and verbal connection between God, earthly time and His creation, between God and science, 

and between the invisible and the visible. The Bible gives the clearest earthly picture given to 

man of comprehensive and ultimate truth and reality, which is found in God alone.4All truth, 

therefore, is dependent upon Him. 

1. God does not lie, therefore His word is absolute truth: “And the words of the LORD are flawless, 

[tested] like silver refined in a furnace of clay, purified seven times” (Ps 12:6) “For the word 

of the LORD is right and true” (Ps 33:4). “Every word of God is flawless .... Do not add to his 

words, or he will rebuke you and prove you a liar” (Prv 30:5-6). “Sanctify them by the truth; 

your word is truth” (Jn 17:17). “It is impossible for God to lie” (Heb 6:18; 1 Sam 15:29). “The 

Scripture cannot be broken” (Jn 10:35).  Cf. Pss 19, 119. 

2. “All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in 

righteousness, so that the man of God may be ... equipped for every good work” (2 Tim 3:16; 

cf. Ps 33:6).“Prophecy never had its origin in the human will, but prophets, though human, 

spoke from God as they were carried along by the Holy Spirit” (2 Pet 1:21). The Bible is the 

true word of God: “When you received the word of God, which you heard from us, you accepted 

it not as the word of men, but as it actually is, the word of God”(1 Thes 2:13). “In the past 

God spoke ... through the prophets ... , but in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son” 

(Heb1:ff). “Lord ... you spoke by the Holy Spirit through the mouth of your servant ... David” 

(Acts 4:240). “Just as ... brother Paul ... wrote you with the wisdom that God gave him ... 

which ignorant ... people distort, as they do the other Scriptures” (2 Pet 3:15ff).  

3. Eternal and unchanging: “For you have been born again, not of perishable seed, but of imper-

ishable, through the living and enduring word of God. For, ‘All men are like grass, ... the grass 

withers ..., but the word of the Lord stands forever. And this is the word that was preached to 

you’” (1 Pet 1:23ff; citing Is 40:6-8, thus equating the authority of the Old and New Testa-

ments).  

4. “We did not follow cleverly invented stories when we told you about the ... Lord ..., but we 

were eyewitnesses of his majesty.... Above all, you must understand that no prophecy of Scrip-

ture came about by the prophet’s own interpretation. For prophecy never had its origin in the 

will of man, but men spoke from God as they were carried along by the Holy Spirit” (2 Pet 

1:16-21). “By faith [in God’s Word] we understand that the universe was formed at God’s 

command, so that what is seen was not made out of what was visible” (Heb 11:3).  
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The Essence of Truth: Commentary 

The foundational principle of all Reformation creeds is Sola Scriptura. Scrip-

ture alone is the only certain foundation for defining truth in every area of life. There-

fore, “whatsoever is not read therein, nor may be proved thereby, is not to be required 

of any man, that it should be believed as an article of the Faith” (39 Articles of Religion, 

Art. 6). We are, thus, obligated to believe “everything that is revealed in them” (Belgic 

Confession [BC], Art. 5, cf. Art. 7) or that which “by good and necessary consequence 

may be deduced from scripture” (Westminster Confession of Faith [WCF] 1.6). There-

fore, because they are the perfect and complete Word of God, “nothing at any time is to 

be added [unto them], whether by new revelations of the Spirit, or traditions of men” 

(WCF 1.6). 

Furthermore, the Scriptures teach that we know God and His truth “by two 

means: First, by the creation, preservation, and government of the universe; which is 

before our eyes as a most elegant book.... Second, He makes Himself more clearly and 

fully known to us by His ... Word, that is to say, as far as is necessary for us to know in 

this life, to His glory and our salvation” (BC, Art. 2). Now, because God reveals Himself 

and His glory in the particular and observable facts of the universe, there is no such 

thing as a neutral science or a neutral fact that does not inescapably witness to the exist-

ence of the Creator. Therefore, all true knowledge must agree with the truth revealed in 

the Bible. If not, the so-called knowledge is actually a lie. For example, if science denies 

the Genesis account of creation out of nothing, it is because it suppresses the truth “made 

... plain” and “clearly seen” in the created makeup of the universe (1 Cor 2:13ff; Rom 

1:18-23). 

Every man’s natural mind is rebellious and disobedient, darkened in under-

standing due to the effects of the Fall (Eph 4:17ff). Thus, only the regenerating Spirit of 

Light, who uses the Scriptures, can melt away the darkening fog of rebellion that blinds 

our understanding of spiritual and physical realities that give witness to the Creator (1 

Cor 2:4-16). Those who act in trust bring every philosophical principle which underlies 

every scientific theory into agreement with Christ and His perfect Word (Col 2:8; 2 Cor 

10:3-5). “In [His] light we see light” (Ps 36:9). Since God is the only objective observer 

outside of time and space, only He can give certain and objective truth, in time and 

space, about how the universe is constructed. He only can tell us how it works together 

to produce times and seasons (Gen 1:14), and how all things came into being (Ex 20:11, 

31:17). No true principle of philosophy, religion, or science can thus contradict God’s 

inerrant witness found in the Scriptures. 

Man lives through submitting his mind and reason to every unchanging word of 

Scripture (Dt 8:3; Mt 4:4, 5:18; Lk 16:17). Therefore, we reject the higher critical un-

derstanding of Scripture which claims that the Bible evolved over a period of many 

years of oral history and suffered under many faceless editors writing under false names. 
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We also reject the understanding of the Neo-orthodox and now some evangelicals, who 

believe that Scripture contains true words of God mixed with erroneous, fallible words 

of men.  These persons teach that God allows some error because He supposedly ac-

commodates non-essential, human errors in the book He terms, “My Word” (i.e., Is 

55:11, 66:2). We confess that Jesus Himself is the perfect, living Word of God. Yet that 

fact does not deny the perfection of the truth as written in the Scripture in every area 

that it mentions including origins, the manner in which days and nights alternate, mira-

cles, and chronologies.  

Furthermore, the Jesus Christ of history as He is revealed through the New Testa-

ment writers is the very same Christ Jesus revealed in the experience of our personal 

faith. Thus, to claim that the Bible is without error in every area upon which it speaks is 

not a form of idolatry (i.e., bibliolatry). On the other hand, we reject also the error which 

literalizes passages, which were obviously written in poetic-prophetic or symbolic lan-

guage (e.g., passages in Daniel, Zechariah, Psalms, and Revelation).  For example, the 

Bible does not teach that the earth is flat because it speaks about the “ends of the earth.”  

Nor does it teach that the literal stars fall to the earth and that the moon turns to literal 

blood in various apocalyptic contexts. On the other hand, one can certainly deduce 

(WCF 1.6) that the earth is spherical from passages such as Proverbs 8:27 (see also Is 

40:22; Ps 19:6), which speak phenomenologically about the “circle of the earth” and the 

“circuit of the sun.”  These both are certainly true and observationally correct.  From 

any high place on the earth one can draw only a circle around the horizon and watch the 

sun make a circuit over the earth.  The only shape for which this is always true is a 

spherical earth.  

Last, the teaching that Scripture is inerrant in all that it teaches implies at least three 

things: 1) Scripture is not inspired by a so-called “dictation theory” such as that which 

the Muslims claim for the Qur’an.  The Scripture, like Christ, is fully human and fully 

divine.  God used the personalities, styles, cultures, and abilities of each author but pro-

tected them from error (Jn 17:7; 2 Pet 1:21).  2) Scripture often uses round numbers 

using a different kind of rounding method than that which Western science uses, and it 

often describes things as they appear to the observer.  3) Scribes have made mistakes in 

hand copying the manuscripts.  No competent scholar denies this.  
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3. The Essence of the Creation  

God, in accordance with His righteous law, created the universe and formed man.  

We affirm that God created all things out of nothing in the space of six days a few thousand years 

ago,1 and He formed Adam out of the “dust of the ground,” exactly as the Scriptures teach.2 He 

built the universe and man in accordance with the righteous laws of His Being.3 Thus there is a 

cause and effect relationship between trusting obedience or disobedience to His commands, and 

“blessings” or “curses” in every area of life.4 Only the concept of direct, special creation provides 

every individual with immense value and dignity, irrespective of his or her size, level of devel-

opment, degree of dependency, or environment in life.5 When Jesus Christ stated, “all authority 

in heaven and earth has been given to Me.” He was declaring that His Lordship extends to every 

sphere of life in the entire creation and that the hold of satanic powers was broken through His 

death, victorious resurrection, ascension and enthronement at the “right hand” of the Father.6 

1. “In six days the LORD made the heavens and the earth” (Ex 20:11, 31:17). “In the beginning, 

God created the heavens and the earth” (Gen 1:1-2:3). “At the beginning of creation, God 

made them male and female” (Mk 10:6, see 13:19). “The universe was formed at God’s com-

mand, so that what is seen was not made out of what was visible” (Heb 11:3). “For by him all 

things were created: things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible” (Col 1:16).  

2. “And the LORD God formed man from the dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils 

the breath of life” (Gen 2:7). “From [the ground] you were taken, for dust you are and to dust 

you will return” (Gen 3:19). “So it is written, ‘The first man Adam became a living being’; 

the last Adam, a life giving spirit.... The first man was of the dust of the earth, the second man 

from heaven” (1 Cor 15:45f; cf. Mt19:4; Rom 5:12ff).  

3. “Righteous are you, O LORD, and your laws are right ... righteous [and] fully trustworthy” 

(Ps 119:137ff; cf.119:7, 62, 75, 172).  

4. “If you fully obey the LORD your God and carefully follow all his commands ..., all these 

blessings will come upon you and accompany you.... However, if you do not [listen with faith 

to] the LORD your God and do not carefully follow his commands and decrees ..., all these 

curses will come upon you” (Dt 28:1ff; cf. Lev 26:ff; Ps 1, 37; Prv 2:21-22; Jas1:22-25; 1 Pet 

3:10-12; Eph 6:2-3; Rom2:ff).  

5. ‘‘Whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall his blood be shed; for in the image of God 

has God made man” (Gen 9:6; cf. Jas 3:9; Gen 1:27).  

6. “All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to Me. Go ... disciple all the peoples” 

(Mt 28:17ff – literal.). “Having disarmed the powers and authorities, he made a public spec-

tacle of them, triumphing over them by the cross” (Col 2:15). “Exalted to the right hand of 

God, he ... has poured out what you see and hear” (Acts 2:33). “He raised Christ from the dead 

and seated him at his right hand in the heavenly realms, far above all rule and authority, power 

and dominion, and every name that is invoked, not only in the present age but also in the one 

to come” (Eph 1:20-22, 6:12ff; Rev 12:4-5).  
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The Essence of the Creation: Commentary 

Reformation creeds emphasize the ex nihilo (i.e., “out of nothing”) nature of 

God’s creative acts at the beginning of the universe’s time and space. The Belgic Con-

fession (German and Dutch Reformed: 1561) clearly states in Article 12: “We believe 

that the Father by... His Son has created out of nothing the heaven, the earth, and all 

creatures” and Article 14: “We believe that God created man out of the dust of the earth.” 

The Westminster Confession of Faith (Presbyterian: 1646), as well as the Savoy Decla-

ration of Faith and Order (Congregational: 1658) and the Reformed Baptist Confession 

of Faith (1689) all state that “It pleased God..., in the beginning to create or make out of 

nothing the world, and all things therein, whether visible or invisible, in the space of six 

days, and all very good” (Chapter 4, “Of Creation”). The Genesis account of a recent 

and good creation is so interwoven in the garment of Scripture that even to attempt to 

tear out this one thread destroys the integrity of the whole fabric of biblical truth. 

The ancient church and the Reformers were virtually all in agreement that the 

Scripture teaches that God created the earth in the “space of six days” (WCF 4.1), a few 

thousand years ago. They believed that the chronologies could be added up and there 

were few if any gaps in them.  Even the critics of recent creation admit this.  However, 

because “science has proven that the earth is billions of years old,” modern Christians 

think they must re-interpret Scripture to accommodate this alleged certainty. In doing 

so, they forget that all data observed in the present must be interpreted by means of 

assumptions and theories that cannot be proven by the inductive method.  Scientific 

materialism, which claims the earth is billions of years old, is as based on faith in un-

proven presuppositions and axioms as much as is the biblical worldview. Even post-

modernism, which claims there are no truth foundations, is based on the presupposition, 

assumed to be true, that “there are no presuppositional foundations!”   

The core issue, hence, is how to discover which foundational faith assumptions 

are actually true. This issue ultimately boils down to that of authority: Divine or human. 

The second key issue is that neither the deductive method nor the inductive method, 

though useful, can ever discover truth. However, a third method to discover truth is 

available called the “impossibility of the contrary.” This is the only means to discover 

truth with certainty. In short, the method begins with the truth of the creationist world 

and life view revealed in Scripture and then demonstrates two facts. First, the opposite 

of the biblical worldview is impossible and second, nothing in the created universe is 

intelligible without the biblical world and life view. A short example is the following: 

“There is no such thing as truth.” This is unintelligible. The contrary must be true be-

cause the statement uses the concept of truth in order to attempt to claim there is no 

truth. A second nonsensical statement is: “Out of nothing, though means of an explosion 

everything comes including order, meaning, and information.” 
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The Reformers were well aware of the various evolutionary concepts of the an-

cient world and reacted biblically against them in their creeds. Since the 19th century, 

the universal body of King Jesus has been primarily confronted with the ascendancy of 

a “scientific,” physical or organic evolutionary theory that postulates billions of years 

of existence for the universe. However, at present, the New Age Movement and the New 

Physics are rapidly reintroducing the ancient pagan concepts of pantheism and spiritual 

evolution (i.e., “reincarnation”) against which the Reformers primarily reacted. 

Both the spiritual and organic forms of evolution are ultimately atheistic. Both 

have the same end result: The individual loses his God-created value, dignity and sig-

nificance. Both forms of evolution teach that humans are nothing more than just ad-

vanced animals. Therefore in Hinduism, outcastes are treated with inhuman contempt 

as being subhuman and virtually animals. In the twentieth century, utopian planners used 

materialistic evolution as an excuse to slaughter more than 190 million persons after 

birth in various attempts to cure social evils. It was and is still being used to justify 

aborting more untold millions of pre-born humans to cure over-population. Marxism-

Leninism uses this theory as an excuse to try to root out “the source of evil in the divisive 

and selfish Capitalist system” by murdering property owners. National Socialism (Na-

zism) used evolution to justify the supremacy of the Aryan race and the need to destroy 

less evolved people such as the Jews, Gypsies, and Slavs. 

Because evolution gives man a reason to deny the existence of a Creator, hu-

mans use evolution as an excuse to worship themselves as god in the foolishness of their 

darkened minds (Rom l:20ff). Evolution gives the anarchistic individual his alleged 

rights to make his own laws. It provides an excuse for the self-deified State, representing 

Collective Man as god, to declare itself the creator of money and other “blessings” such 

as justice, security and peace. 

Only the creationist Christian faith restores to man his dignity as well as his 

special responsibility to trust and obey a holy and personal God. Hence, only when hu-

mans listen to God, and believe that they are creatures are they blessed in every area of 

life. The consistent testimony of Scripture is that when the citizens of a land rebel against 

their Creator, no amount of central bank created money, statist wealth redistribution, 

and socialist coercion will bring long term prosperity or freedom. Only when a nation 

and its rulers submit to the Creator and His Son (Ps 2) will it experience Christ’s victory 

over satanic powers and earthly aggressors. Only then will a people-group begin to ex-

perience His victorious resurrection power in every area of life and culture. 

Therefore, we reject the ancient concept of evolution and any modern compro-

mise with it (cf. theistic evolution or progressive creation). If the process of evolution 

occurred at all, as these compromise theories teach, then man would have an excuse to 

deny what the Bible says is the inescapable fact of a Creator, who is unmistakably re-

vealed in the universe. No man has any excuse. 
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4. The Essence of Authority  

God as Creator, through His revelation, is the only source of all authority.  

We affirm that the all wise God, the Creator of the heavens and the earth, is the only true source 

of all authority1 and that He has revealed His authority in the Bible and the created uni-

verse.2Every single person and every group possesses faith in a final authority,3 which is that 

person or group’s divinity.  All ideologies and philosophies are religious. The Triune God speak-

ing in the words of the Bible, however, is the final bar of appeal in all matters of the one true 

faith as it addresses every sphere of life(and it addresses everything).4 It stands in judgment over 

all tradition, law, philosophy, chronology, science, and experience. It is the infallible and inerrant 

norm in every aspect of human life that it addresses either directly or deductively.5 

1. ‘‘Who has directed the Spirit of the LORD, or ... has informed Him? With whom did He 

consult and who gave Him understanding? And who taught Him in the path of justice ... 

knowledge, and ... understanding” (Is 40:13-14-NASB). Cf. Rom 11:34-36; 1 Cor 2:6, 11:12. 

‘‘Why do the nations [and rulers] rage and ... plot ... against the LORD and ... His ... [Anointed 

King] .... The One enthroned in heaven laughs ... saying ‘I have installed My King’. Therefore 

…be wise; be warned you rulers of the earth. Serve the LORD” (Ps 2; cf. Acts 4:24-26; Rev 

4:11; Dan 4:17).  

2. “The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work of his hands. Day after 

day they pour forth speech … [and] display knowledge…. Their voice goes out into all the 

earth.... The law of the LORD is perfect … trustworthy ... right … sure and altogether right-

eous” (Ps 19:1-9; cf. Rom 10:18). “[God’s] wrath … is being revealed from heaven against 

… men who suppress the truth …, since what may be known about God is plain to them…. 

For since the creation of the world God’s invisible qualities … have been clearly seen … 

understood from what has been made, so that men are without excuse” (Rom 1:18ff).  

3. “Those who make them will become like them, everyone who trusts in them” (Ps 115:8, 4-8, 

135:15-18).  “But we all, with unveiled face … are being transformed” (2 Cor 3:18). 

4. “When men tell you to consult mediums and spirits … should not a people enquire of their 

God? Why consult the dead on behalf of the living? To the law and to the testimony! If they 

do not speak according to this word, they have no light” (Is 8:19-20; Dt13:1ff; Prv30:5ff; Dt 

4:2, 12:32; Rev 22:18ff). “‘Do not go beyond that which is written’” (1 Cor 4: 6). “Jesus 

replied, “Why do you break the command of God for the sake of your tradition?” (Mt15:3).  

5. “See to it that no-one take you captive through ... deceptive philosophy, which depends on 

human tradition and the basic principles of this world rather than on Christ” (Col 2:8). “For it 

is written, ‘I will destroy the wisdom of the wise ....’ If anyone of you thinks he is wise by the 

standards of this age, he should become a ‘fool’ so that he may become wise” (1 Cor1:19ff, 

3:18ff). “For the LORD gives wisdom, and from His mouth come knowledge and understand-

ing” (Prv 2:6). “Guard what has been entrusted to your care. Turn away from … [false] 

knowledge, which some have professed and in so doing have wandered from the faith” (1 Tim 

6:20ff). “The word of the LORD is flawless” (Ps 18:30).  
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The Essence of Authority: Commentary 

Any exercise of human authority must be tested against the standard of God’s 

Word. This implies that God alone is the supreme authority in heaven and earth because 

He is the only Creator and Designer of all things and every human must tremble before 

His Word (Is 44:24, 45:9, 53:13, 66:1-2). All human authorities, as God’s servants, must 

function within the bounds prescribed by God’s “holy, just and good” Law (Rom 7:12, 

13:lff; Dt 17:18ff).  Why? Because He alone is just and He is the Creator, giving Him 

the sole right to rule. 

The Creator binds Himself, as the Lord of all things, to the authority of the Bible 

which He calls His “word of truth” (Ps 119:43; Jn 17:7). Now, the Scriptures clearly 

reveal God as a Being who “cannot lie” and who “changes not” (Heb 6:17-18, 1:12; Ps 

102:27; Mal 3:6). His Word is also eternal and does not change (1 Pet 1:23-25; Is 40:6-

8). He, therefore, is our trust (Jer 17:7 KJV) and His Word is our trust (Ps 119:42). He 

is true and thus His Word is truth (Jn17:17) in every area about which it speaks includ-

ing, especially, history, philosophy and science. 

God judges those who do not trust “every word that proceeds out of His mouth” 

(Dt 8:3; Mt 4:4; cf. Ps 119:42). Those trusting in His authoritative Word, do not “lean 

on their own understanding” (Prv 3:5-6) and will not be ashamed (Ps 25:20 KJV) like 

those who trust in the “word” [i.e., ideology] of false gods (Is 42:17). The word of a 

false god is a worthless deception (cf. Ps 31:6; cf. Jer 28:15; Jer 7:4, 8). 

Jesus Christ is spoken of as One who is unchanging (Heb 1:10-12; 13:8). He, as 

Yahweh, is the First and Last (Is 41:4, 43:10ff; Rev 1:8, 17:22:13). Those who hear and 

do His Word build their lives upon a Rock (Mt 7:24ff). Jesus Christ says that those who 

annul the smallest command are least in the Kingdom (Mt 5:17ff). 

Jesus believed in the infallible truthfulness of the literal historical facts of the 

Old Testament Scriptures and especially of the whole book of Genesis. For example, He 

believed in the literal Genesis accounts of the Creation, Garden and Adam and Eve (Mk 

13:19; Mt 19:4-5), the Devil and the Fall (Jn 8:44), the murder of Abel (Mt 23:35), 

Noah’s world-wide Flood (Lk 17:26-27), Sodom and Gomorrah, the rescue of Lot, the 

judgment of Lot’s wife (Lk 17:28-30, 32; Mt 11:23-24), and the miracle of manna in the 

wilderness (Jn 6:32). He also taught about Moses and the burning bush (Mk 12:24-26), 

Jonah and a literal whale [great fish] (Mt 12:39-40), and a historical Daniel as a true 

Prophet (Mt 24:15). In addition, our Lord believed that Isaiah wrote all parts of Isaiah 

(Jn 12:38-41; Lk4:17ff; Mt 3:3), and that Moses wrote the Pentateuch (Jn 5:46; Lk 

16:29, Mt 22:24, etc.). All these facts and much more are denied by humanistic theolo-

gians in the name of scientific, higher criticism, who claim that their investigations are 

neutral and without an agenda. 

However, to reject the truthfulness of the Old Testament is to reject Christ’s 

authority and Lordship. It is to substitute human authority above God’s authority. We 
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must “believe without a doubt all things contained in [Scripture]” (BC, Art. 5) just as 

our Lord did. If we trust in the Living Word, we will trust in the always-truthful, infal-

lible, written Word just as He did. In addition, “neither may we consider any writings 

of men ... of equal value with those divine Scriptures, nor ought we to consider custom, 

or the great multitude ... or [church] councils ... as of equal value with the truth of God 

since the truth is above all.... Therefore we reject with all our hearts whatsoever does 

not agree with this infallible rule” (BC, Art. 7). 

We also reject dualistic views of inspiration as found in neo-orthodox [e.g., Karl 

Barth] and some recent evangelical viewpoints. These raise the human mind in judgment 

over God’s authoritative Word.  In other words, science not God’s word becomes the 

chief arbitrator of truth in interpreting the observed data of nature. By doing this, these 

perspectives pave the way eventually for unlimited human authority to usurp biblical 

authority in every area of culture. These viewpoints in effect claim that God’s infallible 

authority is divided and limited to general, “spiritual” truths pertaining to individual 

salvation. Such dualistic views of inspiration claims God’s inerrant authority does not 

reach to the particular facts of historical origins, biological science, history and chronol-

ogy, or to the specifics of socio-economic systems. 

Last, we must interpret Scripture using assumptions about the nature of Scrip-

ture and its authority that come from within Scripture itself. All hermeneutical principles 

for interpreting Scripture must also come from Scripture alone. For example, clear state-

ments in Scripture must be used to interpret less clear passages.  Scripture, thus, alone 

can interpret Scripture. 
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The Essence of Authority: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and. text verses. 

1) Why is it necessary that the Creator be the only true source of unmistakably clear 

and final authority? Who and what replaces God if He is not the final source of 

authority (cf. 2 Thes 2:4; Ps 94:20-21; Is 10:1-2)? 

2) Can we believe in God’s authority without believing that His Word is the absolute 

norm in every sphere of human life? Explain your answer. 

3) Through what two sources of revelation do people find knowable true facts, truth 

and authority? Which one is the clearest? Does this clarity have anything to do with 

the teaching that the Bible is the final bar of appeal in all matters of faith and life 

above science? 

4) Many philosophers reject the idea that anyone can know anything for certain in this 

world. Actually when they make that absolute certain statement don’t they contra-

dict themselves? Why is this so? 
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5. The Essence of Providence and History  

God presides over history and provides in all things with in His love and justice.  

We affirm that God, through His sovereign providence, rules over the whole of His Creation.1 

He has pre-ordained and is presently guiding history from the Fall of Adam, to the redemption 

in Jesus the King, until history reaches its climax at the Second Coming.2 God in His providence 

is leading Christ’s body to disciple every people-group on earth, while working all things for the 

good of justified men. This includes all the decisions made in the free, private property based, 

economic environment established in God’s Word.3 This does not release men from personal 

responsibility, for providence functions in such a way that when men trust God and work in 

trusting obedience to the Bible’s legal system and its free, economic framework, they exercise 

godly dominion in history. They experience grace, comprehensive blessings, and freedom in his-

tory. However, for those disobeying God’s just Law, including oppressors and those not com-

passionate to the poor, He brings judgment upon them both within history and on the Last Day.4 

1. ‘‘Who has understood the Spirit of the LORD or instructed him.... Surely the nations are like 

a drop in a bucket.... He sits enthroned above ... the earth.... He ... reduces the rulers of this 

world to nothing.... The LORD is ... the Creator” (Is 40:12ff). “All things were created by ... 

and for [Christ]. He is before all things, and in him all things hold together” (Col l:15ff; see, 

Acts 2:23, 4:28).  

2. “And He made known to us ... his will ..., which he purposed in Christ, to be put into effect 

when the times will have reached their fulfillment – to bring all things in heaven and on earth 

together under one head, even Christ. In him we were ... chosen, having been predestined 

according to the plan of him who works out everything in conformity with the purpose of his 

will” (Eph 1:8b-11). “But Christ has indeed been raised from the dead.... Each in his own turn: 

Christ ...: then, when he comes.... Then the end will come, when he hands over the kingdom 

to ... the Father after he has destroyed all ... authority ... For he must reign until he has put all 

his enemies under his feet” (1 Cor 15:20-25; cf. Ps 22:27-31; Dan 2:34, 44ff, 7:14; Mk 4:28-

29; Mt12:17-21; 13:31-33; Mt 28:17-20; Eph 1:19bff).  

3. “And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love him, who have 

been called according to his purpose” (Rom 8:28ff). “Do not steal ... [and] do not covet” (Ex 

20:15, 17).  

4. Covenantal blessings and judgments coming through faith or disobedience: Rom 1 and 2; Lev 26; Dt 

27-28; Mk 10:29ff; Ps 37; 1 Pet 3:10-11. “A sinner’s wealth is stored up for the righteous” 

(Prv 13:22b). “Righteousness exalts a nation, but sin is a disgrace to any people” (Prv 14:34; 

11:10-11). “If the righteous receive their due on earth, how much more the ... sinner” (Prv 

11:21, 31; cf. 10:30, 2:21-22, 12:3; 12:7, 12). “Diligent hands will rule, but laziness ends in 

slave labour” (Prv 12:24; 14:14, 34; 24:19).  
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The Essence of Providence and History: Commentary 

The Triune God works out everything “according to [his]... plan ... in conform-

ity with the purpose of his will” so that all things may bring glory to His grace (Eph 

1:11-12). Christ also came to earth at the specific time the Father preordained (Gal 4:3; 

Eph 1:10). He was delivered over to be nailed to the cross “by the predetermined plan 

and foreknowledge of God (Acts 2:23). According to the plan which God purposed, all 

things in heaven and on earth have been brought together under one head, that is under 

Christ Himself (Eph 1:10; Mt 28:17-20; Eph 1:19b-21). The heavens and the earth will 

pass away according to the time that God alone knows (Mt 24:35-36). 

According to God’s plan, Christ is reigning now on earth from His throne in 

heaven, together with His body, the invisible and universal Assembly (Church) (Ps 2, 

110; Dan 7:13-14, 27; Mt 28:17-30; Acts 2:31-35; Rom 5:17ff; 1 Cor 15:24-26; Eph 

1:19b-2:7; Col 1:13-20). His Kingdom has already come, but has not yet come perfectly. 

At present, it is growing into a “mountain that will fill the whole earth,” having had a 

tiny “mustard-seed” beginning (Dan 2:35ff; Mt 13:31ff). In His present reign, He is 

actively working to make all his enemies as a footstool under His feet (Ps 2; 110:lff; 1 

Cor 15:25; Heb 10:13). “All the peoples” have been given to Him (Gen 12:13; Dan 

7:13ff). He comprehensively blesses the righteous, in any people, so that they and their 

descendants will grow and eventually inherit their land (cf. Ps 37).  

This means that the righteous will begin “discipling all the peoples” including 

their own. To help accomplish this plan, He also works in the long run to curse and cut 

off the disobedient from each land on earth (Dt28:45ff; Ps 37:9ff; Prv 2:21ff). He thus 

works all things in heaven and on earth for the good of His chosen people in Christ (Rom 

8:28ff). This furthers His plan for the growth of His kingdom. We reject, therefore, the 

teaching that anything can happen by chance. 

God divided His good creation order into two gender groups with different 

roles. He also created family and age groups (e.g., parents and children, old and young 

– cf. 1 Pet 5:5; Lev 19:32). Each such group has a distinct role and follows certain dis-

tinct commands given in the Word. Also, because God has given mankind different gifts 

and talents as well as different languages, in His providence different ethnic, income 

and status groups developed (1 Cor 12:12ff; Mt 25:14ff; Ps 86:9). Lastly, if everyone 

within their various group roles would perfectly obey God, there would be perfect justice 

and shalom (i.e., harmony of interest, peace, and order within God’s revealed Law-or-

der). Respect of God-formed group boundaries brings peace. 

Therefore, evil in this world is not a result of structural division (i.e., group 

distinctiveness created by God). Instead, evil is the result of man’s rebellion against 

God’s Law. That rebellion disrupts the shalom (peace, harmony, and prosperity) of the 

original Creation order. We reject the teaching that claims the way to harmony and pros-

perity is a man-made social order, which destroys God-created social divisions in a non-
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sexist, non-classist, non-ageist, non-ethnic State. The only method such a utopian, indi-

vidualistic ideology can be attempted is through the prisons and guns of a powerful, 

centralized State.  

However, the only way to comprehensive social blessing in any land is through 

thousands of cells and groups of believers acting as salt and light in the power of the 

Spirit. Only as these groups experience the healing salvation of King Jesus, will God 

restores shalom (peace, harmony, and prosperity) to a land. He alone obeyed the Law 

perfectly and fulfilled its punishment on the Cross. Thus He alone restores healing and 

wholeness into the twisted and broken creation. In Christ, believers are reckoned obedi-

ent. In Him, the Spirit works through the thousands of cells and assemblies the good 

works that flow out of His deliverance from sin and Satan (Rom 8:4, 13:8ff; Eph 2:10). 

Thus, when godly men trust and obey the principles of God’s Word, He pro-

vides a growing contentment and harmony in the economy, the family, and between all 

human groups (Is 2:2ff; 65:17ff). God provides respect and peace between men in a 

growing, free economic environment with gold and silver serving as currency, even 

though there will be income and class distinctions.  

We reject economic pharisaism in social democracy, fascism, socialism, and 

corporatism. These multiply man-made laws and bureaucratic regulations to enforce a 

human providence in redistributing wealth to those classes favored by the elites of the 

society. In doing so, the elites and their politicians buy more votes, while destroying 

private property rights and oppress the working poor, middle, and upper middle entre-

preneurial classes. God, in His sovereign providence, distributes income in the long run 

as He wishes to those who trust Him and follow His Word. A just civil government, 

therefore, must enforce His revealed tôranic wisdom to ensure the working of God’s 

providential justice. “By me kings reign, and rulers decree justice. By me princes rule, 

and nobles, all who judge rightly” (Prv 8:15-16). This occurs best when magistrates are 

true followers of King Jesus. 

We also reject some forms of Libertarianism that teaches only two principles 

should form the basis of modern society: The non-aggression principle and private prop-

erty rights in freely contracted associations.  These two are correct and supported by our 

Lord, but are a much reduced foundation for godly society. Instead, God has instituted 

three basic governments among humans, of which a family-based, civil government is 

one. Each type of government that God institutes must support the five principles of 

biblical civilization: liberty, life, property, family, and impartial justice in regular courts 

of law. 
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The Essence of Providence and History: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all text verses. 

1) Read note one of article nine, as well as Is 45:5-7; Prv 16:33; John 19:11; Acts 2:23; 

4:27-28; 15:17c-18; Rom 9:11, 13, 15-18, 22- 23; Eph 1:5, 6, 11. Can anything hap-

pen in heaven or on earth without God having planned it in the past and controlling 

and guiding it in the present? How certain would our salvation be if anything could 

happen purely by chance in the universe? (Cf. Rom 8:28-30). 

2) Read Rom 8:27-31. Does God work things out for the good of evil and rebellious 

persons? Isn’t that discriminatory or does God still bless those who trust and obey 

and curse those who rebel? 

3) Must Christians be totally passive with respect to change in a society? Do they have 

a responsibility, in obedience to God’s Law, to take the initiative, set the change 

agenda, get Christians elected to public office and direct the course of the society? 

(cf. Pss 2:10; 72:1-4, 82:1-8; 94:16; 1 Pet 2:12-13; Rom 13:1-4; Dt28; Lev 26; Ps 

37 and other verses that you discover). Carefully discuss this. 

4) Does God judge individuals and societies in this age of the Spirit and grace or must 

we wait to the Second Coming? (cf. passage listed in question three above and sim-

ilar passages). 

5) According to Rom 12:17-13:4; who or what is the agent of revenge or divine wrath 

in this age? 

6) Look at the use of the term “Israel” and the pronouns referring to Israel in Romans 

9-11. What does it mean every time it is used? What does “fullness of the Gentiles” 

mean? Does it mean, “fullness of gentilic people-groups according to the promises 

of the Abrahamic covenant”? Or does it mean the “full number of gentilic individ-

uals” as the NIV states: “full number of the Gentiles”?   

7) What then does “thus all Israel will be saved”?  (See Iain Murray, The Puritan 

Hope). Does Romans 9-11, then, give a NT version of the Abrahamic covenant 

promise that “all families/peoples of the earth” will be blessed in Abraham’s seed? 
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6. The Essence of Man, Covenant, and Sin 

God created mankind in His image; everyone has become completely sinful. 

We affirm that God specially created every human person very good, in His image.  He created 

every person under the law as a legal covenant in the beginning before the Fall. He endowed 

every person with immeasurable value, significance, and dignity as God’s image. God thus gave 

man dominion responsibility over the earth.1 Created as a rational and moral being, he is account-

able to God for all his attitudes and actions no matter in what position in life he may find himself.2 

Man has no rights whatsoever derived from or inherent in this created nature. Man’s justice, 

rights and duties in society are endowed by God in the kind provisions of His legal covenant and 

reaffirmed in the covenant of grace.3 Because of the rebellion and fall of Adam, the moral image 

of God in mankind is totally shattered.4Mankind’s nature and the environment now exist in a 

corrupted state and stand under the curse of God.5 Because of the total lawlessness of his heart 

and all his works, humanity is totally dependent on God for salvation in every area of life.6 

1. “God created man in his own image.... God blessed them and said ...‘Fill the earth and subdue 

it. Rule over [all that is in it]’” (Gen 1:27-28; cf. Ps 8:3-8).  

2. “God ‘will give to each person according to what he has done’...For God does not show fa-

vouritism” (Rom 2:6-11, citing Ps 62:12 and Prv 24:12).“The soul that sins is the one who 

will die” (Eze 18:19-32).  

3. “The law is holy, ... the commandment is holy, just, and good” (Rom 7:12; cf. Rom 3:31; 

8:4ff; 13:8ff; 1 Tim1:10ff.; Ps 111:3, 7, 10, 119:68; Lam 3:34ff). First covenant is legal, “un-

der law”; the second is gracious, “under grace” (Rom 6:14, 15).  The legal covenant began 

before the Fall; the grace covenant began with the proto-evangelium (Gen 3:15) and the cloth-

ing of Adam and Eve to cover sin before anyone can enter God’s presence (Gen 3:21). 

4. The image is not obliterated: cf. 1 Cor 11:7; Jas 3:9; Gen 9:6ff, but shattered: Gen 5:1-3, 6:5, 11-

12; Ps 51:5; Prv 19:3; Rom 3:9ff; Eph 2:ff. The image included dominion, righteousness, and ho-

liness: ‘‘You ... have been taught ... to lay aside the old self ... and put on the new self, which 

in the likeness of God has been created in righteousness and holiness” (Eph 4:2ff; Col 3:10; 

Rom 8:29). Christ is the image of God: 2 Cor 4:4; Col 1:15; Heb 2:5ff; Eph 1:19f; 1 Cor 15:20ff. 

Man is restored to the full image in Christ: Rom 8:29.  

5. See Lam 3:22-39; Lk17:10. “Just as through one man sin entered into the world, and death 

through sin, and so death spread to all men, because all sinned” (Rom 5:12 NASB). “For the 

creation was subjected to futility” (Rom 8:20ff NASB).  

6. “There is no-one righteous ..., all have turned away ... there is no-one who does good, not ... 

one” (Rom 3:10ff; 7:7ff; 8:6ff). “Sin is lawlessness” (1 Jn 3:4). “Because the sinful mind is 

hostile to God, it does not submit to God’s law, nor can it do so. Those who are in the· flesh 

cannot please God” (Rom 8:7ff NASB). “All [are sinners] and [lack] God’s glory, being jus-

tified as a gift by his grace through the redemption … in Christ.” (Rom 3:23ff).  
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The Essence of Man, Covenant, and Sin: Commentary 

The biblical doctrine of special creation of man in the image of God rejects 

evolution over billions of years. Only this teaching provides every human person with 

equal value, importance, dignity and accountability before the single law of God (Rom 

2:1-14). However, though every person is equal in human essence, every person does 

not have equal ruling function and authority. Children are equal in value with their par-

ents but do not have the same role in the family. The same applies to wives and hus-

bands. Both are equal in value, importance and dignity but are different in creational 

and new creational roles. 

Theological Arianism teaches the error that Jesus was not equal in divine es-

sence with the Father because He is eternally and voluntarily subordinate to the Father’s 

will. Hence, Arianism claims that submission and equality cannot co-exist. Social Ari-

anism claims that all role distinctions and ordering are inherently unjust, because, they 

claim, those under authority are supposedly robbed of “equal humanity.” Clearly, how-

ever, Scripture gives to some humans a non-headship role (e.g., the wife in a two parent 

family). It gives to children under 20 a non-voting role (see e.g., Num 14:29, 26:2, 

32:11). Minor children in the family are not justly allowed the role of making major, 

life-changing decisions (e.g., Gal 4:1-7). Scripture prescribes these distinct roles in the 

family, church, or society without denying each person’s equal value, significance, and 

dignity before the Creator. 

Second, even though the Fall of Adam thoroughly shattered the image of God 

in mankind, it did not erase it. Unregenerate man is not an animal, a devil, or a stone. 

Man is still man, the crown of God’s creation, predestined in covenant union with the 

Second Adam, King Jesus, to inherit and rule the earth (Ps 2, 8, 37; Heb 2:5ff; Dan 

2:44ff, 7:14ff; Mt 5:5). Therefore, every individual is equally responsible before the one 

Law of God irrespective of which group(s) God may have placed him or her in: Jew or 

Gentile, rich or poor, male or female, sinners or sinned-against, oppressed or oppressors 

(Rom 2-3). Full individual accountability is necessary for proper personal and cultural 

maturity. No person or group can grow strong spiritually, politically, or socio-econom-

ically if they blame all poverty and suffering on circumstances outside of themselves. 

Thus, we reject the heresy which blames “divided and unequal” structures of society for 

all the evils of humankind – racism, capitalism, imperialism, sexism, ageism, homopho-

bism, and now speciesism. 

Individual accountability, however, does not deny group accountability. God is 

the King, Chastiser, and Judge of the peoples and we all are “our brother’s keeper” (Gen 

4:9, Lk 10:25ff). This implies that the “universal right to vote and express political opin-

ions” (i.e., “democracy”) is not the highest good. A minority, including an ethno-cultural 

minority, is responsible before God to disobey the “democratic will of the majority” if 

that will disobeys the clear Word of God (e.g., Ex 23:2; Acts 4:19) or oversteps God’s 
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clearly designated areas of freedom. Also, God warns the righteous that the blood of the 

wicked will be on their hands if they do not warn the evil to repent (Acts 18:6; Eze 

33:4ff). Therefore, we reject the political quietist error. It teaches, among other things, 

that once a society has freedom to vote and express political opinions, no-one is allowed 

to disobey even an unjust majority decision that violates any of the basic rights guaran-

teed in the Ten Commandments. 

Lastly, biblical Christians reject the humanistic concept that “human rights” are 

built solely on the doctrine of the image of God in man. Rights and responsibilities are 

also built on the legal covenant inscribed in every man’s conscience and revealed in 

Scripture. Rights, hence, are not an entitlement, derived from something inherent in hu-

man nature. All rights are also responsibilities. They are granted only because God cre-

ated mankind in His image and also because He graciously condescended to bring hu-

manity into the legal covenant with Himself.  

Mankind is totally dependent on God and has no rights or responsibilities inde-

pendent of Him. Apart from God’s gracious covenant promise, no human can ever put 

God into “debt.” After the Fall, humankind is totally corrupt, with a will that never 

chooses to please God because it is enslaved to the lust of sin (Rom 8:7). Apart from 

grace, humanity is not incapable of seeking God nor can it deserve or do anything good 

in the sight of God (Rom 3:9ff, 7:7ff; 8:6). Apart from Christ, all human good deeds are 

self-focused self-righteousness and hence merit only God’s wrath, not His praise and 

honor (Jn 15:1-8).  

Therefore, in the redemption that King Jesus bought, both individual and social 

salvation for fallen humanity is by grace through the outworking of steadfast faith. That 

faith listens to God’s gracious and just Word, which alone defines the civil rights and 

responsibilities of individuals and groups. The fact that man is created in God’s image, 

thus, means that every man is accountable to God’s Law. This is not destroyed by the 

coming of the redemption in Christ. In the eyes of divine Law, every covenantal right is 

inseparably joined with a covenantal responsibility. For example, the right to life is 

joined with the responsibility not to murder. A person who commits premeditated mur-

der loses the right to life. The right of property is joined with the responsibility to help 

the poor (Eph 4:28) and the command not to steal or covet. The right of liberty under 

God is joined to the responsibility to bring every area of life under the dominion rule of 

Christ. We reject, thus, the lawless, irresponsible “Human Rights Movement” that re-

jects the God of the creation, the Lord of the redemption, and the doctrine of complete 

human responsibility before a holy God. 
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The Essence of Man, Covenant, and Sin: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all text verses. 

1) Is it old-fashioned and narrow to believe in the total sinfulness of unbelieving man 

and all of his works? Give reasons for your answer from Scripture. 

2) What does it mean that a man is created in God’s image? 

3) What ideologies or secular religions are built upon the concept that man is either 

good or at worst neutral? 

4) Does man have inherent “human rights” that come from his own nature created in 

God image? Or do rights and responsibilities also flow out of humanity’s covenantal 

responsibility before God. 

5) Where do just social, political, moral, and personal rights and responsibilities come 

from? 

6) Show how a crime against one of the five basic rights and responsibilities is a choice 

to forfeit your rights. For example, theft may cause you to forfeit the right of liberty 

because a just court decision may force the thief to work at hard labor in order to 

pay back what was stolen with interest.  
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7. The Essence of Covenantal Moral Law  

Trusting and obedient Christians must conform all of life to the principles of God’s instructions. 

We affirm that every sphere of life must conform to the unchanging moral law of God as rooted 

in His character and creation design, summarized in the Decalogue, and explained and applied 

in the universally valid principles found in every one of the judicial case laws of Scripture.1 

Because God endowed all humans with dominion authority, especially believers, through faith, 

prayer, word and deed,2 should oppose social and moral evils contrary to God instructions. Alt-

hough salvation is not by the law, God’s Law still defines how to build and rebuild human cul-

tures with justice and not oppression, with divine good and not evil. This Law thus gives us 

blueprints for building godly lives and just socio-political and economic systems.4 

1. Judicial laws found in Ex 21-22; Dt 6-26. “Be holy for I am holy” (1 Pet 1:14-16). “[God’s 

law is] ... forever right” (Ps 119:137, 142ff). “Kings ... [must not] forget what ... [God’s] law 

decrees, and deprive all the oppressed of their rights.... Speak up and judge [justly]; defend 

the rights of the poor” (Prv 31:4ff).  

2. “Have nothing to do with the fruitless deeds of darkness, but rather expose them” (Eph 5:8ff). 

“You are the salt [and] ... light of the world. A city on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither do 

people light a lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand, and it gives light 

to everyone.... In the same way, let your light shine before men” (Mt 5:13ff). Cf. The Baptist: 

Lk3:10ff, 19. Our Lord: Lk 13:32; Mt 22:17-21. Apostles: Rom 13:1-8; 1 Pet 2:12ff. 

3. “He who loves his fellow man has fulfilled the law.... ‘Do not commit adultery,’ ‘Do not mur-

der,’ ‘Do not steal,’ ‘Do not covet,’ and whatever other commandment there may be, are 

summed up in ...: ‘Love your neighbour’” (Rom 13:8ff). “So then, the law is holy, and the 

commandment is holy, righteous and good” (Rom 7:12ff). “Do we ... nullify the law by this 

faith? No.... Rather, we uphold the law” (Rom 3:31). “Although they know God’s righteous 

decree that those who do such things deserve [the] death [penalty – lit.], they not only continue 

to do these very things but also approve of ... [others]” (Rom 1:32). “For what the law was 

powerless to do ... God did ... in order that the righteous requirements of the law might be fully 

met in us, who do not live according to the [flesh] ... but according to the Spirit” (Rom8:3ff). 

‘‘We know that the law is good if a man uses properly. We also know that law is made not for 

good men but for lawbreakers ... and sinful, ... and irreligious; for those who kill their ... [par-

ents], for murderers, for adulterers and perverts, for slave traders and liars and perjurers – and 

for whatever else is contrary to ... sound doctrine” (1 Timl:8ff). “Doesn’t the Law say the same 

thing? For it is written in the Law ..., ‘Do not muzzle an ox while it is treading ... the grain’” 

(1 Cor 9:8ff). Cf. Acts 23:5; 1 Tim 5:18; Mt 5:17ff; 15:4ff 18:16; [Jn 8:17, 2 Cor 13:1]; Mt 

23:23; 1 Cor 5:13, 14:34ff.  

4. “Observe [these laws] ... , for this will show your wisdom ... to the nations, who will hear 

about all these decrees and say, ‘... this ... nation is a[n] ... understanding people ... [with] such 

righteous ... laws as this body of laws’” (Dt4:6ff).  
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The Essence of Moral Law: Commentary 

The abiding witness of the Reformation is that Jesus Christ is now reigning as 

King and Lord of every people and every area of life (Ps 2:7ff, 110:1ff; Acts 2:33-36; 

1 Cor 15:20-27; Eph 1:10, 19b-23; Col 1:13-22; Rev 1:5). The New Testament says 

that Jesus is reigning now in Zion, the heavenly Jerusalem (Pss 2, 110; Acts 2:32-36; 1 

Cor 15:22; Gal 4:26; Eph 1:19b-22; Col 1:13-19). The Prophets stated that when Mes-

siah, the Servant of Yahweh, comes, then “the Law will go out from Zion, the word 

from Jerusalem” (Is 2:3; Mic4:2). In those days, the Prophets said: “The law will go 

out from me, my justice will become a light to the nations” (Is 51:4ff; cf. Is 42:1-4; Mt 

12:17-21). Similar passages state that “justice” and “righteous judgment” are the 

work of Messiah (cf. Is 11:lff; 9:7). The Prophets (cf. Is51:4), Moses (Dt6:25), and the 

Lord Himself state that justice and goodness are defined solely by God’s Law (Mt 

5:17ff). This includes the most basic, universal principle found in it (Mt 5:17-20; 

15:lff; 23:2ff; Rom 3:31, 7:12, 8:4, 13:8ff; 1 Tim 1:5-11) and all its major universal 

principles (i.e., tôranic wisdom). 

At present, because He is now “our judge, lawgiver, and king,” He alone must 

rule over mankind and thus “save us” (Is 33:22; Jas 4:12). The Prophets of old pro-

claimed that when Jesus the Prince will come the first time (Dan 9:25-26), there will 

be no end of the growth of His government (Is 9:1-7) and that He would reign on Mt 

Zion above, with an iron scepter over all the kings and rulers of the earth (cf. Pss 2, 

89:26; Rev 1:5). They, in turn, must “serve the LORD ... and kiss the Son, lest he be 

angry and [they] be destroyed” (Ps 2:10-12). The kings and the rulers of the earth, 

however, conspire together to “break the chains ... and throw off [the] ...fetters” of 

“the LORD and His anointed [King]” (Ps 2:1-3).  

It is certainly true today that humanistic rulers and Christianized humanists 

hate God’s rule and thus hate His tôranic wisdom though they may give lip service to 

it, and call their rules God’s Law (Mt 15:8; Is 29:13; Jer 8:7-8; Eze 33:31). The reason 

for this is the absolute rebellion of the human heart against God: “[It] is hostile to God. 

It does not submit to God’s law, nor can it do so” (Rom 8:7). Consequently, no just 

ruler can “reign” today without God’s wisdom, found in His total Word (Dt 17:18ff; 

Prv 8:14-16). God’s creational design-norms (traditionally called “natural law”) are 

exactly the same Law as He gave to Adam in his conscience, and then progressively 

developed through Noah, Abraham, Moses, and the prophets. Its meaning is not “abol-

ished” but “filled up” and “fulfill[ed]” in and by the Lord (Mt 5:17ff). He continued 

revealing His Father’s ethical and doctrinal teaching through His New Testament 

apostles and prophets. By the time they died, it was finished (Jn 16:13; Heb 1:1; Eph 

2:20). God’s ethical values are fully explained solely in Scripture. 

At present, the external ceremonial form of our Father’s instruction is altered, 

but the eternal meaning even of the ceremonial laws continues today (BC, art. 25). For 
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example, the Passover is now continued in Christ, our Passover Lamb and partially in 

the Lord’s Supper (see e.g., 1 Cor 5:7ff). Although the cultural forms in which the 

Law was written are, in general, no longer existent, every principle of every law is 

valid today (i.e., the “general [universal] equity” of the law – WCF 19.4; cf. Mt 5:17-

20; Rom 3:31, 7:12, 8:4). The reason for this is that each judicial or case law expounds 

and applies one of the commands of the Decalogue. For example, it is only in the case 

laws that one discovers when killing a human becomes the crime of murder, which 

merits capital punishment (see e.g., Num 35:16-31). 

The Prophets stated that one day the Law would no longer be merely external, 

on stone tablets, but would be written on believers’ hearts by the Spirit (Jer 31:33-34; 

Heb 8:8-12; Eze 36:25-27). Christians are thus released from the Law as a legal cove-

nant that condemns and externally compels the rebellious sin nature. The flesh can do 

nothing good (Rom 7:1-6; 2 Cor 3:1-11; Col 2:11-17, 20-22). Believers are now joined 

to the resurrected Christ, and thus serve God no longer in the powerlessness of the 

flesh through letters written on stones. They can now submit to His Spirit in the new 

freshness and power of the resurrection. Hence, the Spirit fulfills in a through the be-

liever the essential righteousness of the law (Rom 7:4-6; 8:1-4, 13:8ff). 

We reject a dualistic Christianity that claims that the new covenant is purely 

internal and spiritual with no specific blueprints for the socio-economic and political 

spheres. Scripture blueprints, just as a builder’s blueprints, certainly do not give every 

detail for production of a building or of culture. Yet both still give a sure framework 

within which to build.  

We reject also a dualist version of Christianity that states that only the Church 

as God’s invisible Kingdom is regulated by Scripture. The State, as God’s visible 

Kingdom, they claim, is regulated only by common grace, natural law norms so that 

Scripture cannot be used to address the public and social spheres of life.   

New covenant grace never excuses any sin against any of His commands in 

any area of life (Ps 2; 1 Jn3:4; Rom 6:lff, 15ff; 1 Tim l:8ff). Being “under grace” in-

stead means that righteous people in civil, economic, social, military, or medicine are-

nas should rule with wisdom taught from God’s word, when called upon to do so. “By 

me kings reign and rulers make laws that are just” (Prv 8:15). In fact, because Christ 

perfectly obeyed the Law (Rom 5:12ff), His grace establishes the eternal principles 

found in every section of the Law (Rom 3:31). The Spirit works that eternal righteous-

ness in us, as we live by trusting Him (Rom 8:4). He changes our heart so that we are 

no longer hostile to the law but delight in it as “holy, righteous and good” instruction 

from the Father (Rom 7:12-8:7; Ps 119). In fact, “instruction” is the root meaning of 

the word translated law in the OT. Grace hence opposes and overcomes lawlessness in 

every area of life (Eph 5:8-14) because now we are no longer “under law” as the legal 

covenant but “under grace” that is the covenant of grace, in which we are servants of 

righteousness (Rom 6:12-21) – in every arena and sphere of life. 
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The Essence of Moral Law: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and. all text verses. 

1) Read Lk 3:10-14, 19-20; Dan 4:26-27, 5:18-24; Jon 3:4-9 (among many passages) 

and note the various messages that the prophets brought to the pagan nations and 

their rulers. Do you think that individual Christians and Christian groups have a 

responsibility to speak out on the social, moral, religious economic issues of the 

present day or must Christians totally be removed from “politics?” Is there a line 

between sacred and secular in biblical thought? 

2) Whose standard of judgment must Christians use as they analyse, expose, and 

preach against individual and social evils? 

3) Read again notes two and three of article seven above carefully. How much of 

God’s Old Testament law as it is applied in, for example, Deuteronomy, the 

Psalms, Proverbs, and the Prophets is applicable to our social, legal, economic, 

and religious system today? What does the New Testament say? 

4) Must the Christian message to our culture only be negative as some may com-

plain? If not, what must we then live, teach and do positively to apply God’s Word 

to all of life? Be very practical. 
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8. The Essence of Rights and Responsibilities 

God has endowed every human with five basic rights and responsibilities: Liberty, Impartial Jus-

tice, Life, Family, and Property. 

We affirm that the Creator has endowed every human being at creation in the legal covenant, 

five inalienable rights and responsibilities before other men, these include: Liberty1 under the 

Triune God whom all are to trust and glorify in spirit, life and work;2 Impartial justice3in regular 

courts of law in which truth and contract are protected; Life4 from conception to natural death, 

refreshed weekly by a one-out-of-seven rest day; Family5 as a lifelong covenant bond before God 

and before the couple’s families, between one male and one female, recognized and adjudicated 

in both ecclesial and civil courts, and in which children respect, financially support, and care for 

their elderly parents; and Property6 privately held by individuals in stewardship to the Creator, 

who alone–not the State–owns all property.7 These rights and accountabilities are found in the 

law of nature in the conscience8 and in nature’s God as He has written in the Decalogue and 

established them through King Jesus in the Gospel.9 

1. Liberty within the boundaries of God’s Word: “I am the LORD your God who has rescued 

you out of the house of slavery. You are to have no other god’s before Me.” “You shall not 

steal [a man’s freedom] (see, 1 Tim 1:10, Dt 24:7; Ex 21:16).  

2. “Even though they knew God, they did not honour him as God or give thanks” (Rom 1:21).  

3. Impartial justice based on truth in regular courts of law: “You shall not give false testimony 

[in court]” (Ex 20:16), as well as oaths and contracts enforced therein: “You shall not misuse 

the name of the LORD [in a contract or oath] (Ex 20:7). 

4. Life: “You shall not murder” (Ex 20:13; Dt 5:17) and “Remember the rest day” (Ex 20:8ff). 

5. Family: “Honour your [parents] ... do not commit adultery” (Ex 20. 12, 14). See, Gen 2:24. 

6. Property.  “You shall not steal. . . . You shall not covet [another’s property]” (Ex 20:15, 17; 

Dt 5:19, 21).  “Put this money to work ... until I come back” (Lk 19:13). Cf. Three parables: 

The Minas, The Talents, and the Faithful Servant (Lk 19:12-27; Mt 24:42ff, 25:14ff).  Note 

that Ananias owned his property (Acts 5:1-4).  Parable of the Workers in the Vineyard: “Is it 

not lawful for me to do what I wish with what is my own” (Mt 20:15). 

7. God alone not the State owns all things including the land: Ps 24:1; Lev 25:23; 1 Cor 10:26. 

8. Conscience: The Decalogue is the same creational law as found in the conscience (Ex 20:2ff; 

Dt 5:6ff; Rom 2:1-16).  Natural law is best described as creation design-norms. 

9. The Decalogue reflects the nature of the holy God: “Be holy as I am holy” (Lev 11:44f; 1 Pet 

1:16). “All authority ... has been given to me. Therefore ... disciple ... all [the people-groups], 

baptising ... and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you” (Mt 28:18ff – lit.). 

“Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I have not come to abolish 

them but to fulfill them .... Whoever practises and teaches these commands will be called great 

in the kingdom of heaven” (Mt 5:17-20).   See Rom 3:31, 7:12. 
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The Essence of Rights and Responsibilities: Commentary 

The Scripture is the foundation of individual, socio-political, and religious 

freedom. It alone teaches that because man as a special creation is God’s image, man 

alone has “the work of the law written” in the heart (Rom 2:15). They are also found 

in the character of nature’s God as He has described it in the Decalogue. The law of 

conscience, traditionally called “natural law,” and the Decalogue are exactly the same. 

The Ten Commandments, in turn, is further exposited and explained in the “Law and 

the Prophets,” which are not abolished but fulfilled in Christ.  This single norm our 

Lord established in the Gospel (Mt 5:17ff; Rom 2:1-16, 3:31; 1 Tim 1:8-11). It is the 

norm for life for those redeemed by grace and is also the standard of judgment for all 

humanity as Paul states (Rom 2:1ff).   

The civil, ecclesiastical, and family governments – indeed every other legiti-

mate government of privately contracted individuals and families – are governed and 

judged by the Decalogue (Rom 1:18-2:16).  Consequently, in the new covenant era 

there is only one King – Jesus – and one Kingdom.  

According to Scripture, the Creator has endowed every human at conception 

with inalienable, covenantal rights and responsibilities as part of the creation covenant.  

In a just system, this gives people rights and responsibilities before human courts of 

law. Because God, not a human individual or collective grants these rights, no human 

institution has any real authority to modify, dispense with, or ignore them. When they 

do, God will hold them responsible. “[God] judges in the midst of the rulers.  How 

long will you judge unjustly, and show partiality to the wicked?” (Ps 82:1-2; Ps 2). 

It is important to notice that the flip side of a right is a responsibility.  For ex-

ample, if a woman is being raped, and is calling out for help, those who are able are re-

sponsible to help her (Dt 22:27). The same applies to someone unjustly being taken 

away to execution.  Those who know about it are responsible to rescue them (Prv 

24:11-12). The Westminster Larger Catechism 99 agrees: “where a duty is com-

manded, the contrary sin is forbidden; and, where a sin is forbidden, the contrary duty 

is commanded.” 

Last, realise that these rights are negative in the sense that they limit the three 

divinely provided governments. Human-created rights are positive rights in the sense 

that the State must coerce money from some in order to redistribute it to favored 

groups.  

The first of the rights and responsibilities found in the Decalogue as a reflec-

tion of His character and in God’s creation design is true liberty under the Triune God. 

He is the only one whom all humankind must trust and glorify in spirit, life and work 

(Ex 20:1-6; Rom 1:20-21; 1 Cor 6:20 KJV; Gal 5:1; Jas 1:25).  This flows out of the 

prologue: “I am the LORD your God who brought you out of the . . . house of slav-

ery.” Because He has set us free, we are to glorify, depend on, and thank him alone.  
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He is the invisible God, dwelling in unapproachable light so no one has seen Him or 

can make a physical representation of Him.  The only “visible image of the invisible 

God” is King Jesus (Col 1:16).  He is now seated at the right hand of the Father and 

we know nothing of what he looked like.  Thus, only as multitudes within a culture are 

regenerated, gathered into assemblies, and learn to walk in freedom by the Spirit, will 

a nation begin to fulfill the righteous requirements of the law (Rom 7:1-6, 8:1-6; Mt 

28:18). Only then will any culture begin to implement real social and political free-

dom. This true freedom comes within the framework of divine, not human, law.  

The second right and responsibility is that of impartial justice in regular courts 

of law in which truth and contract are protected.  The third commandment states that 

we are not “to bear” the name of the LORD in vain.  Clearly, this includes more than a 

ban on cursing using the Lord’s name.  It includes that all of life and especially every 

oath to perform an action. It includes every thought, and every action that should re-

flect the character (i.e., the Name) of the LORD.  We now bear the name of Christ 

(“Christian”: Acts 26:28; 1 Pet 4:16). This means that when we sign a contract, that 

contract should be inviolable, honored by both parties, and certainly in courts and Par-

liaments. Currency manipulation (e.g., inflation, devaluation and fiat creation of 

money by central banks) is a violation of contract and is forbidden.  Certainly this also 

means that when we make an oath in a court of law in the LORD’s name, with our 

hand upon the Bible, we are to speak accurate truth according to the ninth command 

(Dt 5:20, 20:19-21; Prv 14:5, 24:28, 25:18). “A corrupt witness mocks at justice” (Prv 

19:28 NIV). 

Third is the right and responsibility to protect life from conception to natural 

death (Ex 20:13). It flows out of the command, “You shall not murder” (see Gen 9:6; 

Ex 21:12; Lev 24:17; Mt 5:21; Rom 13:9; Jas 2:11).  This certainly includes pre-born 

children who are often depersonalised by the scientific term “foetus.” The biblical in-

struction is clear. If a child is caused to come out of the womb prematurely through an 

act of violence (which all abortion is), and if the child is alive, the one perpetuating the 

violence is to be fined.  However, if the abortion violence causes the child’s death, the 

penalty is “life for life” (Ex 21:22-25). 

Furthermore, the right and responsibility of life is aided by weekly refresh-

ment.  This is a worker’s right.  A just constitution, hence, has a legitimate responsibil-

ity to free employees one day out of every seven days (normally on the Lord’s Resur-

rection day) from their normal employment, with exceptions as the Lord explained.  In 

the new covenant, Christian have no necessity to keep the Jewish Sabbath day, new 

moons, and yearly festival cycles (Rom 14:3-8; Gal 4:9-10; Col 2:16-17). However, 

we can learn the wisdom of rest and vacation days that God gave his people in these 

cycles. 

Fourth, every individual has the right and responsibility of family, if a mar-

riage contract has been properly entered into with two to three witnesses and approved 
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by the families (see e.g., Gen 1:26-27, 2:24, 9:6ff). All of society, in addition, is re-

sponsible to protect, uphold, and encourage marriage, including civil government. 

In Scripture, marriage is a private, lifelong covenant-bond signed in writing 

before God between one male and one female with their families and friends as wit-

nesses (see e.g., Gen 2:24; Dt 22:13-21; Prv 2:17; Eze 16:60; Mal 2:14).   Only then 

can it be adjudicated in both ecclesial and civil courts, if the contractual rights of one 

of the parties are violated (e.g., sexual unfaithfulness: Dt 24:1-4; Mt 5:32, 19:9).  For 

example, a husband must provide food, covering and conjugal rights.  If these are 

abandoned, a civil court may adjudicate a legitimate divorce on the grounds of unfaith-

fulness to the marriage contract because the man is breaking the covenant of marriage 

(Ex 21:10-11).  This right also mandates that children respect, financially support, and 

care for their elderly parents (Mt 15:1-7). 

Last is the right and responsibility of private property held by individuals and 

families in stewardship to the Creator, who alone – not the State – owns all property.  

The LORD states that He owns the whole earth and all its land (Ps 24:1; 1 Cor 10:26).  

People are but tenants before the face of God and His ownership of all land (Lev 

25:23).  Yet before human courts, humans own their land with rights to dispose of 

their private property – under God’s oversight and under the principles of His Word – 

as the owner wishes (see e.g., Mt 20:15; Acts 5:4).  

By necessary deduction, there are at least three consequences. First, God ab-

hors State expropriation and nationalisation of property for its use or with the excuse 

of the “common good.”  The account of Naboth’s vineyard gives ample testimony to 

this (1 Kgs 21; see Eze 45:9). Second, all property taxes are unjust and forbidden if 

non-payment of property (or any other taxes) means that the State can confiscate an 

owner’s land to recover the non-payment of taxes. In effect, this presupposes that the 

State is the owner of all land and the people but serfs and tenants under the self-deified 

State. 

A third consequence for a free republic under God and His biblical principles 

is that full ownership and control of all land and moveable property should be returned 

to the citizen families.  This includes the ownership and control of money, which is a 

real store of value normally in the weight and quality of gold and silver. Biblically, 

money is not worthless paper that the State and central banks control. Coinage should 

be in the hands of the citizens. This implies the banning of all monopoly central banks 

that print currency and manipulate the value of that currency at the caprice of the polit-

ical and moneyed elites. The civil government and its regular courts of law are only re-

sponsible to prosecute those who fraudulently debase, mislabel or otherwise manipu-

late coinage.  There is no other biblical role.  Hence, macroeconomics is solely con-

trolled by the citizens and their multitudes of private interactions. Macro-economics is 

not the purview of the State, its monopoly central Bank, or too-large-to-fail banks and 

corporations.  
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Another solid implication, then, is that there ought not to be any monarchy, ol-

igarchy, pure democracy, which is the rule of the majority, among humankind.  In-

stead, God’s biblical ideal is a constitution-bound, Christian Republic under the over-

sight of Christ’s Kingdom. This means a rule of elected officials under a constitution 

based on biblical principles and the five freedoms and responsibilities derived from the 

Decalogue. These are the foundation pillars of a just society and none of them can be 

neglected if freedom is to be maintained or secured.   

Scripture provides five standard tests that define justice in society. They judge 

whether a leader’s decision, a piece of legislation, or a court’s decision is truly right 

and just.  

1)  The test of just reward or recompense. This means recompensing back to a person 

what is his or her due (Ps 62:12; Prv 24:12; Is 59:18, 66:6; Mt 16:27; 2 Cor 5:10; 

Rom 2:3-10, 13:7). 

2) The test of impartiality without “respecting the face” of a person. In other words, 

no option, favor or bias must be given to a poor or wealthy person, citizen or alien, 

or to an influential or to a marginal person such as a widow or orphan.    

3)  The test of proportionality or commensurability to the gravity of the crime (Ex 

21:23-25; Lev 24:18-22; Dt 19:21),  

4) The test of truth, that is based on careful investigation of the truth of a matter (Dt 

13:14, 19:18; Rom 2:2 NIV),  

5) The test of due process in conformity with the basic principles of divine law (Dt 

4:2-8, 12:22).  

Last, a just civil government must be impartial but never neutral. A just civil 

magistrate must serve Christ (Ps 2). Hence, he must actively seek to destroy wealthy 

oppressors violating the biblical rights of the underclass (the poor, widows, orphans, and 

aliens: cf. Ps 72, 82). In doing so, the magistrate helps create an atmosphere of justice 

and peace within which the poor can prosper according to their abilities and diligence. 
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9. The Essence of Governments  

God has installed four basic governments: Individual, family, civil and church.  

We affirm that God has ordained four governing spheres: the individual, family, church and civil 

governments to secure God’s covenanted rights and responsibilities.1They must never be merged 

into one.2 Each derives its authority solely from God and His word through the citizens and mem-

bers.3 The pre-monarchical Israelite Republic is the model civil government for all peoples.4 All 

civil governors are accountable first to God “as His servant” and only then are they to serve with 

the consent of their citizens.5 All levels of civil government have been given the “sword” to 

protect those who obey God’s Law and to punish evildoers.6 If any civil ruler disobeys God’s 

Law and thus acts as a tyrant, then the citizens and the lesser civil rulers are responsible to call 

the disobedient ruler to account both before a court of law and before God’s court in prayer.7 

Civil government is responsible to exercise impartial justice with an independent court system.8 

1. Individual: “The fruit of the Spirit is ... self-control” (Gal 5:22ff; Pr25:28); family: “Wives, 

submit to your husbands…. Husbands love your wives.... Children, obey your parents.... 

Slaves, obey your … earthly masters” (Eph5:22-6:8); church: “Obey your [church] leaders 

and submit to their authority” (Heb 13:17; 1 Pet 5:1-5; 1 Tim 3:4-5); civil: “for there is no 

authority except which God has established” (Rom 13:1; 1 Pet 2:13ff; Ps 82:1; Jn 19:11).  

2. “God presides in the great assembly; he gives judgment among the [rulers]” (Ps 82:1). “Cae-

sar” does not have total authority: Jn19:10ff; Mt 22:21. 

3. Choose leaders: “Choose some wise . . . men from each of your tribes, and I will set them over 

you” (Dt 1:13). 

4. “So … do them, for that is … wisdom …in the sight of the peoples” (Dt 4:5-9) 

5. Consent: “Choose wise and discerning and experienced men from your tribes” (Dt 1:13).  Un-

der God: “Be wise ... you rulers of the earth. Serve the LORD.... Kiss the Son” (Ps 2; cf. Ps 

82:10). “[The ruler] is God’s servant to you for [the] good” (Rom 13:4 – lit.). “The [heathen] 

kings ... lord it over them.... But you are [to serve]” (Lk 22:25). “[The king must] not consider 

himself better than his brothers and ... [disobey] the law [of God]” (Dt17:20).  

6. “But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he does not bear the sword for nothing. He is ... an agent 

of [God’s] wrath to bring punishment on the evildoer” (Rom 13:4; 1 Pet 2:13). The “sword” 

is the God-given authority to make just war and give just capital punishment.  

7. Cf. Queen Athaliah: 2 Chr 22-23. Northern provinces secede from Israelite kingdom: 1 Kin12. 

Tribal rulers fight lawless tribe: Jud 20. Cf. Jos 22; Dt13:12ff. Paul commands believers to 

pray for authorities: 1 Tim 2:1ff. 

8. Impartial vs. oppressive State: “How long will you defend the unjust and show partiality to 

the wicked? Defend the cause of the weak and fatherless; maintain the rights of the poor and 

oppressed” (Ps 82:20). ‘‘Woe to those ... who acquit the guilty for a bribe, but deny justice to 

the innocent” (Is 5:22-24; 10:ff; 11:4ff; Jer 21:12, 22:3, Ps 58:1-2; 82:2-3, 94:20-21; Prv 

8:15ff; 16:12; 20:26; 28:12, 16, 28; 28:2; 29:2; 31:5-9). Paul appeals: Acts 25:11.  
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The Essence of Governments: Commentary 

The four God-ordained governments are strictly defined and limited by the 

Scriptures since, in principle, “all authorities are from God” (Rom 13:1; 1 Pet 2:12-15; 

Dan 4:34-35). None of the four government exist above any of the other three in the 

sense of ruling over and above the other spheres in an undefined and autonomous (autos 

= self, nomos = law) manner. Neither the family, the individual, the chosen elders and 

representatives of the civil and ecclesial government are the summary or the supreme 

ruler over all other governments. Consequently each of the four governments is directly 

under the Kingdom of God and His Messiah (Ps 2, 72, 82, 110). Final authority conse-

quently is not in the hands of the People as modernity bound social philosophy teaches. 

For example, “democracy” means literally, “The People govern.” Pagan Rome ex-

pressed this by the words vox populi, vox Dei (“the voice of the People is the voice of 

God”). Democracy thus merges the “People” with God. This is idolatry. A “majority” 

does not have a right to pass any law they wish (Ex 23:2).  

Unlimited democracy always results in tyranny. Each of the four governments 

then derives its authority solely from God and His word through the citizens and mem-

bers, who elect their federal-covenantal representatives (Dt 1:13-17). The covenantal 

Republic of Israel, not its monarchy, is the ideal civil government with its wise and just 

laws and the nearness of God, which was a model for all peoples (Dt 4:4-8; 2 Sam 8-12; 

Rom 2:17-18). Elected representatives should provide impartial yet pro-active justice 

for all – citizen and alien – based on God’s Law (Dt1:9-18, 17:18-20; Num15:16, 29; 

Lev 24:22).  

Biblical norms thus require a decentralized Christian Republic based on Christ 

as Sovereign King, Lawgiver and Judge (Is 33:22). In addition, the instruction of God 

as summarized by the Decalogue must be the foundation for the laws of the people (lex 

Dei, lex populi). We reject the pagan concept of “democracy.” God alone is Sovereign. 

We also reject oligarchy, in which a Parliament or a Supreme Court sovereignly rules 

over all areas of social and political life. We reject monarchy or dictatorship – the rule 

of one person or party.  

Jesus is Anointed King.  He alone is sovereign. Because all rulers, even Nebu-

chadnezzar (Dan 4:25-37), are “servants of God to you [all] for the good” (Rom 13:4 – 

lit.), they must rule under the authority of God, in obedience to His tôranic wisdom, 

which Paul defines as “the good” (Rom 7:12-19). If any civil leader oversteps the bounds 

of God’s good law, then he must be prosecuted by a legitimate leader of another level 

of government, even a so-called “lesser” realm of civil government. The lesser magis-

trate must also use his sword-right to call up the citizens to protect themselves against 

the injustice of the central State. This is the just “resistance of the lesser magistrate.” If 

an oppressive leader is a member in good standing in a biblical church, the elders must 

also bring discipline against this civil leader.  
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God, thus, strictly limits civil government to the sole “justice-providing” and 

physical protection functions of elected sheriff, people’s militia, courts, and foreign af-

fairs. Parliaments only function is to interpret and apply to new situations and contexts 

the universal principles found in every moral and judicial case law (cf. e.g., Ex 20-23; 

Dt5-27; see, Article 7 above, the Belgic Confession [Art. 25, 36] and Westminster Con-

fession [chap. 19, 23]). 

God has given each of the four governments authority within strict bounds. 

None of the governments must overstep those borders. God has given each government 

an instrument with which to exercise authority. He gave the family the “rod” to disci-

pline up to and including corporal punishment and to disinheriting rebellious children, 

if necessary. He gave the church, the “keys” of the Kingdom, which are the steps of 

church discipline up to and including excommunication. He gave civil government im-

partial justice, using the “sword” only to wage non-aggressive and defensive war and to 

punish criminals, up to and including capital punishment according to Scripture stand-

ards. 

A constant theme of both Testaments is that God strictly limits civil government 

to the single role of enforcing an impartial retributive-restorative justice (Dt l:17-18; 

Lev 19:15; Num 15:15; Ps 82; Rom 13:4; 1 Pet 1:13). Civil government must not use 

tax money to redistribute wealth because this is by definition partial and biased in favor 

of a person, group, or class (Ex 23:3; Lev 19:15; Dt 1:19; Job 34:19; Ps 82:2; Prv 18:5, 

24:23, 28:21). Any bias caused by bribery or prejudice is strictly rejected (Dt 10:17, 

16:19; Job 13:8-10, 34:19; Amos 5:12; Rom 2:5-11; 1 Tim 5:21; Col 3:25; Jas 2:9). 

Impartial justice, defined by the Bible’s tôranic wisdom, is the basis for shalom that is 

peace, harmony, and respect for the God-created boundaries defined in the Decalogue 

(Ps 72:3, 85:10; Is 9:7, 32:17, 60:17; Rom 14:17). Breaking God’s law disrupts shalom 

because divine justice is offended. The civil government, then, must exercise just judg-

ment to restore the divine normative order and His shalom. It accomplishes this by trust-

ing God and following the everlasting principles found in every one of the Mosaic case 

laws (Dt 5-27; Ex 21-23; cf. Rom 1:32, 3:31, 7:12, 8:4, 13:4; 1 Cor 9:8-14; 1 Tim l:10ff; 

Heb 2:2). Each of these principles is grounded in God’s character, wisdom, and creation 

design-norms. 

Impartiality is clearly defined in both Testaments. It means “to impartially pun-

ish the evil doers and bless the good” without “respecting the face” of a person (Rom 

13:4). Hence, an elected civil magistrate must not take a biased option for the poor or 

for any other social class. Further, there must be only one law for citizens and the im-

migrant aliens (Num 15:15). Last, relationships between citizens and ethnic aliens are 

carefully regulated by the abiding equity of the Mosaic civil laws (cf. Ex 22:21; 23:9, 

12; Lev 19:33ff, 24:22; WCF 19:4). 
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The Essence of Governments: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all text verses. 

1) Please don’t forget to read the Rejections section. Why is it so strange to our ears to 

hear that there are four governments and not just one, the State? Why must they 

never be merged into one? Provide reasons for your answers. 

2) Which one of the four governments is the foundational government? Which one is 

the foundational group or social government? 

3) Read Rom 13:1-4; 1 Pet 2:13; Lk 22:25-26; and Ps 82:1-4 in various versions. What 

is the one God-given task of civil government? How should that effect the way we 

vote and the ideal size of civil government? 

4) What is the right of the “sword” and which of the four types of government may use 

it? 

5) Why is it important to believe that all levels of civil government have the “sword” 

right if it is exercised under God’s just Law? What is the danger when one level of 

civil government claims a monopoly on the “sword” right? 

6) From Article fourteen and Dt 26:6; Num 20:15; Ex 22:21, 23:6-9, 12; Dt 28:26; 1 

Sam 8:3; Num 16:12-15; Mt 20:25; Lk 22:25, define tyranny? Whose law defines 

oppression? 

7) Why the teaching that the triune God must be the explicit foundation of a people 

(and their Constitution) is necessary for social and political freedom? 
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10. The Essence of Freedom and Responsibility 

Freedom results from responsible and trusting obedience to God and His Word in all 

areas of life.  

We affirm that the freedom of man in Scripture means the responsibility to listen to God with 

trust and to enjoy Him forever. There is no liberty for evil.1Man’s comprehensive salvation in 

King Jesus results in the exercise of Christian dominion and responsibility.2Trusting obedience 

to the wisdom of God is an essential consequence of covenant life in Him. As men believe and 

obey God, they receive in the long run, civil freedom, security, and prosperity. People, therefore, 

experience true freedom in fulfilling their responsibilities to God, family and possessions, to 

work and obligations. In this he brings the Christian message of life and shows he is indeed 

regenerated and renewed in the moral image of God and free from Satan’s slavery.4 

1. “[False teachers] ... promise ... freedom, while they themselves are slaves of depravity – for a 

man is a slave to whatever has mastered him” (2 Pet 2:19; Rom 6:15-23; 1 Cor 6:12). “‘If you 

hold to my teaching, you are really my disciples. Then you will know the truth, and the truth 

will set you free’....‘I tell you the truth, everyone who sins is a slave to sin’” (Jn 8:31-35; cf.1 

Pet 2:16). “Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom” (2 Cor 3:17).  

2. “All authority ... has been given to me. Therefore ... disciple ... all [the peoples], baptising... 

and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you” (Mt 28:18ff – lit.). “Do not 

think that I have come to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I have not come to abolish them but 

to fulfil them.... Whoever practises and teaches these commands will be called great in the 

kingdom of heaven” (Mt 5:17-20). “Put this money to work ... until I come back” (Lk 19:13). 

Cf. The Parables of the Talents, and the Faithful Servant (Mt 24:42ff, 25:14ff).  

3. “I set before you ... life and prosperity, death and destruction. For I command you today to 

love the LORD ... and to keep his commands ...; then you will live and increase.... Now choose 

life, so that you and your children may live” (Dt 30:15-20). “Whoever would love life and see 

good days must keep his tongue from evil ... deceitful speech. He must turn from evil and do 

good.... For the eyes of the Lord are on the righteous” (1 Pet 3:10ff; Ps 34:12ff). “Children 

...‘Honour your father and mother’ –... the first commandment ... with a promise–‘that it may 

go well with you’” (Eph 6:1-2; Dt5:16). “[He] who looks intently into the perfect law [of 

liberty], and [does it] ... will be blessed in what he does” (Jas1:25; cf. Jos 1:7-8; Ps 1, 25:12ff; 

Prv1:32ff; 3:2ff; Jer17:5ff; Mt 7:24ff).  

4. “Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God? ... And that is what 

some of you were. But you were washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the name 

of the Lord Jesus … and by the Spirit” (1 Cor 6:9-11; cf. Rom 7:4-6; 1 Jn 2:17, 3:4-12; Mt 

12:50; Eph 4:20ff, Col 2:13ff, 3:1-5).  
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The Essence of Freedom and Responsibility: Commentary 

In Scripture, freedom always means liberty within the safe boundaries of God’s 

absolute and unchanging moral will and creation design-norms. This standard is not and 

never was based on works-righteousness (Gal 3:15ff). Instead, it is a mandatory standard 

which defines sin and crime, right and wrong, justice and oppression, good and evil. It 

is upon this standard that every human is judged according to Paul’s Gospel (Rom 2:1-

16; 1 Tim 1:8-11). Therefore, true freedom can never be absolute because that would 

result in the tyranny of anarchy [“an” = no; “archos” = ruler]. God is our ruler. Such 

anarchy results in “freedom” to abort babies debase the currency, to bow to an electorate 

when it demands something evil, to fail to pay child support, and to spread pornography 

and AIDS. We reject humanist dogma that claims “freedom” is liberation from divisive 

social structures and “prudish” biblical principles. Freedom, instead, is liberation from 

personal sin and the rebuilding of social structures on the principles of God’s Word. 

Furthermore, freedom includes the responsibility of godly men, when called 

upon, to exercise dominion over every area of life under the kingly law of Christ (Rom 

5:17). He rules His kingdom, through His servants, by means of the Gospel and just 

law/commands. He does not rule by means of arbitrary decisions. Both the Dominion 

Covenant (or Cultural Mandate: Gen l:26-28, 9:6-7; Ps 8) and its NT repetition, the 

Great Commission (Mt 28:17-20), give man just commands to trust and obey. Both im-

ply that the world is to be occupied by and ruled over by the servants of the King with 

their families in the long run and when called upon. Christ’s dominion grows on earth 

through the world-wide growth of His trusting and obedient body. As His people grow 

to a majority and begin to exercise authority in every nation, they, through the civil 

government, implement just definitions of crime derived from biblical law to restrain 

law-breaking (Rom 1:32; Heb 2:2; cf. Rom 13:4; Ps 149:6, 72:lff, 82:lff). 

Due to the Fall and human enslavement to Satan, the Great Commission em-

phasizes the evangelistic task. The extension of Christ’s dominion rule comes through 

large scale conversions as individuals, families, and whole peoples turn to Christ as 

King. Christ commanded his followers to “disciple all the peoples” (literal). This means 

that all peoples are to be converted as accountable ethnic groups and not just as isolated 

individuals stripped of ethno-cultural identity. The peoples as groups are to be taught 

“to observe all that [Christ] has commanded” (cf. Mt 5:17-20). The “new man” who 

exercises dominion (Rom 5:17) is a restored humanity in Christ (Rom 5:12ff). Contrary 

to dualism as found in the Radical Reformation (Anabaptism) and Neo-orthodoxy, this 

comprehensive renewal does not destroy and replace but restores the first creation (Gen 

10-11; Rom l:26ff; 1 Cor 11:2ff, 1 Cor 14:34; 1 Tim 1:8-11, 2:11ff). 

Now, both forms of this Dominion Covenant (or Cultural Mandate) have ex-

plicit or implicit promises [blessings] for trusting obedience and promised curses for 

rebellion. What a man or a group of people “sow they will reap,” is a cross-cultural and 
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universal principle (Gal 6:7-8). Adam and His family were told to trust and obey God’s 

commands: Tend and protect the Garden, exercise stewardship over the earth, and eat 

from all the trees except one. The result would have been “life” – a comprehensive 

blessing in every area of life – both in this age and in the age to come eternal life.  Dis-

obedience results in a curse upon every area of life (Ps 1, 37; Jer 17:5-8; see also Prv 

2:21-22, 12:11, 28:19; Ps 37; Dt28; Mk 10:28-29; Eph 6:2-3; Jas 1:26; 1 Pet. 3:10-12). 

Consequently, based on these passages, covenantal blessings and curses are 

both in this age and the age to come, apply to all peoples and all times, and are not 

merely limited to the Mosaic Law as some theologies teach. Destruction of the earth in 

the Flood, the burning of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the many passages in the OT that 

address the idolatrous nations clearly demonstrate this.  

The Second Adam commands His brothers and sisters to believe and obey Him 

(Mt 28:18ff). Those who do so will fill the land and live long and fruitful lives in it (see 

e.g., Eph 6:2-3). Obedient families will transform that land because they own [occupy], 

and work prosperously in it under God and His Word The comprehensive fruit of this 

renewal in Christ proves that an individual, family, and people possess God’s election 

coming by His gift of faith (Mt 7:15-27; Rom 6:15ff; Gal 5:6; 2 Pet 1:3-9, 10).  

We reject pessimistic and dualistic dogmas that seek an escape from dominion 

responsibility. These doctrines claim that God’s “spiritual” Kingdom does not make 

moral or actual input into man’s physical kingdom except through vague natural law 

principles found in human consciences or even through the few principles found in the 

Noahic covenant. Sadly, conscience is so easily suppressed, branded, and twisted by 

human rebellion (Rom 1:18ff; 1 Tim 4:1ff) and humans love to justify themselves and 

their sin (Lk 10:29, 16:15, 18:9). All of human life is addressed by the very sufficient 

Scripture (2 Tim 3:16-17), though it addresses some areas, obviously, less so that others 

(such as mathematics though it does address math). 

Before the new covenant came into effect at the cross, every administration of 

the single covenant of grace addresses all of humanity (even when narrowing the focus 

down to a single obedient Man). The reason is that the covenant of grace establishes and 

fulfills but does not in any way abolish the “law and prophets” (Rom 3:31; Mt 5:18-20). 

The new covenant even does not abolish the meaning and substance of the ceremonial 

laws but changes the external form only (see BC, art. 25; see e.g., 2 Cor 6:14-18). All 

of God’s law continues except that which has been changed in the new covenant fulfil-

ment.   
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The Essence of Freedom and Responsibility: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all text verses. 

1) Can there be true freedom without any moral boundaries or laws? Explain by giving 

some practical illustrations. 

2) Exodus is the story of liberation from oppression. What was the type of religious 

faith, economic system, civil government, and political philosophy resulted from 

that liberating experience after Moses died? (Use the commentary, article and text 

verses to help in answering this). 

3) Assuming that God gave Israel a confederal Republic, why did they choose a mon-

archy (1 Sam 8-12)? How does this lesson apply today? 

4) Read 1 John 3:4-10 and Rom 6:15ff. Is there any moral neutrality in any area of 

life? Can a person escape from being someone’s slave? 

5) When a person or people practice a certain sin, can there be true freedom? To whom 

or what is he/are they slave(s)? 

6) What is the long term individual and social blessing for being responsible and obe-

dient to God (read especially the Proverbs)? 
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11. The Essence of Life  

Human life, created in God’s image, is precious and is restored through God’s sabbath-rest.  

We affirm that all human life is created in God’s image.1It is precious and must be treated with 

respect and kindness from conception to natural death, no matter how tiny, maimed, disabled, or 

unwanted. The malicious taking of any innocent human life is murder.2The source of our life in 

Christ is His grace received by faith through the Holy Spirit. This results in lives that manifest 

His righteousness, knowledge, holiness and dominion to the glory of God.3 The outflow of this 

life is related to the reign of God and our sabbath-rest therein. By keeping the Lord’s Day in 

faith, we receive spiritual nourishment and physical rest which enables the life of God the Creator 

to flow through us to society, affecting our relationship with our family, neighbours and fellow 

man.4 

1. “And for your lifeblood I will ... demand an accounting ... from each man ... an accounting for 

the life of his fellow man. Whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall his blood be shed; 

for in the image of God has God made man” (Gen 9:5ff; cf. Gen 1:26, Jas 3:9). “Do not accept 

a ransom for the life of a murderer, who deserves to die. He must surely be put to death” (Num 

35:31; cf. Ps 49:7ff).  

2. “You shall not murder” (Ex 20:13; Dt 5:17; Mt 19:18; Rom 13:9; Mt 5:21-22; Jas 2:11). Pre-

meditation or malice necessary for death penalty: Ex 21:12-14; Dt19:1ff. Abortion is murder: 

“If [fighting] men ... hit a pregnant woman and she gives birth prematurely but there is no 

serious injury [to baby or mother], the offender must be fined .... But if there is serious injury, 

you are to take life for life” (Ex 21:2211). All human life is precious: “What can a man give 

in exchange for his soul” (Mt 16:26). “The ransom for a life is costly, no payment is ever 

enough” (Ps 49:7ff; cf. Dt25:2f).  

3.  “For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith” (Eph 2:8-9). “[You all] have put on the 

new self, which is being renewed to a true knowledge.” “Which [is] in the likeness of God has 

been created in righteousness and holiness of the truth” (Col 3:16 NASB; Eph4:24 NASB). 

Dominion of the saints: Dan 7:13-23. (1) Christ’s ascension: Dan 7:13 (cf. Ps 2,110; Acts 

2:32; Heb 10:12ff; 1 Cor 15:23ff; Eph 4:8ff; Ps 68:18ff). (2) Christ receiving kingdom: Dan 

7:14 (cf. Mt 28:17ff; Acts 5:31). (3) Interpreted to mean co-dominion given to saints on earth: 

Dan 7:22, 27. Cf. Heb 2:5ff; Rev 1:6, 5:10; 1 Pet 2:9.  

4.  “The Sabbath was made for man” (Mk 2:27). “The seventh day is a [rest day] ... so that your 

... servant may rest as you do” (Dt5:14; Gen 2:2; Rom13:9ff [love fulfils all the commands]). 

“The seventh day is a ... day of sacred assembly” (Lev 23:3; 1 Cor 16:2; Acts 20:7; Rev 1:10). 

Spiritual sabbath-rest in the finished work of Christ: “There remains, then, a Sabbath-rest for 

the people of God; for anyone who enters God’s rest [by faith] also rests from his own work, 

just as God did from his” (Heb 4:1ff).  
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The Essence of Life: Commentary 

The Scripture teaches that there is no inherent, unconditional “right to life” for 

“the soul that sins should surely die” (Eze 18:4, 20) and “whoever sheds the [innocent] 

blood of man; by man shall his blood be shed; for in the image of God has God made 

man” (Gen 9:6). All rights are contractual before God. If the contract is broken, then the 

right is forfeited. God gives man temporal and eternal conditions to these rights. Because 

Man is created in the image of God, his life and dignity are protected by the legal cove-

nant of God, who alone grants to that image the right to life on the covenantal condition 

that man believe and obey the covenant Law. If through disbelief a person breaks that 

covenantal (i.e., contractual) condition, the inescapable consequence is an eternity in the 

lake of fire – the second death (Rev 20:11ff; cf. Mt 5:22; 13:42, 50, 18:8, 25:41).  

Second, if anyone breaks the temporal conditions of the legal covenant and ma-

liciously and with premeditation takes the life of another, he or she loses the covenantal 

God-given right to life and must be executed. There is no possible “ransom” for murder 

– neither life in prison nor any other payment (Num 35:30ff; Ps 49:7ff) (though that 

penalty may be postponed as God did to Cain and David did on a couple of occasions). 

A human life possesses immense value, for “what will a man give in exchange for his 

own soul?” He cannot give even the “whole world” for a human soul that has been 

murdered (Mt 16:26). In both Testaments, murderers may repent and enter Paradise, but 

they must not escape temporal punishment (Ex 21:12ff; Dt19:11ff; Rom 13:4). 

Within the outworking of God’s covenants with man, the basic ethical princi-

ples of righteousness and wisdom never change (Mt 5:17-21; 15:lff; Lk16:17; Rom 3:31, 

8:4, 13:8ff; Heb 8:10). These principles are based upon the everlasting and immutable 

character of God and his creation design-norms. For example, God’s creation design 

demonstrates what Scripture also reveals: Marriage is between a male and a female. 

Both also demonstrate that man is the highest of all the visible creation and is created in 

the image of God. Another necessary consequence of both is that taking the life of a 

judicially innocent, unborn child in the womb [abortion], or of an elderly person [eutha-

nasia] or of a severely handicapped child in or out of the womb is murder. Because the 

whole of God’s righteous, good, and holy law (Rom 7:12ff) is bound to the unchanging 

character of God (cf. Heb 2:2-3; Rom 1:32; Lev 11:44-45; 1 Pet 1:15-16), the just pen-

alty for murder is never changed (Gen 4:14, 9:5-6; Ex 21:23, 19:21; Num 35:30-31; Ps 

49:6-8; Mar 8:36). 

We reject humanist reason, which argues for or against the mandatory death 

penalty for pre-meditated murder based on its deterrence value. The primary reason for 

the death penalty for murder is justice – avenging a wrong done to a person and making 

right God’s disturbed law-order, thus restoring shalom (peace). We reject the concept 

that the “right to life” is an inalienable right inherent in the nature of man and execution 

for premeditated murder is evil. Life is a covenantal right granted only to the judicially 
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innocent and is, therefore, inseparably bound to the responsibility to protect and preserve 

life. 

God’s relationship with man is based on a covenant, thus we enter into that 

covenant-rest solely by God’s undeserved compassion, received through faith (Ps 95:11; 

Eph 2:5-22; 1 Tim 1:14; Heb 4:1-11). Believers are blessed here and now with every 

blessing of the Spirit. By Him, the glorious kingdom-rest flows from the New Jerusalem 

above and the throne of God (Eph 1:3; Heb 12:22; Gal 4:26; Rev 21). That rest and 

peace flows into the lives, families, churches, and the socio-economic, and political 

spheres of life. His reign is extended on earth through trusting obedience to His right-

eous will. This occurs as people actively rest in faith upon the finished work of Christ 

(Mt 6:9-10; Tit 2:14, 3:1; 2 Tim 2:21, 3:17) and step out in faith to accomplish all the 

Lord has foreordained (Eph 2:8-10). The weekly rest day, was created as part of the 

covenant order of the universe (Gen 2:2-3; Ex 20:11; 31:16; Jer 33:20-26) as a sign and 

preview of the perfected rest of Christ now come upon the earth though not yet perfected 

(Heb 4; Rev 11:15; 21:4). The ceremonial aspects of this rest day have been completed 

in the work of Christ (Col 2:16). However, the eternal principles of love, which means 

giving a weekly rest to workers, aliens, animals and to one’s own family members re-

main (Ex 23:12; Dt 5:12; Mk 2:27; Rom 13: 8ff; Mt 23:40). We reject a theology which, 

in the name of “freedom from the law,” oppresses workers and families by rejecting a 

one day in seven rest and worship day. 
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The Essence of Life: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all text verses. 

1) Read Gen 1:26, 9:5; and Jas 3:9. What does it mean that all mankind is created in 

God’s image? 

2) Does the right to life given by God in the 6th Commandment forbid all forms of war 

and the death penalty? Why or why not? 

3) Read Exodus 21:22-25 in the NIV. How should this law which applies the 6th com-

mandment forbidding murder to one specific case affect one’s attitude to abortion? 

Is abortion a form of child sacrifice? (cf. Lev 18:21, 20:1-5; Dt12:31-32; Ps 106:37; 

2 Chr 33:6 with Jer 15:4). 

4) Why is it so important and healthful to a society to keep a regular one day in seven 

rest day to the glory of God? (Read again the verses in note four of article five). 

5) Why did God give man the day of rest? Was it just for the believers or for the whole 

society? (Read the text of the 4th Commandment in both Deuteronomy and Exodus. 

Then read Mark 2:24-28. 
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12. The Essence of Family  

The God-created family unit is the basic building block of society.  

We affirm that the family is the basic building block of society as well as of both the civil and 

church governments.1 The family is a governing sphere directly under God – not the State – so it 

does not derive its authority from any earthly institution.2 It is formed by one man and one woman 

in a permanent, marital relationship.3 God has ordained that the family should be fruitful so that 

the righteous would fill, own and inherit the land, over which they must exercise dominion under 

God’s Law.4 The relationships within the family is patterned after the relationship between Christ 

and the Church.5 It is therefore the place where every person is best nurtured and developed. It 

is through the family that God’s heritage is passed on to the godly offspring who continue His 

dominion over their land.6 God ordained wives to be wise and virtuous helpers and husbands to 

be the godly servant-leaders and covenant-heads of the household, representing it in the civil and 

ecclesial governments.7 He is responsible to humbly and lovingly administer the Word and ap-

propriate discipline to all under his protective authority, knowing that he must give an account 

of his responsibility to God.8 

1. Gen 1:26, 2:18-24, 5:1-2. “If [a man] … does not know how to manage his own family, how 

can he take care of God’s church?” (1 Tim 3:4-5). “Children or grandchildren ...should car[e] 

... for their own ... parents and grandparents” (1 Tim 5:4ff; cf. 1 Cor11:2ff, 7:36ff, 14:33b-36; 

1 Tim 2:8ff; Mt 15:3ff).  

2. “Children obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right. ‘Honour your [parents]’... the first 

commandment with a promise” (Eph 6:1-4; Dt 5:16).  

3. “[W]hat God has joined together, let man not separate” (Mt 19:3ff).  

4.”God created man ..., blessed them and said ...,‘Be fruitful and increase ...; fill the earth and 

[rule] it’” (Gen 1:27ff; 9:1, 7; Ps 8; Ps 37). “Sons are a heritage ... children are a reward from 

[the LORD]” (Ps 127:3; Dt28:4, 11).  

5. “This [husband-wife] relationship is a ... mystery – but I am talking about Christ and the 

Church” (Eph5:21-33).  

6. “The promise is for you and your children and for all who are far off” (Acts 2:39; citing Is 

59:21; cf. Ps 103:17f, 102:28; and 1 above). “He ... commanded our forefathers to teach their 

children, so the next generation would know [God’s commands] ... and they would tell their 

children ... [to] put their trust in God” (Ps 78:5-7; cf. Dt6:5-9, 30:6-7; Eph 6:4).  

7. Wives role: Gen 2:18-20; Prv 31:10-31; Eph 5:2l-22; 1 Pet 3:l-2; Num 30:1-16; 1 Cor 11:2-

16; 14:34f. Husband’s role: Eph 5:21, 25ff; 1 Pet 3:7; Col 3:19.  

8. Discipline: cf. Prv13:24, 19:18; 23:13ff, 22:15; Eph 6:4.  
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The Essence of Family: Commentary 

The Scripture teaches that God created one man and one woman, whom He 

caused to enter the covenant of marriage, which God designed to be a permanent com-

panionship until one of the couple dies (Gen 2:18; Rom 7:1-5).  This first created insti-

tution is the basic building block of society as well as of both civil and church govern-

ments. Any social theory and practice that leads to the breakdown of the family is anti-

creation and non-Scriptural.  The family is built on the concept that both mother and 

father possess equal value, importance, and dignity yet at the same time have a distinct 

and unique created role. For those with the Spirit’s eyes, this is clear from the physical 

distinction between man and woman, which includes psychology and brain physiology. 

God created the family to be a governing sphere directly under His own rule.  

God, not the State, owns the children and has loaned them to the family until they reach 

maturity at the end of the twentieth year.  Remember that all those younger than a full 

twenty years could enter the land of Canaan because they did not participate legally in 

the decision to rebel against their Creator-King by refusing to go up into the land.  In 

summary, the family does not derive its rights, authority, or permission to govern from 

any earthly institution. 

God has ordained that the family should be fruitful, multiply and fill the whole 

earth with righteous children, who will own and inherit all the lands of the globe.  There 

is still plenty of land to occupy, reclaim from the curse, and to restore to beauty and 

fruitfulness. The righteous children in Christ, the Second Adam, must reign in life (Rom 

5:18ff) and will exercise dominion over the land under our Father’s instruction, though 

never perfectly until the End. 

The created relationships of the first Adam and his wife (and all subsequent 

families) are patterned after the new creational relationship between Christ, the Second 

Adam, and His bride, the universal Assembly (Church).The new creation thus does not 

destroy the first creation or replace it but restores and heals it.  The family, and especially 

the Christ honoring family, is the place God designed in which every person is best 

nurtured and developed. Even our Lord was nurtured in a godly human family. It is 

through the family that God’s heritage is passed on to the godly offspring, who continue 

His dominion over their land. God created wives to be wise and virtuous helpers of their 

husbands with primary focus upon ruling the home and children (see e.g., Gen 3:16; 1 

Tim 5:14; Tit 2:4-5).  God designed husbands to be the godly servant-leaders and cov-

enant-heads of their household, representing it in the state and church with the counsel 

and insight of their wives. He is responsible to humbly and graciously administer the 

Word and appropriate discipline to all under his protective authority, knowing that he 

must give an account of his responsibility to God (Eph 5:25-27, 6:4, 9; Col 3:21, 4:1). 
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The Essence of Family: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all text verses. 

1) If the family is not accepted as the basic building block of society, what will take its 

place? 

2) Why is it important to believe that the family has God-given authority independent 

of the authority God gave to the State? Why must the State not interfere in family 

relationships or in the discipline of children except where genuine physical or sexual 

offences occur which violate God’s law (cf. Lev 18; Ex 21:18-19)? 

3) What is biblical marriage and why is it so important to the growth of the Church 

and of Christian civilisation? 

4) Read note four and Mt 28:18ff. What two ways is the divine command to fill the 

earth with the righteous fulfilled? 

5) Read Dt 28:1-2, 4, 11,15, 18-22; Lev 26:3, 9, 21ff; Hos 9:11-12. Do these blessings 

and curses apply today? Is population growth always inevitable? Think of events in 

the past or present which indicate that God still judges nations and peoples with 

population decline. In other words, is the earth so filled with people that we can 

ignore the command to “Be fruitful, fill the earth and rule over it” to the glory of 

God? 
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13. The Essence of Family-Based Education 

Christian parents have the authority to provide their children with a Christian education 

in their own heritage.  

We affirm God has given to parents – not the State –the responsibility of educating the children 

He has placed in their care.1 Education is the process of bringing up and training children and 

instructing them according to the wisdom and principles of biblical Christianity as they apply to 

every area of life.2 Education, therefore, is not factually, morally, philosophically, or spiritually 

neutral.3 Because Christian education is an extension of the family, it is wisest for it to be in the 

linguistic and cultural heritage of the family.4 To enforce a loving and godly education of chil-

dren, God has given parents, and the school under the authority of the parents, the right to use 

the “cane of discipline.”5 

1. “Sons are a heritage ..., children a reward from [the LORD].... Blessed is the man whose quiver 

is full” (Ps 127:3ff). “You slaughtered my children and sacrificed them to the idols.... They ... 

sacrificed their children, whom they bore to me, as food for [their gods]” (Eze 16:20ff, 23:37).  

2. “Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked ... or sit in the seat of 

mockers. But his delight is in the law of the LORD, and on His law he meditates day and 

night” (Ps 1:1ff; Prv 2:1ff). Parental responsibility: “He ... established the law ... which he 

commanded our forefathers to teach their children, so the next generation would know them, 

even the children yet to be born, and they in turn would tell their children. Then they would 

put their trust in God and would not forget his deeds but would keep his commands” (Ps 

78:5ff). “Hear, Israel.... Love the LORD.... These commandments that I give you today are to 

be upon your hearts. Impress them on your children. Talk about them when you sit at home 

and when you walk along the road, when you lie down and ... get up” (Dt 6:4ff, 11:19). “Fa-

thers ... bring ... up [your children] in the discipline and instruction of the Lord” (Eph 6:4 

NASB).  

3. “See to it that no-one takes you captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy, which de-

pends on human tradition and the basic principles of this world rather than on Christ” (Col 

2:6ff, cf. 2 Cor 6:14ff). “For the wisdom of this world is foolishness in God’s sight” (1 Cor 

3:19; 1:18-3:20). “Those who forsake [God’s] law praise the wicked, but those who keep the 

law resist them” (Prv 28:4). “He who trust in himself is a fool” (Prv 28:26). “When there is 

no revelation, the people cast off restraint ... blessed is he who keeps the law” (Prv 29:18).  

4. “Honour your father and mother” (Ex 20:12; Eph 6:1ff; Prv 1:8ff, 30:17).  

5. The cane [“rod” is best translated as “cane”]: “Folly is bound up in the heart of a child, but the 

[cane] of discipline will drive it far from him” (Prv 22:15, cf. 23:13-14, 13:24, 19:18, 29:15).  
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The Essence of Education: Commentary 

Every child will become like the teacher that instructs them. The Lord states: 

“A pupil is not above his teacher; but everyone, after he has been fully trained, will be 

like his teacher” (Lk 6:40).  Proverbs 13:20 is crystal clear: “He who walks with wise 

men will be wise, but the companion of fools will suffer harm.” Why should a Christian 

parent turn his or her lambs over to wolves who wish to educate them in humanist “wis-

dom?” Very few, if any, of our lambs escape unharmed. The wisdom of this age is fool-

ishness before God.  Certainly this applies as much to history and geology as well as 

biology and physics.  

Thus it is a necessity for Christian parents to either home school their children 

or send them to a fully Christian school that teaches every subject from a biblical per-

spective as modeled by this Manifesto. Furthermore, State controlled humanistic schools 

support the idea that educational subjects can be based on so-called neutral scientific 

discoveries that contradict the clear teaching of the Creator. The Scripture teaches the 

opposite. There is no such thing as philosophically or scientifically neutral truth. Either 

man with all his wisdom is subject to Christ and His word, or he is in rebellion against 

Him (1 Cor 1-4). Thus, every subject must begin with the study of Scripture and its 

principles. Then every subject must be interpreted in the light of those unchanging Scrip-

tural principles which serve as the philosophical and factual foundation and framework 

for those subjects. “The fear [respect] of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom” (Prv 1:7). 

K. Marx and F. Engels were great champions of “free” and “equal,” State-fi-

nanced public schools because they defined “justice” in French Revolutionary terms as 

the absolute “liberty, equality, and brotherhood” of all individuals. This is basically the 

same definition as found in most Christianized concepts of “social justice.” However, 

the State cannot be correctly limited to its sole biblical role of retributory-restorative 

justice (i.e., impartially “punishing the wicked and praising the law-abiding”) if it at-

tempts to provide “equal” education for all. To do that would force the State to abandon 

impartiality. Using Marxian principles, it must falsely judge all the “rich” as being 

somehow uncharitable or oppressive so that so-called “legitimate moral grounds” can 

be misused to forcibly remove (i.e., steal) tax monies from the “rich.” Then the State 

must make a “preferential option (i.e., a biased judgment) for the poor” by redistributing 

stolen income to poor schools whether or not the students and the school have been 

moral and responsible (Lev 19:15). 

In addition, ethically, to force attendance in State controlled humanistic schools 

is a form of kidnapping (Ex 21:16; 1 Tim 1:10; Dt 24:7). Children are a gift from God 

(Eze 16:21; 23:37). He owns them, and has given them temporarily into the loving cus-

tody of their parents. He has commanded parents to educate the children and pass on to 

them the godly heritage of their fathers. Parents must not acquiesce to the kidnapping 

and indoctrination of their God-given children by worshippers of a foreign god (e.g., 
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Humanism’s god “humanity”). To do so would be to violate the first and second com-

mandments. Therefore, Christian parents have a God-given duty and right to educate 

their children at home or in a Christian school of their choice. 

Actually, the expropriation of taxes to give “equal” education oppresses the 

poor by making them irresponsible slaves of the State and by assuming that they cannot 

take initiative to help themselves with the aid of Christian friends. To build character 

and the resulting prosperity takes generations of responsible faith and work. State edu-

cation programmes are pushed as a short-cut to prosperity. No system that is built on 

covetous expropriations of money and on the trust of a foreign god can “save” mankind 

(cf. Rom 8:4-17). We reject, therefore, any laws mandating that children must attend 

tax-payer financed State schools or even State-controlled private schools. 

We reject African, “People’s Education” and all other theories of humanistic 

education which begins with anti-biblical presuppositions such as the goodness of the 

human character, the holistic definition of good (i.e., unity) and evil (all division), and 

the evolutionary nature of the formation of the universe. Every school must be a thor-

oughly Christian school. Christ and His infallible Scripture are the Truth in every area 

of life (Jn 14:6). There is no neutrality in any area of life, including mathematics. 
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The Essence of Education: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all text verses. 

1) Which social ideology began the push for State controlled and financed education? 

Why? 

2) To which government does God give the responsibility for education? Motivate 

your answer from what you learned from article fourteen. 

3) If the State is to be totally impartial (cf. Lev 19:15; Dt 1:16- 17), how much authority 

should it have to finance and control education? 

4) Is it true that the person or institution which pays for something has the final say in 

controlling that which is paid for? How does that affect our idea of State involve-

ment in education? 

5) Why can there be no neutral education in area subject area? (Cf. note three above 

and see 2 Cor 6:14ff; Lk 12:51; 1 Jn 3:7ff; Lk 11:23; Mk 9:40). 

6) Read Prv 22:15. Those who oppose the cane (i.e., the “rod”) generally have what 

presupposition about human nature? 

7) How should a Christian school be run and how should the curriculum be designed 

and written? What would the most important courses be? 
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14. The Essence of Work and Private Ownership  

Obedient followers of King Jesus prosper through creative, productive work and private 

ownership.  

We affirm that wise, creative work is an aspect of God’s Being.1 Work therefore is an aspect of 

God’s image in man, part of God’s creative gift to man, given even before the Fall. Work is one 

of God’s requirements for all men and should be done “as unto the Lord.”2People prosper in the 

long run by creative work and through the application of knowledge, wisdom, and dominion to 

their total life by trust in God’s Word.3 Private ownership of the means of production is both a 

stewardship and a blessing of God guaranteed in His Law.4 Ownership is the fruit of man’s honest 

work to provide for himself, his household and those who are in need.5 Money is a store of value 

in precious metals that serve as a medium of exchange, owned and controlled by individuals not 

monopoly, central banks. A free, private property based economy built thus on biblical law, pro-

vides a predictable and growing economic environment of price stability,6 giving confidence in 

a peaceful future in which such Christian virtues as diligent work, thrift, saving, creativity, hon-

esty, efficiency, investment and charity7 can flourish.  

1 “In the beginning you laid the foundations of the earth, and the heavens are the work of your 

hands” (Ps 102:25, 8:2; cf. Prv 8:22-30). ‘‘‘My Father is always at his work to this very day, 

and I, too, am working” (Jn 5:17).  

2. “[God] ... took the man and put him in the Garden ... to work it and take care of it” (Gen 1:26ff, 

2:15; 3:17). “Six days you shall ... do all your work” (Ex 20:9; Eph 2:10, 4:28). Work to God’s 

glory alone: ‘‘Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as working for the Lord, not 

for men” (Col 3:23; Eph 6:5-9; 1 Tim 6:1-3; 1 Cor 1:31).  

3. “By wisdom a house is built, and through understanding it is established; through knowledge 

its rooms are filled with rare and beautiful treasures” (Prv 24:3-4). “Diligent hands will rule, 

but laziness ends in slave labour” (Prv12:24).  

4. “You shall not steal.... You shall not covet your neighbour’s [property]” (Dt 5:19, 21; Rom 

7:7; 13:9). “The land must not be sold permanently; for the land is mine and you are ... my 

tenants” (Lev 25:23; cf. Ps 24:1; Ex 19:5; 9:29). “Don’t I have a right to do what I want with 

... [what I own]?” (Mt20:15). “Didn’t [the money] belong to you ... wasn’t [it] at your dis-

posal?” (Acts 5:4). 

5. “A poor man’s field may produce abundant food, but injustice sweeps it away” (Prv 13:23). 

“If anyone does not provide for his relatives, and especially for his immediate family, he has 

denied the faith” (1 Tim 5:3-9; cf. Eph 4:28).  

6. “Debasing the currency and cheating on measurements are detestable to the LORD” (Prv 20:10 

– paraphrase, 20:23; Lev 19:35-36; Dt 25:13-16; Mic 6:10-12; Is 1:22).  

7. Diligence:Prv 6:6ff, 10:4, 12:11, 24, 28:19. Saving/thrift: Prv 13:11, 21:20, 21:17, 22:7; 

Rom13:8. Investing: Mt 25:27.Charity:Dt 15:1ff; Prv 11:25ff, 14:31, 21:25ff; 1 Jn 3:17. 
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The Essence of Work and Private Ownership: Commentary 

The Scripture endorses only one economic system. That is the system based on: 

1) The fact that God, but not any level of State or even decentralized civil government 

owns all land, wild life, and property. Hence, property taxes are illegal because they 

make the State de facto owner of all land and the so-called owner merely a renter. 

This allows the rich and powerful to manipulate the State’s coercive mechanisms 

(taxation, prison, and police weaponry) to their advantage through bribery, contri-

butions to election campaigns, and so forth. 

2) A civil government strictly limited to the impartial enforcement of biblical justice 

defined in the 10 Commandments and the universal principles of equity and right-

eousness found in every judicial case law of God (Dtl:17ff; Lev 19:15). This allows 

a biblical common law to develop. 

2) Private property rights that are guaranteed and protected in the 8th and 10th Com-

mandments (Prv 28:19). Christ says a property owner has the right, within the 

bounds of God’s compassionate tôranic wisdom, to do with his property whatever 

he wishes (Mt 20:15). Certainly this means that a wise and kind, farmer would allow 

the poor to glean, grocery store owners to allow the poor to collect edible but out-

dated foods, and so forth. To not do this, is sin but not a crime. Contrary to erroneous 

views of Christian “social justice,” the poor have no legal right to food from a farm 

or grocery store that the State must confiscate and redistribute. Remember that Peter 

said that Ananias and Sapphira had the right to withhold any amount of money from 

the sale of their property, but did not have the right to lie. 

3) Free trade in the public market unhindered by civil government intervention except 

when that trade violates the clear norm of God. In other words, no just State can 

make any law hindering free trade except that trade which 

• violates a solemn oath [i.e., a contract]: 3rd commandment. 

• involves bribery: 3rd and 9th commandments. 

• involves fraud, blackmail, or coercion: 6th and 8th commandments 

• involves immoral and illicit sexual seduction (e.g., pornography and prostitu-

tion): 7th and 10th Commandments; cf. Mt 5:27ff; Php 4:8ff. 

• involves merchandizing in idolatrous and/or openly blasphemous materials: 1st, 

2nd, 3rd, and 10th commandments. 

• violates the 6 day work, one day rest creation order: 4th commandment. 

4) Freedom of consumer choice from many available options–a property right. Prop-

erty rights include the right of free association.  

5) The individual-in-family as the basic economic unit – the intact biblical family is 

essential for long term economic growth (5th, 7th, and 10th commandments). 
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6) Privatized individual, family and Church based welfare and pension programmes 

for the sick, elderly and poor. Only this ensures accountability and compassion (2 

Thes 3:6ff). 

7) A non-inflatable coinage (paper cheques are merely receipts for precious metals in 

a safe location) with a constant non-changeable value (e.g., gold or silver – cf. Hei-

delberg Catechism quest. 110; Prv 11:1, 20:10, 23; Is 1:22; Amos 8:5-6; Mic6:10-

12).  

Clearly, then, Scripture encourages making honest profits as a legitimate and 

good reward for creative and diligent work (Mt 25:14ff; Prv 10:22; 12:12). Scripture 

approves profits when they involve free, honest, and non-coerced transactions that are 

mutually beneficial to the buyer and seller. However, profit-making is not top priority 

for any Christian. The glory of God is. This implies working in the power of the Spirit 

using the tôranic wisdom of God as a framework (1 Cor 10:31; Lk12:13ff). Love sums 

up the Law (Mt 7:12; Rom 13:8ff; Gal 5:14). Love does not by taking away any of God’s 

commands but love listens with faith to all the universal principles of justice found in 

every one of God’s norms. 

Consequently, love serves the best interest of one’s neighbour (Rom 13:8ff; Mt 

20:25ff). Generous love sown will reap both spiritual and material blessings in the long 

term in both in this age and in the age to come – along with persecutions to be sure (Mk 

10:29ff; Lk6:38; Ps 1). The owner-producer, thus, has his family’s financial interest at 

heart when he follows the Great Commandment and serves his employees and custom-

ers. Unjust and oppressive owners will go bankrupt as employees become disgruntled 

and less efficient; consumers refuse to patronize his shop; and God brings other judg-

ment upon him. 

All of this implies that any just civil government must be impartial but not neu-

tral because a just magistrate must proactively seek to destroy wealthy oppressors vio-

lating the biblical rights of the underclass (the poor, widows, orphans, and aliens: cf. Ps 

72, 82; see Is 11:1-5). In doing so, the magistrate helps create an atmosphere of justice 

and peace within which the poor can prosper according to their abilities and diligence. 

This means clearly that a just and impartial civil government must not give any 

organization monopoly economic rights. Certainly, giving a public or even a semi-pri-

vate central bank monopoly rights over currency is unjust and evil. Such banks pretend 

to play god by creating money out of nothing, manipulating interest rates, and bailing 

out fellow crony “capitalists” in times of economic contraction. These times of business 

cycle contraction have been created by the central bank’s currency creation, the for-

mation and then popping of asset bubbles. Furthermore, no just civil government ought 

to grant any special advantage to individuals or corporations through favorable regula-

tions and tax rates for the privileged few, by direct subsidies, or through police coercion 

against one party and in favor of another. This principle applies both to corporations and 

labour unions. 
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Biblically, it is envy that leads the elite to categorize the law-abiding and suc-

cessful businessmen as virtual criminals, who refuse to give their money to the State to 

redistribute to the poor to whom a good proportion of their wealth actually belong. Karl 

Marx, John Rawls, and other social justice theorists claim that the very fact someone 

has wealth means they have defrauded their workers. Hence according to socialist the-

ory, the wealth-creating members of the social-order must have their wealth redistrib-

uted to create a more “equitable” system. Envy causes a person to desire to knock down 

any inequality of result in the economic system. This “larceny in the heart” is the true 

source of class warfare and social conflict not private property as socialist theorists be-

lieve. 

In conclusion, we reject all attempts to reconcile or “mix” a godly economic 

order with humanist economic concepts such as proposed by individualistic forms of 

Anarcho-capitalism or collectivist Socialism in any and all its various forms. Instead, 

Scripture sharply distinguishes ecclesial from civil government and strongly limits the 

civil magistrate to a single task to which they should give themselves fulltime (Rom 

13:6-7). That God-given charge is simply to adjudicate between two or more parties 

within the framework of a biblical law based common law. This frees the market place 

to correctly function so that those who follow the Scripture’s tôranic wisdom found in 

the NT and the OT will prosper in the long term. It will also allow the invisible hand of 

the Creator’s providence to bring judgment upon those who refuse to trust and follow 

this wisdom. Only in an un-biblical State in which laws and police coercion enforce 

multitudes of anti-Scriptural regulations (a sort of economic Pharisee-ism) do cartels, 

monopolies, and crony capitalism develop. In a free economy as defined above, no mo-

nopoly can form except when the State creates one by a biased use of its coercive power 

or through ignoring theft, bribery and fraud against which it must protect its citizens as 

servant-leaders. 
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The Essence of Work and Private Ownership: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all text verses. 

1) Read Gen 1-3. Is work a part of the curse upon mankind? When did God give man 

the command to work? What was his job? How does this affect our attitude to phys-

ical labour? 

2) Where does true, lasting prosperity come from (cf. the book of Proverbs)? 

3) Is private or collective ownership of property supported by the Scriptures? Motivate 

your answer. 

4) (Read 1 Kin. 21). When does the commandment against theft apply to the State? Be 

specific. How does this relate to taxation? (cf. 1 Sam 8, esp. vss. 15-18; cf. Rom 

13:6-7 with the task of civil government in Rom 13:2-4). 

5) Why is or is not a free, private-property-based economy that is founded on the Fa-

ther’s tôranic wisdom important for the expansion of biblical Christianity among 

every people-group of the earth and into every area of life (cf. Mt 28:18-19)? 
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15. The Essence of Society 

Society consists of God-formed individuals and groups accountable to God and His in-

fallible instructions. 

We affirm that society consists of both God-formed individuals and groups. All individuals, as 

God’s creatures, are equally accountable to His one impartial law irrespective of age, gender, 

class, ethnic, or religious group background. Therefore, society must be regulated by laws that 

are impartially enforced and based on a single standard for every individual, which requires in-

dividual responsibility.1 Every individual, however, is unique and unequal in his level of obedi-

ence to God as well as in their created abilities and gifts, offices and responsibilities.2 Further-

more, ethno-cultural groups are formed by God3 and are collectively responsible to and judged 

by Him. Such groups, thus, must conform their values, laws, actions and institutions to God’s 

law as revealed in the whole Bible.4Every such group is given the duty and right of freedom and 

self-determination under God. This liberty can only be lost by persistent unbelief and rebellion 

against God’s Law.5 

1. Legal impartiality: “There is to be one law ... for you and for the alien who sojourns with you” 

(Num15:15ffNASB; cf. Lev 24:22; Dt l:16-17; Pss 72; 82). “Do not pervert justice; do not 

show partiality to the poor or favouritism to the great, but judge your neighbour [justly]” (Lev 

19:15; d. Jas 2:1). God’s impartiality: “God does not show favouritism” (Rom 2:5-11; Ps 

62:12; Prv 24:12; 31:5, 8-9).  

2. “A man … entrusted his property to [each servant] …according to his ability” (Mt 25:14ff). 

‘‘We have different gifts” (Rom 12:6; cf. Eph4: 7-11). Differing obedience levels: 2 Cor 5:10; 

1 Cor 3:5-8; Rom 14:12; Lk19:11-27.  

3. God has made the peoples and their boundaries: ‘‘When the Most High gave the nations their 

inheritance, when he divided all mankind, he set up boundaries for the peoples according to 

the number of the sons of Israel” (Dt32:8; cf. Gen 10:5, 18-20, 31-32;11:1-9; Is 10:7, l2ff; 

Acts 17:26) .. “All the [peoples] you have made will ... worship ... you” (Ps 86:9 – literal; cf. 

Rev 21:26).  

4. Judgment on peoples: “‘As for all my wicked neighbours..., I will uproot them from their 

lands.... But after I uproot them, I will again ... bring each of them back to his own inher-

itance.... And if they learn well the [laws] of my people and swear by my name ..., then they 

will be established.... But if any nation does not listen, I will completely ... destroy it,’ [says] 

the Lord” (Jer·12:14ff; 9:25ff, 18:6ff). God’s law, a model for all nations: Dt 4:5ff; cf. Rom 

13:2ff; Mt 5:17ff.  

5. Right of self-determination: A deduction from the concepts that God made the peoples, judges 

them as groups (Jer 18:6-10; Job 12:23; Is 10:5), and wishes to save them in the end (cf. Gen 

12:1-3, 17:5, 18:18 [cf. Rom 4:13IT; Gal 3:7-9,14]; Ps 22:27ff; Is 2:1ff, 11:9-12; 19:23ff, 

42:1-4 [cf. Mt12:17ff]; Dan 7:14; Rom 11:11ff; 15:9ff). Right of freedom under God: Ex 20:2-

3 – Preamble, 1st and 2nd commandments of the Decalogue. 
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The Essence of Society: Commentary 

Individual accountability before an objective and simply understood common 

law-order is the foundation of Christian social, economic and political liberty. Hence, 

true freedom is based on biblical, tôranic wisdom. The rule of unchanging and impartial 

law, ultimately based on God’s Law, is a concept that only comes from the Bible. Al-

most all other religions seek to make law evolutionary, changing, and biased in favour 

of one or another group. Islamic shari’ah is a syncretistic system combining some human 

and some biblical wisdom. Hence, all contemporary, humanistic society – including Is-

lamic societies – are plagued by the changing and subjective “commandments of men.” 

Humanistic society is ruled by an elite group of self-righteous secular Pharisees (Col 

2:8, 20ff, Mt 15:6ff). Or in the case of Islam by a group of mullahs, who all make them-

selves, not the Triune God, the sovereign Judge, King and Law-giver (Is 33:22). 

In addition, humanistic man almost always places responsibility for social evil 

and social upliftment (blessing) on social structures. Social uplift, then, has little ulti-

mately to do with man’s personal trust in or rebellion against the true God and His Word. 

Islam is no different. Only when the whole earth comes under obedience to the shari’ah 

in a centralized Muslim caliphate will the earth be blessed. All humanistic religions are 

thus ultimately impersonal. These religions ultimately teach that structures, not people, 

must be first changed before social peace and justice occur. For example, all varieties 

of socialism teach that social structures dividing society are the cause of evil.  

Therefore, they teach that the cure for evil is to replace divisive and separating 

structures with uniting and “equalizing” structures. The result is that personal compas-

sion is inevitably replaced with faceless and impersonal bureaucrats. These technicians 

are very often cold and uncaring, doling out “equal” medicine, welfare, and education 

services without compassion. We reject this social democratic, slave society. 

However, because each person is unique in obedience and gifts, social class 

inequalities are unavoidable. This is within God’s just and sovereign plan: “A man … 

entrusted his property to [each servant] … according to his ability” (Mt 25:1411). In 

addition, God has created gender group distinctions and differing rôles within the fam-

ily. He has created two unequal creedal groups: the saved and the lost, and two age 

groups: parents and children. Each group has different, unequal responsibilities defined 

by God’s single biblical wisdom. A free, God-honouring society which trusts God’s 

Gospel and applies His tôranic wisdom alone must inevitably be unequal. We reject the 

humanist propaganda that claims income inequality is unjust and oppressive. 

Our Triune God thus delights in diversity. He made the various ethnic groups 

of the earth (Gen 10-11; Ps 86:9). The division of peoples at Babel was not a curse. It 

was a blessing of God, who forced man, for his own good, to obey His original command 

to “fill the earth” (Gen 1:28; 9:7). Man did not want to obey God’s command. To have 
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obeyed God would have been to scatter over the earth (cf. Gen 10:5ff). They said, how-

ever, “‘Come let us build a city... so that we may not be scattered over the face of the 

whole earth,” as God had commanded. They wanted to be a unitary, mono-lingual State. 

God’s sovereign will was that mankind was to be geographically and ethno-linguisti-

cally divided so that, for example, they could not be able to do whatever they planned. 

Because “every inclination of the thoughts of [man’s] heart was only evil all the time” 

(Gen 6:5), whatever united man would plan would be oppressive, tyrannical and evil. 

God’s command to “scatter over the earth” was within Hi good plan to decentralize man 

and to prevent a centralized, oppressive, unitarian State. As a result, because every 

ethno-cultural group is responsible as a whole, if one such group disobeys God’s law, 

then God can now punish that group alone and not all individuals as He did in the Flood.  

We reject, therefore, unitary states forcing a single language upon a linguisti-

cally diverse population whether it be English, French, Russian, Mandarin-Chinese, or 

Arabic. We reject any unitary World Order, whether Muslim-Arabic or Anglo-Ameri-

can dominated. Both despise true ethno-cultural self-determination under the one Triune 

God. 
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The Essence of Society: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all text verses. 

1) What are the basic social groups that God has formed? Can and should they ever be 

made exactly equal? Motivate from Scripture. 

2) How does the fact that God formed both groups and individuals affect our respon-

sibility to all areas of life? Why is it important to emphasize both individual and 

group responsibility? 

3) What philosophies believe that only the individual is important? What ideologies 

believe that only certain groups are important? (Don’t forget to read the Affirma-

tions and Rejections section). 

4) Read again the verses in note one, article twelve. What principles of legal justice 

can be derived from these passages? How can these principles of justice and equity 

provide a biblical critique of socialist discrimination against wealth and of petty 

apartheid laws? 

5) Are all people created equal? Give biblical reasons for your answer. What is the 

difference between the teachings: “Because all are equal, all must therefore be made 

equal,” and “Because all are human, all must be given the same impartial protection 

under one law (i.e., equal protection of law)”? 

6) Read all the passages in notes three to five plus Revelation 13. What does this teach 

about God’s ideal for or against a united world system and about the right and re-

sponsibility of an ethno-cultural group to self-determination under God and His 

Word? 

7) Read Lev 18:26-28. When does an ethno-cultural group lose its religious, social, 

economic and political freedom? (Cf. Dt 8:10-20; Prv 2:21-22). Can such freedom, 

once lost, ever be regained? (Search for eternal biblical principles which apply to 

this problem in the passages in note four and also in Dt 4:39-40, 5:28-33, 6:13-19; 

Dt 7:17-26, especially 7:22, and 11:18-24). 
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16. The Essence of Redemption and Salvation  

The salvation of man is only by grace through faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.  

We affirm the Scriptural priority of proclaiming the gospel of salvation by faith in King Jesus 

and of discipling all peoples.1 In His incarnation Jesus, God’s anointed King, is wholly God and 

wholly man, two distinct natures in one person.2 By virtue of His obedient life, His substitution-

ary, atoning death and His bodily resurrection, He is the only Saviour and the only Mediator 

between God and men. He alone – not the State nor the Church – is Messiah-Lord in history and 

Redeemer of individuals and peoples.3 Repentant trust means turning to Christ and turning away 

from sin – especially the idolatry of trusting in man for social and individual salvation.4 True 

repentance always results in a new lifestyle of right belief and good works in obedience to His 

Word in the power of the Spirit.5 Only those who have so put their trust in Christ and are received 

and renewed by Him are true Christians.6 As through Adam, death came to all mankind, so 

through the second Adam, King Jesus, salvation is effective for his people (including the Jews 

and all the gentilic peoples), yet sufficient for and offered to all.7 

1. “For God ... [sent His Son] to save the world through him” (Jn 3:17). “Go and disciple all the 

peoples” (Mt28:18ff – literal; cf. Rom 1:16ff).  

2. “For to us a child is born ... and the government will be on his shoulders. And he will be called 

Wonderful Counsellor, Mighty God” (Is 9:6ff; cf. Lk1:31ff). Jesus as man: 1 Jn 1:1-3; 1 Tim 

2:5; as God: Jn 1:1, 18, 20:28; Tit  2:13; Rom 9:5; Heb 1:8; 2 Pet 1:1; 1 Jn 5:20.  

3. His perfection: “We ... have such a high priest, holy, innocent, undefiled, separated from sin-

ners” (Heb 7:26-28-NASB, cf. 4:15, 5:9; Rom 5:18-19). Atoning death, resurrection: “He was 

delivered up because of our transgressions and was raised because of our justification” (Rom 

4:25–NASB; cf. 3:24-25). Only Saviour: Acts 4:12; Jn 14:6. Mediator: “For there is one God 

and one mediator between God and mankind... Christ Jesus who gave himself as a ransom for 

all mankind” (1 Tim 2:5ff). Lord in history: “All authority in heaven and earth has been given 

to me” (Mt 28:17). “God has made ... Jesus, whom you crucified, both Lord and Christ” (Acts 

2:36; 4:25; cf. Pss 2, 110; Dan 7:13-14).  

4. “They tell how you turned to God from idols to serve the living and true God” (1 Thes 1:9). 

“Salvation is found in no-one else, for there is no other name under heaven given to men by 

which we must be saved” (Acts 4:12).  

5. “I [Paul] preached that they should repent and turn to God and prove their repentance by their 

deeds” (Acts 26:17-20; cf. Mt 3:8).  

6. “To all who received him, to those who believed in his name, he gave the right to become 

children of God” (Jn 1:12; Acts 26:18).  

7. “Sin [and death] entered the world through one man” (Rom 5:12-18). “So in Christ shall all 

[mankind] be made alive” (1 Cor 15:22, 45). “Go into all the world ... preach the good news 

to all creation” (Mk 16:15; Lk24:47).  
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The Essence of Salvation: Commentary 

The Apostle Peter proclaimed that the death, resurrection and ascension of Jesus 

demonstrated that He is both anointed Messiah and Lord. He is the present heir and ruler 

of all the peoples and kings of earth (Acts 2:22ff; Is 9:6ff; Ps 2, 110; Ps 89:26; Rev 1:5). 

Jesus Christ is thus both fully Lord [i.e., God] and fully man (cf. 2 Pet 1:1; Tit 2:13). 

Peter also stated (Acts 4:12) that only in His name is there salvation. The “divine” Cae-

sars also claimed this honour for themselves. They also claimed that “peace, health, 

political freedom, prosperity, and security”, all included in the word “salvation”, were 

the creation of their divine State-rule. Clearly this was a detestable form of idolatry.  

Therefore, when the Christians proclaimed that Jesus was Saviour and Lord, 

they refused to acknowledge “Caesar”, that is the State, as such. No human can play 

Christ’s role. Only God in Christ can create peace, security and prosperity as He works 

through men who are trusting and obedient to His Word. God does not work through an 

idolatrous socialist State with its wealth redistribution, welfare, hospital, education, and 

money creation programmes (read Dt10:17-18). He works through people submitted to 

Christ’s Lordship. 

To proclaim that “Jesus is Lord and Christ” (Acts 2:36) means that the gospel 

is not just limited to spiritual or personal transformation. Jesus is sole King, Saviour, 

and Lord of all of life. There is no other. Over the centuries, He transforms all areas of 

life through men who trust and follow Him (Mt 28:20, 5:17ff). His Word gives blue-

prints for this transformation. To reject this is to deny that His law is “good, holy, and 

just” (Rom 7:12ff) and that the Gospel establishes the law (Rom 3:31).  

To deny this is also to claim, like the Gnostics that one can “love God” spiritu-

ally yet still “hate one’s brother” practically by disobeying the specifics of God’s Law 

and Prophets (1 Jn4:19; Mt 5:17ff, 7:12, 23:40; Rom 13:8ff). To love God is always to 

believe Him and keep His commandments. Many cry “Lord, Lord” but still trust in 

themselves or the State as Messiah and Saviour.  

Therefore, we reject a gnostic, socially antinomian dualism which teaches that 

the Gospel of our King is purely spiritual or that it addresses only the redemptive King-

dom, not the secular kingdom. We reject secular, New Age, and revolutionary human-

isms which trusts in “the arm of the flesh” (Jer 17:5ff; Ps 1) for personal, social and 

global salvation. 

Christ’s salvation liberates mankind from the curse of Adam’s first sin (Rom 5-

6). The consequences of that sin in every person are real guilt and condemnation, as well 

as total sinfulness of character and works. Adam’s sin thus ruined every relationship: 

man to God, man to man, husband to wife, parents to children, man to animal and envi-

ronment. Now, however, the growing new creation which came in the Person and work 

of Christ and His Spirit (2 Cor 5:17; Is 65:17), progressively and substantially restores 

the ruined universe and all its broken relationships (Eph 1:10; Col 1:15-20; Mt 13:31ff; 
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Mk 4:26ff). The Father wills to save, reconcile and restore, in the election of Christ, all 

mankind, i.e., the world – every people, tribe, and tongue – though not every individual 

(Gen 12:3, 17:5, 18:18; Ps 2:8ff, 22:27ff, 86:9; Mt 12:20ff, Rom 4:13ff, 11:lff; Jn 3:17; 

2 Cor 5:17ff). Perfection, however, only arrives when the coming age fully breaks in 

with the Second Coming and the Resurrection. 

There will never be a utopia upon this earth until the Second Coming, yet we 

can already expect growing and substantial healing of every culture and people before 

the Consummation. We reject, therefore, a Manichaean doctrine which abandons to Sa-

tan “this old divided world” as irredeemable. All of life is redeemed through our King. 

We also reject the dualist, natural law, two kingdom doctrine that leaves the worldly 

things to a vague and so-often-twisted conscience with its natural law.  

Both wait for the not-yet, the cataclysmic sword of Christ to redeem the world 

only at His Second Coming, and thus robs the gospel of its comprehensive and contem-

porary power at the present time (Rom l:16-17). Both forget that the world belongs to 

us who are in His body on earth and in heaven, as Paul states explicitly: “All things 

belong to you [all] . . . the world or life or death or things present or things to come; all 

things belong to you,  and you belong to Christ; and Christ belongs to God” (1 Cor 3:22-

23). Both forget the already-aspect of the biblical vision of the growth of God’s single 

Kingdom upon earth as our Lord described it in the Kingdom parables (e.g., Mt 13). 

Dualism makes Christ’s victorious salvation virtually naught in the present era and as-

cribes to Satan more real power over this present earth than God in Christ. It neither 

knows the power of God and His Gospel’s grace nor the Word of God, as our Lord 

stated against the dualist Sadducees (Mt 22:29).  
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The Essence of Salvation: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all text verses. 

1) Where does the Scripture say that we must preach the gospel to all the peoples of 

the earth? (cf. Gen 12:1-3; Ps 67, 96; Is 45:22-25). 

2) Why is it so important to say that neither the State nor the Church is messiah, lord 

or redeemer of individuals and peoples? Can there be any political or church neu-

trality as to who is the ultimate Lawgiver, Judge and King? (cf. Is 33:22; Jas 4:12). 

3) Why is it absolutely important that Jesus be the one and only incarnation of God? 

Is that discriminatory against other religions? 

4) How are faith and repentance related to one another? 

5) How can we receive assurance that we are right with God (i.e., justified) and that 

we have life eternal? 
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17. The Essence of the Universal Community of King Jesus 

The universal Body of Christ is the community of the redeemed to which all true Chris-

tians belong.  

We affirm that there are many Christian denominations and theological manifestations, yet there 

exists only one body of Christ to which all true followers of King Jesus belong in the invisible 

unity of one faith.1 Assemblies in covenant with God consist of believers and their children. The 

unity of this universal community is made visible in cells and congregations through church 

discipline that is respected by all true churches, the Lord’s Table open to all believers, faithful 

proclamation of the one evangelical Faith, which establishes God’s one Law, 2and grace-filled 

development of true sharing in social services.4This visible unity3 of the Church must not destroy 

the real diversity God made.5 

1. “Just as each of us has one body with many members [with different] function[s] ..., so in 

Christ we who are many form one body” (Rom 12:4; cf. 1 Cor 12:12-13).  

2. One discipline: “If your brother sins against you, go and show him his fault, just between the 

two of you. If he listens, you have won your brother over. But if he will not listen, take one or 

two others along, so that ‘every matter may be established by the testimony of two or three 

witnesses [Dt19:15]. If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to the church; and if he refuses to 

listen even to the church, treat him as you would a pagan or a tax collector” (Mt 18:15ff; cf. 1 

Cor 5; Gal 6:1ff). One Faith: “Make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the 

bond of peace. There is one body and one Spirit – just as you were called to one hope when 

you were called – one Lord, one faith, one baptism; one God and Father of all, who is over all 

and through all and in all” (Eph 4:3-6; cf. Jude 3 NASB). One Table: “Because there is one 

loaf, we, who are many, are one body, for we all partake of the one loaf’ (1 Cor 10:14-22; cf. 

11:17t1). Cf. James 2:1-9. One Law: Mt 5:17-20; Rom 3:31,7:12, 8:4, 13:8ff.  

3. Unity is “trinitarian”(i.e., there is real diversity and true confessional unity) but not neces-

sarily bureaucratic and hierarchical: “My prayer is not [only] for ... [those then present], I pray 

also for those also who will believe [i.e., all future believers] in Me through their message, 

that all of them may be one, Father, just as you are in me and I am in you [i.e., a true unity and 

real diversity]” (Jn 17:20).  

4. Koinonia and diakonia (fellowship around the Word with social services for the poor, alien, 

widows and orphans as in the early community in Jerusalem after Pentecost (see Acts 2:42ff, 

4:32-37,  5:4 [they maintained private property], 6:1ff; 1 Tim 5:8ff; Jas 1:26f; 1 Jn 3:14ff. 

5. “For even as the body is one and yet has many members, and all the members of the body, 

though they are many, are one body, so also is Christ. For in one Spirit we were all baptized 

into one body, whether Jews or Greeks, whether slaves or free, and we were all made to drink 

of one Spirit” (1 Cor 12:12ff NASB). Ethnic diversity: Gen 12:3; Ps 22:27-31; Is 19:23-25; 

Rom 9:1-4; 11:11-15, 25-28; Mt 28:18ff; Tit l:12-13; Rev15:3-4 NASB, Rev 21:24, 26. Gen-

der, parent-child, and socio-economic class distinctions: Eph 5:21-6:5; Col 3:18ff; 1 Tim 2:8-

15, 5:14; 1 Cor 11:2ff, 14:33-36; 1 Pet 2:18ff, 3:1ff; Tit 2:9ff.  
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The Essence of the Universal Community  

of King Jesus: Commentary 

The unity of the true Church is a covenantal, trinitarian unity of the Spirit (Eph 

2:15f), not necessarily a visible, holistic unity of individuals in monolithic institutions 

(cf. Commentary, art. 1). In other words, Church unity is a confessional unity (one Faith) 

ideally made visible in (con)federal structures in concentric circles as was the visible 

unity of the body of Christ in the New Testament. One Triune God (Father, Lord, and 

Spirit) has called all groups into one Body. All groups have one resurrection Hope, one 

baptism (outpouring) of the Spirit (Eph 4:3-6), one table with one cup and loaf (1 Cor 

10:16-17) broken for His single flock made up of both Jews and individuals and families 

from the Gentile peoples (Jn10:16, 11:11). Because there is Triune God and a single 

covenant of grace in union with Abraham’s and David’s seed, Jesus (Mt 1:1; Gal 3:16), 

He is God of both the Jewish people and all Gentile peoples (Rom 3:29). All peoples 

now have equal access to the Father in one covenant-confession (Eph 2:17ff). 

Now all in Christ, Abraham’s seed, have the adopted status of “sons of Abra-

ham” irrespective of whether they are females, slaves, or a non-Jew (Gal 3:26-4:7) be-

cause they are in union with the free, Jewish, male, King Jesus, who is both fully God 

and fully man. Galatians 3:28, however, cannot mean that woman are exactly the same 

with men in role, office or function, or that there are no ethnic and linguistic distinctions 

in King Jesus, etc. Sex, language, and other distinctions such as various kinds of intelli-

gence are created by God and can lead to just human distinctions.  

Paul builds the universal church and family on both the Creation (1 Cor11:2ff; 

1 Tim 2:13ff) and Redemption orders (Eph 5:22ff). Redemption, in other words, does 

not destroy the biological and psychological distinctions between male and female, nor 

does redemption mean that all language distinctions are now evil and to be destroyed. 

Logically, then, if Christ removes all created distinctions, a Christian sociopolitical or-

der must also forbid distinct nations, women must be conscripted to war, and all must 

have common access to single toilet facilities. Also, if oneness removes all distinctions, 

all believers are “Christ” because a similar passage concludes that “Christ is all and in 

all” (Col 3:11). We reject such a New Age pantheistic “gospel” as heretical and inspired 

by the same anti-Christ spirit that taught that the pure spiritual Christ could not become 

incarnate as the man Jesus (1 Jn 1:1-4, 2:22-23, 4:1-8; see also, 1 Tim 4:1-7). 

Furthermore, Christ prayed that his disciples be protected in the Triune Name 

of God (cf. Mt 28:19) so that they may be one just as He and His Father are one (Jn17:11, 

21). He and His Father are certainly not one Person but two persons. They are truly 

distinct yet also one in essence. This is true in Christ’s one Body. In it there are true 

distinctions of language and culture groups, two distinct gender roles, free men and 

slaves (i.e., prisoners, debtors, etc.). 

Instead of praying for a holistic equalitarian socio-political and church unity, 
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Jesus prayed that the powerful name of God, in the one word of truth, would protect His 

one chosen flock of diverse humanity from falling away due to the seduction by Satan’s 

idolatrous culture-system (Jn 17:6-8, 15; 1 Jn 2:15-17). To fall out of the chosen people 

would be to be cut off from Christ and His everlasting righteous and intercessory pro-

tection (Rom 8:1, 28ff; 2 Cor 5:17-21; 1 Jn 2:1-2). Through Christ’s prayer, God’s pro-

tecting Name keeps the one multi-ethnic flock eternally safe so that none would be lost 

out of it (Jn17:12). Jesus promises that everyone whom the Father has given Him will 

certainly come to him. He lays His life down to save all of these ones who are His sheep. 

He will raise them all up on the last day so that He loses none of them (Jn 5:21, 24, 6:37-

40, 44-45, 10:11, 15-17).  

Furthermore, because Jesus was leaving the earth, He could no longer protect 

His sheep in his visible person. Thus, He asked His Father to do so (Jn 17:11). Jesus 

also prayed “for those who will believe in me through [My disciple’s] message, that all 

of them may be one” (17:20). Biblical oneness is thus a unity of all the chosen people 

throughout time who are kept safe in the finished work of Christ, by the Father, through 

the Holy Spirit. 

In context of John 17, therefore, the oneness for which Christ prayed was the 

eternal confessional oneness of the chosen people in the finished and securing work of 

the Triune God. “May they be in [covenantal union with] us so that the world may be-

lieve” (Jn17:21) means that the security of the work of God and the resulting character, 

love, and peace of the believers in covenantal unity with the Trinity is a witness to the 

world of the power and reality of God. This will lead the world to faith (cf. Mt 5:16). 

Thus this passage has little directly to do with structural, unitarian oneness. Such an 

anti-Christ centralized church inevitably has an oppressive, top-down pyramidal organ-

izational structure (Rev 13). We reject the false doctrine that the unity for which Christ 

prayed is a unity in a visible, equalitarian and holistic, “non-ethnic, non-classist, non-

sexist, non-ageist” Church structure. The alternative is a world-wide, visible (con)fed-

eration of Christian assemblies and denominations with a single confession, shared dis-

cipline, and the other biblical signs of unity. Such will be finally and completely realized 

around the throne (Rev 5:9-10, 7:9-10). 
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The Essence of Universal Assembly: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all text verses. 

1) Read Mt 13:24-30; Acts 20:28-31; 2 Pet 2; 1-2, 19; 1 Jn 2:18- 19, 4:1ff; 2 Jn 7-11. 

Is there a true biblical distinction between the invisible and visible Assembly (tra-

ditionally: Church) or is it merely that some theologians are reading their own 

agenda into the Scripture with these concepts? Give reasons for your answers. 

2) When can a Christian judge another person, or can he ever? (Cf. 1 Jn4:1-2; Rom 

16:17; 1 Cor 5:9-13; Rev 2:2). What do Mt 7:1-5; Rom 2:1-3, 13:2-4 mean? 

3) What are the three signs of a biblically true Christian congregation? 

4) Read the Rejections and note four. What type of real social diversity is not destroyed 

in the visible unity of the Church? Don’t Gal 3:28; Col 3:11 contradict this opinion? 

Read carefully the context of Gal 3:28, the last phrase of Col 3:11 and 1 Cor 12:12-

14. How would this help solve the dilemma? 
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18. The Essence of Protection 

Especially Christians must responsibly preserve and protect life, liberty, family, prop-

erty, and peace.  

We affirm the God-given responsibility of all individual persons is to preserve peace1 and to 

protect liberty, life, family and property.  This must be accomplished according to the guidelines 

defined in God’s Word and under the legal authority of impartial civil government.2 Every civil 

ruler, whether in a broader or in a narrower sphere of civil government, has been granted “sword” 

authority and is solely responsible to protect their constituents against oppression,3 which would 

deprive them of the inalienable rights and duties of liberty, life, truth, contract, family, or private 

property, granted to them by God in His legal covenant4 and established in the Good News.5 

1. “If it is possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone” (Rom 12:17ff). “If 

a thief caught breaking in and is struck so that he dies, the defender is not guilty of bloodshed; 

but if it happens after sunrise, he is guilty of bloodshed” (Ex 22:2ff). David and his band 

protected themselves but refused to use the sword for revolution or private vengeance (1 Sam 

24, 26; Dt32:35; Prv 25:2l-22; Mt 5:44). Israel ignored disarmament laws, which implies the 

right of armed self-protection against tyrants: 1 Sam 13:19ff.  

2. The Great Commandment as well as the 6th and 8th Commandments imply we must do all we 

can do to preserve life, liberty, property, and preserve peace: Lev 19:18; Ex 20:13, 22:1-15; 

Dt 22:1ff; Lk10:25ff; Rom 12:17ff. Prayer for rulers: “I urge, then ... that ... prayers ... be 

made ... for ... all those in authority, that we may live peaceful and quiet lives” (1 Tim2:1ff). 

Appeal for protecting action: “Who will rise up for me against the wicked? Who will take a 

stand for me against evildoers?” (Ps 94:16). Action to protect: “Rescue [the innocent] being 

led away to death.... If you say, ‘But we knew nothing about this,’... does not he who guards 

your life know it? Will he not repay each ... according to [his deeds]” (Prv 24:11; cf. implica-

tion of Dt 22:24). Examples of protecting the helpless: Ex 2:17; Job 29:17. 

3. This “sword right of protection includes a) the elected civil government’s just right to mobilize 

and engage his constituents first in a peace initiative and as a last resort in a war to defend his 

constituents’ five biblical rights (Dt 20:3-4, 10-13) and b) the right to exercise capital punish-

ment for capital crimes of which premeditated murder is the only crime with a mandatory 

death penalty (Num 35:31; Gen 9:5-6).“[T]he one in authority ... is God’s servant ... [who] 

does not bear the sword for nothing” (Rom 13:3ff; cf. Mt 26:52; cf. Rom 1:32, Acts 25:11).  

4. Biblical examples of civil government protection: 2 Kin 11; 2 Chr 22-23; 1 Kin 12; Jdg 20; 

Dan 11:31ff.  

5. The Gospel (“under grace”) establishes and fulfills the moral norms of the legal covenant 

(“under law”) through the fullness of the Spirit: Mt 5:17-20; Rom 2:13-16, 3:19, 31, 8:4, 7, 

13:8-10; 1 Tim 1:5, 8-11; see Gal 5:13-26. 
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The Essence of Protection: Commentary 

Scripture forbids revolution, which is any action designed to violently destroy 

a political and economic system (cf. Rom 13:1-2; 1 Pet 2:13ff). The law and the Gospel 

allow self-protection and community self-protection against aggressors under chosen 

leaders. This may include seceding from a central government’s hegemony because of 

oppressive taxation as the Northern tribes did from the kingdom of Rehoboam (1 Kgs 

12). Yet Scripture never sanctions aggressive violence (Ex 22:2-3; and compare Lk 

22:36-38 with Mt 26:52). It never sanctions imperialism and destroying the borders with 

neighboring nations (Is 10:13; Amos 1:13; Hab 1:14-16, 2:8, 17). In summary, our Lord 

states: “Blessed are the peacemakers” (Mt 5:9; Ps 120:6-7; Rom 12:17; Jas 3:17-18)! 

This does not mean that evangelical Christians may not peacefully protest, petition, 

demonstrate against, strike, and disobey unjust laws violating biblical justice (see e.g., 

Ex 1:15-21; Dan 3:12-22; Lk 6:7-11; Acts 4:19-20).  

Justice is defined by the equity and tôranic wisdom found in every biblical law. 

This law, and a civil government built upon it, has only one duty: To protect and guar-

antee five basic rights or liberties and five parallel responsibilities derived from the Dec-

alogue. The denial of any of these rights is the definition of tyranny (Gen 15:13; Ex 3:9; 

22:21; 23:9; Lev 19:13; Dt 24:14-15; 28:29 1 Sam 10:18; 12:3-4). These five rights and 

responsibilities are: 

1) The liberty to worship and obey the one God in every sphere of life. The Scripture 

protects Christian religious liberty, not equality for all religions (1st and 2ndcom-

mandment). 

2) The right of property owned and controlled by private individuals and families (8th 

and 10thcommandment). This includes a coinage (and currency that is used only as 

storage receipt) whose value is solely attached to a valuable and portable physical 

object (e.g., gold or silver: Prv 11:1; Dt 25:13-16; Is 1:22) as a store of value. This 

includes right of property strictly limits taxation to support only the one function of 

civil government, that is retributive justice (Rom 13:4-6). 

3) The right of life for judicially innocent humans from conception to natural death (4th 

and 6thcommand). 

4) The right of monogamous, heterosexual family – including family controlled and 

financed education (5th and 7thcommandment). 

5) The liberty of impartial justice in regular courts of law. This means among other 

things, the freedom to make and keep contracts in an economic, legal, and political 

system in which unjust judicial procedures, breaking of sworn contracts, perjury and 

bribery are punished by law (3rd and 9th commandments). 

We reject all religious or secular movements which seek to remove or compro-

mise these rights by violence, parliamentary decision, “non-violent mass action,” or ne-

gotiation. All such groups and their actions are by definition revolutionary because they 
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seek to institute: 

1) “The community of goods” (BC, art. 36), through social ownership and/or control 

of all private property. The ideologies that advocate various forms of direct or indi-

rect community of good are corporatism of the USA, Fascist, National Socialist 

[Nazi], Marxism-Leninist International Socialist, social market, Social Democratic, 

Fabian Socialist, or neo-Marxian philosophies. 

2) The overthrow a just authority and the law-order instituted by God (BC, art. 36). 

3) A centralized State, which claims to act in the name of “democracy” (i.e., in the 

name of the majority of individuals in an arbitrarily defined geographic area) yet 

which centralizes all authority into the hands of a controlling elite.  

A just civil government, however, does include free elections to choose leaders 

within a decentralized federal Republic, whose sole function is to protect the five rights 

and responsibilities of the divine law. This kind of (con)federal Christian Republic, 

modeled on the Israelite confederation, is the antidote to every secular or religious ide-

ology that teaches a violent or even ballot-box revolt against the five basic rights.  

 

Self-Protection and Resistance of the Lesser Magistrate 

As stated, the prohibition against violent revolution does not preclude just de-

fensive actions. The right of self-protection with a weapon if necessary is inseparable 

from the basic rights of God’s law. For example: 

1) The right of property also obligates the individual and the society to protect one’s 

neighbor’s property from all thieves, including “kings” (cf. Ahab and Naboth: 1 Kgs 

21). 

2) When a woman is being raped, she is obligated to cry out and resist if possible so 

that someone may perhaps come to her forceful rescue (Dt 22:24; principle: Ex 2:15-

17; Prv 24:11). 

3) The Law gives individuals the right to use deadly force in the case of a night intruder 

in one’s home (Ex 22:2-3). 

4) When the innocent are being taken away to execution, citizens are responsible to 

rescue the person from oppression (Prv 24:11-12) 

By example and command, Scripture recommends that a godly citizenry arm 

and organize themselves into militia or commando units subject to chosen civil gover-

nors. When a ruler tries to oppress the citizens by violating any of these basic biblical 

rights and duties, then any other governor has the duty to try the rebellious ruler in a 

court of law functioning according to just, biblically defined principles. No civil gover-

nor is above God’s Law. If convicted, and if the oppressor tries to use military or police 

force to reject the just court decision or to further oppress the citizens, then the citizens 

under command of their chosen governor may defend themselves with the “sword.” 

Every ruler and the citizens in his sphere of leadership have the right of the “sword” for 

self and family protection (Neh 4:14; Rom 13:4). 
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Scripture, however, teaches that it is idolatrous to replace trust in the heavenly King 

(Ps 118:8-9), who empowers and leads godly citizen’s militias, with a misfounded con-

fidence in a Statist military machine made up of professional soldiers accountable to no-

one but a “king” (i.e., either a “sovereign” politburo or parliament of “the People,” a 

dictator, or even a two party system controlled by a single financial elite as in the USA). 

God warned that this idolatry would lead to tyranny (1 Sam 8-12; Hos 12:10). 
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The Essence of Protection: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all text verses. 

1) Read note one carefully. Do law-abiding citizens under the just authority of civil 

government have a biblical right to keep and bear arms for protection of themselves 

and their families? 

2) What is the implication of Rom 12:17 (note one of Article seventeen) as far as the 

peace making task of Christians? 

3) What five basic moral rights and duties can be derived from the Ten Command-

ments? Refer to questions five and six of article fourteen. How does the present 

article define “oppression” and “tyranny”? 

4) Please refer to your answer to questions four and five in article fourteen. Can Chris-

tian individuals on their own initiative ever revolt against any civil government (cf. 

Rom 13:1ff, 1 Pet 2:13)? 

5) What does the article say is the biblical method for Christians to engage in “con-

certed collective resistance” to tyranny when it becomes absolutely necessary? How 

is this derived from Rom 13:1, 4, and 5 (note the use of the plural “authorities,” the 

fact that the authorities are called “the servants of God,” and that all authorities have 

been given the “sword.”)? 

6) Read the Commentary carefully. Will collective resistance to oppression, under any 

level of civil governor, necessarily lead to anarchy (“an” = without, “archos” = ruler, 

i.e., chaos and lawlessness)? 
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19. The Essence of God’s Mission and Confrontation  

Christians need to lovingly disciple all peoples with the Gospel and biblical principles 

in Church and all other human spheres of life.  

We affirm that our King has commissioned believers to disciple every people-group on earth, 

lovingly confronting them with truth, righteousness and judgment in the power of the Spirit.1 It 

is impossible for Christians to live truly biblical lives without the opportunity of admonishing, 

exhorting and discipling all peoples, teaching them to do all that our King has commanded us. 

Christian discipline must thus also be an ongoing part of any congregation that chooses truly to 

live according to Scripture. To be a true disciple of Jesus Christ and to live according to biblical 

values and principles necessitates a course of confrontation with the satanic principalities and 

powers and at times with the lawless leaders of the world-system.4 Confrontation does not imply 

violent conflict by individuals with unbiblical humanist powers and ideologies that threaten the 

Christian way of life. It does imply that Christians must teach, demonstrate, and apply positive 

biblical answers to pressing Church, social, political, and economic questions.5 

1. Cf. The prophets speaking judgment upon heathen nations: Is 8, 13-22, 23, 34,47; Jer 46-51; 

Eze 25-32, 35, 38-39; cf. esp.: Eze 5:5ff [nations and Israel judged by same standard]. David: 

‘‘Who will rise up for me against the wicked? Who will take a stand for me against evildoers?” 

(Ps 94:16). Church is to attack Hell’s gates: “On this rock I will build my church, and the 

gates of Hades will not overcome it” (Mt 16:18; Gen 24:60). Paul: Acts 24:25; John the Bap-

tist: Mk 6:18 

2. “And concerning you, my brethren, I myself also am convinced that you yourselves are full 

of goodness, filled with all knowledge, and able also to admonish one another” (Rom 15:14 - 

NASB). Cf. Heb 3:12-13; Col 1:28-29, 2:8.  

3. Steps of discipline: Mt 18:15ff. Attitude of discipline: Gal 6:1ff. Necessity of discipline: “It is 

actually reported that there is sexual immorality among you.... What business is it of mine to 

judge those outside the church? Are you not to judge those inside? ...‘Expel the wicked man 

from among you’” (1 Cor 5:1-13).  

4. “Put on [God’s] ...armour…. For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the 

rulers, of this dark world and ... [evil] spiritual forces in the heaven[lies]” (Eph 6:1011). Daniel 

before Nebuchadnezzar: “O King ... renounce your sins by doing what is right ... [and] by 

being kind to the oppressed” (Dan 4:27) and before Belshazzar: Dan 5:22-23.Paul before Fe-

lix: Acts 24:24. 

5. Individuals are to leave vengeance to God and civil governors: “If ... possible, as far as it 

depends on you, live at peace with everyone. Do not take revenge..., but leave room for God’s 

wrath. Do not be overcome by evil; overcome evil with good.... [The civil governor] is God’s 

servant, an agent of [His] wrath to ... punish ... the wrongdoer” (Rom 12:17-13:7; Dt32:35-43; 

Prv25:21-22).  
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The Essence of Mission and Confrontation: Commentary 

Because Jesus Christ is now enthroned in Heaven as the Anointed King, He is 

Lord of all kings (Eph 1:19b-22; Rev 1:5; Ps 89:27; Dan 2:47; Pss 2, 110). His Name is 

above all names, both “in this age” but also in the one “to come” (cf. Eph l:19ff). He 

works out His victory over idolatrous cultures through the Universal Assembly (Church) 

(Rom 16:20; 1 Jn 4:4, 5:4ff). What is meant by “the Church” here, however, is not pri-

marily the visible Church as an organization but the invisible community of actual be-

lievers, militant and universal. God calls believers, then, to live as salt and light in all 

the various vocations in every sphere of life (except those forbidden: e.g., prostitution).  

On the other hand, in both Testaments the visible assemblies in a connected 

organization is always functionally separate from civil government. The two must not 

be confused or mixed (cf. Dt 19:20; 1 Sam 13:9ff; 2 Chr 26). However, both must be 

responsible to God and His one “holy, just, and righteous” law because there is only one 

God who is “King, Lawgiver and Judge” (Jas 4:12; Is 33:22; Rom 2:12-15; 3:29-31). 

The wisest method to distinguish these two governments is to clearly enshrine this dis-

tinction in a written constitution that does not use the words “separation of church and 

state” but “functional distinction of civil and ecclesial governments under the Triune 

God.” 

The invisible body of Christ is already seated with Him “in the heavenlies” and 

exercises His authority on earth. This includes authority over demonic “principalities 

and powers” through prayer and confronting believers and unbelievers with the whole 

word of the King. This is Christ’s Church militant here in earth through which He is 

“putting all His enemies as a footstool under His feet” (Eph l:22-2:6; 1 Cor 15:24ff; Pss 

110:lff; 149:1-10). This is to be done through prayer, social actions such as voting and 

when necessary through civil disobedience to tyrants. 

Now, for the invisible and visible Assembly of King Jesus to function correctly 

as salt and light in every culture, it must be a disciplined body. This comes about by the 

sound systematic exposition of the whole word of God, passage by passage, book by 

book (Acts 20:20; 1 Tim 1:8-11; 3:15, 4:7, 13; 6:3-5, 20-21). It comes about by the 

regular practice of the Lord’s Supper, which is the visible proclamation of the Good 

News of Christ. All lawbreakers and those whose teachings are anti-Scriptural must be 

dealt with and brought ultimately to excommunication from the Lord’s Table and fel-

lowship of the saints. Any visible community of Christ that does not practice such dis-

cipline is no longer part of the true Assembly of Jesus Christ. There is no fellowship 

between the true Church and apostasy. We reject, therefore, any teaching that empha-

sizes love and unity above truth and purity (2 Cor 6:14-7:1; 1 Pet 4:17; Rev 2:5, 16, 

22:14-15, 19). 

Further, individual believers must teach, demonstrate and apply God’s Word to 
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every sphere of life, including medicine, education, law, justice, politics, military doc-

trine, economics and foreign affairs. God has given to believers in Christ all the peoples 

as their inheritance (Ps 2:8; Rev 2:26-27; Dan 7:14, 27; Mt 28:19-20). Contrary to what 

much popular teaching claims, Paul explicitly states the “all things are yours . . . [in-

cluding] the world” (1 Cor 3:22). God loves this world of idolatrous peoples and prom-

ises to save all of them (Jn 3:16-17; Pss 22:26-31, 47:1-9, 86:8-9; Is 42:1-4; Mt 12:18-

21). Therefore, believers must disciple whole peoples, family by family, and teach them 

to obey all that Christ commands, in every sphere of life (Mt 28:19ff).  

In addition, when believers become a majority, they can and should at proper 

times and circumstances use both the “high praises of the LORD in their mouth” [the 

spiritual sword of the Spirit – Eph 6:17], and “the double-edged sword in the hand” [the 

sword of civil government –Rom 13:4] (Ps 149:5-9). The sword of the Spirit is the Word 

of the Gospel that establishes God’s tôranic wisdom. The sword of civil government is 

only to be used to punish external rebellion (provable with two to three eyewitnesses) 

against what Scripture defines as crime. It must never be used to enforce human invented 

crimes. This explicitly means that inner mental sins (such as non-acted upon hate 

crimes) or hidden idolatries can never be punishable with the steel sword as some Chris-

tian and even Reformed civil governments have done in the past. Nor ought the civil 

government pass and enforce laws not founded directly upon or by logical deduction 

from biblical tôranic principles.  

However, every principle of the whole Decalogue does need to inform civil law 

and societal constitutions. This means that external worship and definite verbal propa-

gation leading to worship of actual “graven images” can be prohibited by Christian com-

mon law as was practiced in the lands instructed by the first few generations of the 

Reformation. However, contrary to how this principle was acted upon in the past, pun-

ishing people practicing inner idolatries and punishing Christian sects and cults that are 

not involved with setting up and worshipping visible “graven images” is not the task of 

the civil magistrate (see Dt 13). Heretics are free to gather yet without idols, violence, 

or publically breaking the commands of God.  

Therefore, with the sword of the Word and the sword of a magistrate enforcing 

law based on the Decalogue, the majority of believers are to “inflict [God’s judicial] 

vengeance on the [idolatrous] nations and punishment on the peoples” (Ps 149:5-9). 

Certainly, this must not be a “theocratic” inquisition, crusade, or a violent revolution.  

There are now no more prophets and apostles except those in Scripture.  Scripture lim-

ited the attack on the Canaanites to one definite period of time. Only then did God au-

thorize genocide brought on when Canaan’s grievous sin reached a climax in his de-

scendants, bringing on God’s unique and specific wrath only upon them (Gen 9:25-27, 

15:16; see Lev 18:24-30).  

Moses taught that the coming King would be a greater “prophet like unto me” 

(Dt 18:15; Acts 3:22-23). Both surely taught that an individual’s duty is that of non-
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aggression– not non-violence as the Radical Reformers taught. Peacemaking, however, 

is a universally applicable principle (Mt 5:39ff). Believers are to do whatever they can 

do to live at peace with all men including praying for kings and tyrants (see Rom 12:17-

21; 1 Tim 2:1-2). Our Lord, however, is a mighty warrior King with a sword of judgment 

coming from His mouth (Ps 2:7-9; Rev 2:27, 12:5, 19:15; Is 34:6; Jer 47:6; Is 42:10) 

“The LORD your God is in your midst, A victorious warrior” (Zep 3:17). So, the task 

of Christians in civil government is to “carry out [God’s] sentence written against them 

[i.e., idol worshippers and their anti-biblical crimes].”In other words, the civil magistrate 

must punish criminals, whether they be commoners or “kings... [and] nobles.” “This is 

the glory of all his saints” (see Ps 149:8-9; cf. Pss 2:7-12, 72:1-14; 82:1-8).  

All these promises are fulfilled as “yes and amen” in Christ and in and through 

His true universal assembly – the invisible Church (2 Cor 1:20; Gal 3:16). We reject, 

therefore, the viewpoint that says Christians cannot be involved in “politics” or the so-

called secular areas of life with distinctive biblical answers to problems. The law of 

creation given to Adam and found in the consciences of every human entering the world 

is the same law as inscribed on stone (i.e., the Decalogue). Jesus did not come to abolish 

the “law and the prophets” but to fulfil them. Indeed unengaged Christians are disobe-

dient to their Lord and King, who commanded us to “teach them everything that I have 

commanded” (see Mt 28:17-20). 

In short, faithful disciples of King Jesus are to speak the truth to power just as 

the Prophets, John the Baptist and our Lord Himself did. To remain silent is to be diso-

bedient (Ps 2) and merits the strong discipline of our kind and just Lord (Ps 50). 
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The Essence of Mission and Confrontation: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and. all text verses. 

1) When does loving Christian confrontation become anti-Christian aggression? Give 

specific guidelines from Scripture. 

2) How does the saying, “You can’t fight something with nothing” apply to this article? 

3) What does it mean to be a disciple of Jesus Christ? (cf. Lk 6:40, 14:25-35). Can a 

person be a disciple without being actively involved in and under the discipline of 

a Bible based local congregation? 

4) Does the fact that our ultimate struggle is against demonic principalities and powers 

cancel our responsibility to also confront disobedient human principalities and pow-

ers? How does your answer affect your priorities and plans? What do you intend to 

do about it? 

5) Does the Bible forbid Christians becoming involved in running for political office 

with a distinctly Christian agenda? Motivate your answer based on all that you have 

learned. Construct your agenda. 

6) Is Christian involvement in political change rejecting the mandate to disciple the 

nations? Base your answer on a careful study of Mt 28:17ff. 

7) Does “discipling the nations” mean to bring only individuals to conversion or does 

it mean to bring individuals, families, extended families, clans, people-groups and 

language groups to repentance by the Gospel? 

8) In a multi-ethnic and multi-lingual city, should all new converts be assimilated into 

existing congregations even if the ethnic, linguistic, and religious background of the 

people there is different from the new believers? 

9) How do you guard against dividing the body of Christ if linguistically and ethnically 

specific congregations are planted?  
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20. The Essence of Charity and Justice  

Our Lord mandates families, churches, and organisationsto aid the poor and helpless, 

but through the civil government, to provide impartial justice.  

We affirm that Christians have a mandatory responsibility to aid the poor through generous tithes 

and offerings to meet their basic needs of food and covering.1 However, God has special concern 

for those poor and exploited who are humble and trust in Him. Therefore, the poor, widows, 

orphans, slaves, and ethnic aliens, especially those who call upon His name, should be our special 

concern as well.2 Compassion on the responsible poor and helpless, especially the ethnic alien, 

is the duty of individuals, families and churches not the civil government.3 The civil govern-

ment’s sole duty is to proactively provide impartial justice for all4with a single, impartial legal 

standard, giving equal protection of biblically founded law for every inhabitant.  An oppressive 

civil government redistributes wealth by inflation, progressive taxation, or any other means. Tax-

ation is solely to support impartial justice alone and not wealth redistribution, which is never 

impartial.5 

1.  “If there is a poor man among your brothers..., do not be hard-hearted or tight-fisted toward 

your poor brother. Rather be open-handed and freely lend him whatever he needs” (Dt 15:7ff; 

cf. 14:28ff). “Selling their possessions..., [believers] gave to anyone as he had need. ... There 

were no needy persons among them” (Acts 2:45, 4:34ff; Gal 2:10; Acts 24:17; Rom 15:25ff; 

1 Cor 16:1ff). “There is one who scatters, yet increases all the more, and there is one who 

withholds what is justly due, but [it results] ... in want. The generous ... will be prosperous, ... 

he who waters will himself be watered” (Prv 11:24ff NASB). “Blessed is he who is kind to 

the needy” (Prv 14:21, 19:17, 21:13, 26b, 22:9, 28:8, 27; Job 31:19; Ps 41:1ff; Is 58:6ff; Mt 

19:21; Jas 2:2ff; 1 Jn 3:16ff; Lk 6:35).  

2. Is 66:2; Lk 4:18ff. Widow of Nain: Lk 7:12ff. Ethnic Aliens: Lk 7:1ff, 10:25ff; Mk 7:24ff. “Do 

not mistreat an alien or oppress him, for you were aliens in Egypt. Do not take advantage of a 

widow or an orphan. If you do and they cry out to me, I will certainly hear their cry” (Ex 

22:2ff). God and disobedient poor: “[T]he Lord will ... [not] pity the fatherless and widows, 

for everyone is ungodly and wicked, every mouth speaks vileness” (Is 9:17; cf. Jer 15:7ff, 

18:19ff; Ps 109:9ff). Special concern for poor: “Religion that God ... accepts … is ... to look 

after orphans and widows in their distress” (Jas l:27; 1 Tim 5:3ff; Ps 146:7ff).  

3. Note commands given only to cited groups. Responsibility: “Keep away from every brother 

who is idle.... We were not idle..., nor did we eat anyone’s food without paying for it.... [W]e 

worked night and day ... so that we would not be a burden to any.... [W]e gave you this rule: 

‘If a man will not work, he shall not eat’” (2 Thes 3:6ff; Eph 4:28; Prv6:6ff, 10:4, 16:26, 

28:19). Discerning love and compassion: Php 1:9-11 NASB].  

4. Active yet impartial: Ps 72:21-22, 82:2-4; Is10:1ff; Lev 19:15; Jer 21:12, 22:3.  

5. Taxation: “This is also why you pay taxes, for the authorities are God’s servants, who give 

their full time to governing [that is only for punishing wicked]” (Rom 13:6) 
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The Essence of Charity and Justice: Commentary 

Discerning love motivates all Christians to provide charity for the destitute alien 

and the responsible poor (Dt 15:7ff; Gal 2:10; 2 Thes 3:6ff). Our Lord has a special 

tenderness for those who are poor, oppressed, and helpless, especially when they call on 

Him (Ex 22:22ff; Dt 15:9; Lk 18:7). This includes personal care and financial help for 

the elderly (1 Tim 5:3ff). Pensions, welfare and hospitalisation are not the duty of any 

level of civil government. Justice means that civil government must remain totally im-

partial in its enforcement of a single legal standard. Justice is not equality or social eq-

uity, as some term it. 

It is extremely important to note also that the civil government’s role must never 

be neutral. A God-fearing ruler in any level of civil government must pursue impartial 

and pro-active justice for the poor and the helpless (e.g., the widow, orphan, and the 

alien). He is to actively work to protect the legal rights of the innocent and responsible 

poor, who because of their weak condition are easily oppressed both in court and in 

society by the wicked. In other words, the rich often defraud and deprive the poor of 

some of the five basic rights defined in God’s Law. Scripture is full of admonitions to 

this end (e.g., Ex 22:21-27; Is 5:23-24, 10:1-2; 58:1-12, Amos 5:12-15; Prv 31:5-9; Pss 

72:2-14, 82:2-4, 94:20ff; Job 29:11ff).  The NT strongly admonishes Christians to take 

physical care of their believing brothers and sisters (e.g., Mt 25:33-46; Acts 6:1-2; Jas 

1:27, 2:15-17; 1 Jn 3:17-18). This love and care can and must be extended to outsiders 

as well, becoming part of the wholistic mission of God to His human creatures (see e.g., 

Lk 6:33-36, 10:25-37; Gal 6:10; 1 Tim 6:18). 

Civil bureaucrats and magistrates are also responsible to help the poor but only 

from their own private means. Civil government must not “respect the face of” that is 

be partial to either the poor or the rich, citizen or alien (Ex 23:2-3; Lev 19:15; Dt1:17, 

16:17ff; Rom 2:1-14). Therefore, it is oppressive and unjust for any socio-economic 

class to benefit from mandated welfare payments. This certainly includes tax-payer fi-

nanced welfare for corporations that are supposedly too big or too important to fail. No 

group or class of people must receive the benefit of any affirmative action programme 

financed by taxpayer’s money. This implies also that both ethnic apartheid (in any form) 

and the affirmative action to remedy such apartheid are inherently evil.  

Instead, welfare programmes are the duty first of the extended family (1 Tim 

5:4, 8ff; Mt 15:3-6); second, of the assemblies of fellow believers (church) (Acts 4:32ff; 

1 Cor 16:lff; 2 Cor 8-9; 1 Tim 5; 2 Thes 3:6ff); and third, of individuals and private 

Christian organizations (Lev 25:35ff; Dt 15:7ff; 1 Jn 3:10ff). Believers must use private 

offerings and also a third portion of tithes tithe money to help the poor, marginalized 

and oppressed (Dt 14:28-29). In the new covenant, tithes and offering are used for the 

work of the comprehensive Kingdom done in the name of King Jesus. They are not 

merely to be used for the local congregation and its “temple building.” Christian schools, 
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hospitals and clinics, homes for unwed mothers, foster care for orphans and a myriad of 

other aspects of the kingdom are suitable ends for tithes and offerings. 

Further, God commands Christian individuals and families to provide food and 

clothing for the destitute ethnic alien who has immigrated into the land with the wish to 

assimilate into the faith and language of the citizen families (cf. Ruth 1:16: “Your people 

will be my people, your God will be my God”). God says that those who are rescued out 

of the slavery [of sin] should have special compassion: “When an alien lives with you 

in your land, do not ill-treat him. The alien living with you must be treated as one of 

your native-born. Love him as yourself, for you were aliens in Egypt. I am the LORD” 

(Lev 19:33, cf. 25:35; Dt 10:17-19, 24:14ff). 

We reject any legal ruling that does not provide impartial justice for the alien. 

There is to be only one law for the citizen and the alien (cf. Num15:16, 29; Lev 24:22; 

Dt1:16-17; Ex 20:8). However, there must still be a legal distinction between the two 

classes (cf. 4th Command). In Israel, a permanent resident, believing alien, received full 

political rights in the legal assembly only after at least the third generation (cf. Dt 23:3-

8). This is an excellent model for any political entity because Yahweh said that His Law 

is to be used as a model for “righteous decrees and laws” for the nations (cf. Dt 4:5-8; 

Ps 19:7ff, 119:7, 62, 172; Rom 7:12ff, 13:8ff; 1 Tim l:8ff). 

We reject any religious or political theory which neglects these specific biblical 

commands. We reject a Gospel that syncretises with Social Market, Social Democratic, 

Democratic Socialist, Liberation Theology, and equalitarian, social justice ideologies. 

No individual, family, church, or civil government can walk uprightly before God if 

they reject or ignore these instructions from our Father and His Anointed King (Pss 1, 

2). 

The result of Progressive, Socialist and “Social Market” welfare programmes is 

to destroy the personal responsibility of the marginalized and poor. It makes them de-

pendent slaves of the State. They also destroy the compassionate bonds of the Christian 

family, because children feel that they are no longer responsible to financially care for 

their elderly parents and other family members.  It also breaks down the need for the 

body of Christ to care for the sick and needy. Communities of Christian doctors and 

medical care givers in hospitals, clinics, and home care are part of the mission of God.  

The social justice programmes of the State also breaks down the responsibility of private 

charity. The goal of every form of statist socialism is for all individuals to live as one 

human brotherhood, “free and equal” – without having to respect or need parents, the 

Body of Christ, nor the Triune God and His wisdom. 
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The Essence of Charity and Justice: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and all text verses. 

1) What is the Bible’s definition of justice? (Cf. Lev 19:15; Dt 1:16-17; Ps 62:12, 72:1-

4, 12-14, 82:1-4; Prv 24:12; Rom 2:5-6, 11; Rom 13:4, Rom 14:12; 1 Cor 3:3ff; 2 

Cor 5:10; 1 Pet 2:12; Rev 2:23).  

2) What is social justice? Does this mean the State must tax some and redistribute these 

funds to the poor? Or does true social justice mean a limited state with a compas-

sionate people caring for each other? 

3) Does social justice imply that the civil government must be partial and biased in 

“taking the option to side with the poor and oppressed” as Liberation Theologians 

and the Social Gospel has proclaimed for generations? How can the civil govern-

ment be active in its impartiality (cf. last sentence of article twenty above)? 

4) Considering that civil government is given the one task of impartial, retributive jus-

tice (“punishing the lawbreakers and blessing the obedient”), how does that affect 

Christian individual’s and the Christian family’s responsibility to the poor, aged and 

helpless?  

5) Can a civil government be just according to the above definition, and still develop 

social welfare programmes to help the poor and aged? 

6) Which of the four governments is held accountable by the Lord to care for the poor? 

Give reasons from Scripture. 

7) Must every poor person be given help? Give reasons again from Scripture. 

8) Read the Rejection section carefully as well as all the verses in note two. Is God 

always on the side of the poor and oppressed? What philosophies and theologies 

teach this? 

9) What does the Scripture teach about a Christian’s responsibility to the ethnic alien 

(stranger)? 

10) How does this affect the Christian’s critique of petty apartheid laws? (cf. Ex 22:21-

27, 23:9, 12; 15:15, 29-30; Dt 1:16-17; Lev 18:26; 19:33-34; 20:2; 25:35). 
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21. The Essence of Stewardship  

God’s servants are responsible to nurture creation, others, and then themselves in ac-

cordance with God’s Word.  

We affirm that God is the Lord and Owner of all things.1 He has ordained that His faithful stew-

ards are to rule over, care for, and carefully manage the resources of His creation.2Animal and 

human sickness and death are a curse and abnormal. Through the Spirit and His wisdom, God’s 

stewards should work to progressively counter all the effects of demonic oppression and the curse 

on the earth, 3which will only be totally renovated when our Lord destroys the last enemy, death, 

at the Resurrection. God’s stewards acknowledge His Kingship by supporting the work of the 

Kingdom through tithes and offerings, and striving for mature stewardship through faith and 

obedience in every area of life.4 All stewards must be held accountable to live in obedience to 

Scripture by the Body of Christ and its mature, godly leaders.5 If those leaders are ungodly or 

immature, believers are accountable to nurture themselves through prayer, Bible study, and fel-

lowship and to appoint new and godly leaders.6 

1. “The earth is the LORD’s, and everything in it, the world, and all who live in it” (Ps 24:lf; 1 

Cor 10:26; Ps 50:9-12, cf. Ps 95:3-6). “All the [peoples] you have made will ... worship ... 

you, O Lord ... King of the nations? This is your due” (Ps 86:9 with Jer 10:7; cf. Rev 15:3ff; 

cf. Ps 67, 96; 97:1; 99:1). “God is the King of all the earth.... God reigns over the nations ... 

for the kings of the earth belong to God” (Ps 47:70).  

2. The Dominion Mandate: Gen 1:28; 2:15, 19; Ps 8; Heb 2:5ff.  

3. The curse: Gen 3:17ff; Rom 8:22. Curse counteracted: Rom 5:17-6:23, 8:13ff; Is 2:2ff, 42:1ff; 

Mt12:17ff; Is 44:1ff, 49:8ff, 65:17ff; 2 Cor 6:2; 2 Cor 5:17. Demonic oppression destroyed: 

Jn 12:31; Col 2:14-15; Heb 2:14-18; Rom 16:20; Eph 6:12-19; Rev 12:7-11. 

4. Tithes: Dt14:28-29; Num 18:21ff. ‘‘Will a man rob God? Yet you rob me. But you ask, ‘How 

do we rob you?’ In tithes and offerings. You are under a curse – the whole nation of you – 

because you are robbing me. Bring the whole tithe into the storehouse, that there may be food 

in my house. Test me in this ... and see if I will not ... bless” (Mal. 3:70). Offerings: Prv 3:9-

10; 1Cor 16:1ff; 2 Cor 9:1ff.  

5. “Be perfect ... as your heavenly Father is perfect” (Mt 5:48; cf. Lk6:36). “Just as he who called 

you is holy, so be holy in all you do” (1 Pet 1:15).  

6. “Pray in the Spirit on all occasions” (Eph 6:18; see Jude 20). “See to it ... that none of you has 

a sinful, unbelieving heart that turns away from ... God. But encourage one another daily ... so 

that none of you may be hardened by sin’s deceitfulness” (Heb 3:12ff, 10:24-25; cf. Gal 6:1ff; 

1 Thes 3:110). “To the elders ... be shepherds of God’s flock that is under your care, serving 

as overseers ... being examples to the flock” (1 Pet 5:1ff; cf. Acts. 20:17ff). “Disciple the 

peoples ... teaching them to obey all ... I have commanded you” (Mt 28:17ff–literal).  
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The Essence of Stewardship: Commentary 

As Creator, God in Christ is King and owner of all things. We are only tempo-

rary tenants and stewards of His property (Lev 25:23; Mt 25:14ff). Therefore, we ought 

to praise and glorify Him alone as the giver of all good things (Rom 1:21, 25; Jas 1:17). 

He richly supplies His children with all things to enjoy (1 Tim 6:17) out of His rich 

treasures in heaven (Php 4:19). He who supplies the seed for the sower and bread for 

food, supplies us with all sufficiency in all things so that we may have abundance for 

every good deed (2 Cor 9:8ff). 

Christians are to beware and be on their guard against every form of covetous-

ness, which is in itself a form of idolatry. In other words, greed substitutes the joy of 

knowing the true God (Jn17:3) with the temporary pleasure that possessions can give 

(Heb 11:25; Lk 8:14). Therefore, even if we own an abundance of possessions, real life 

is not found in things (Lk12:15). Thus, also, we are not to love money, for the worship-

ping of Mammon is a root of every evil (1 Tim 6:10). Because of all these truths, Chris-

tians are the most generous people on earth. We are “rich in good works,” laying up our 

treasure in heaven (Lk12:21; Mt 6:19ff). We are “generous and ready to share” (1 Tim 

6:18-19), for we do not give grudgingly or under compulsion, because God loves a 

cheerful giver (2 Cor 9:7). We reject, therefore, the ideology of State-compelled “stew-

ardship.” 

Now, because God’s Law is a model for all nations (Dt 4:5ff), and remains 

“holy, righteous, and good,” not one of its principles is destroyed (Rom 7:12ff; Mt 

5:17ff; Neh. 9:13). Therefore, because He is King, He “taxes” each believer ten percent 

of the income He has given him (cf. 1 Cor 9:13ff; Gen 14:20ff; Heb 7:5ff). When a 

Christian people refuse to give these royal tithes and special offerings to support His 

work – including the Church welfare programme for the responsible poor (Dt 14:28ff; 

2 Thes 3) – then an idolatrous, socialist State attempts that work. This leads inevitably 

to oppression in the long run (Num 16:15; 1 Sam 8:3, 12:3; Is 10:1ff). Samuel warned 

the Hebrews that they had rejected Yahweh as King and Saviour of their land when they 

called for human kings and princes like all the heathen nations. Consequently, they 

would suffer under a tyrannical, centralised State. This new idol would demand, in im-

itation of the true God, ten percent or more of their income and manpower because it 

now claimed to save, protect, give peace and prosperity like God (1 Sam 8-12; Hos 

13:9ff). Scripture rejects an idolatrous State that claims a higher percentage of tax than 

God. 

The ministers, elders, and deacons of the Church should be living and teaching 

these principles regularly. Indeed, they should be teaching, like Paul, the “whole counsel 

of God” (Acts 20:20). They should be enforcing biblical Church discipline for all who 

disobey and practise open and scandalous sins (1 Cor 5). If a church does not clearly 

preach the whole word of God (Law and Gospel), if church discipline (Mt 18:15ff) and 
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the pure administration of the Lord’s Ordinances/Sacraments are not practised (1 Cor 

10:1-5, 14ff, 11:23ff), then that church is not a church of God (BC, art. 29). It is a gath-

ering place of Satan (Rev 2:9, 3:9; Rom 2:28; Gal 3:29). Christ Himself will take the 

candle of that church out of its stand and bring it into judgment (Rev 2:5, 16; 1 Pet 4:17). 

If a church does not proclaim the faultless word of our King, then the individual 

members have a very high responsibility, as the “7000” that have not bowed the knee to 

“Baal,” to feed and nourish themselves and their households in the Word. 
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The Essence of Stewardship: Study Questions 

Please read the commentary, article and, all text verses. 

1) Read carefully notes one to three and then Leviticus 25 (esp. vss. 23ff). What im-

plications for the care of the earth come from the Bible’s teaching that God is Cre-

ator and therefore Owner of all things? How does this differ from such groups as 

Green Peace? 

2) Some ideologies make use of the slogan, “All God’s land belongs to all God’s peo-

ple” to justify the redistribution of wealth and land. Can this legitimately be derived 

from the doctrine of God’s ownership? 

3) Does the Bible teach collective or family/individual ownership of land under God’s 

authority? Motivate from Scripture. 

4) Refer to your answers article sixteen, question three. Is tithing still valid today? Why 

or why not? 

5) Can any person claim to be a Christian yet refuse to join a local Christian fellowship 

and submit himself to the rule of the godly elders of that congregation? Is there such 

a thing as autonomous Christian (i.e., a Christian totally on his own)? 
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22. The Essence of the Kingdom and the End (Consummation) 

Christians are to work for and to expect substantial restoration of all cultures and of 

the environment before the Second Coming. 

We affirm that God’s Kingdom reigns from the beginning1 and that the messianic form of the 

Kingdom and the new creation have already come in the Person of the King and the presence 

and work of the Holy Spirit,2 whom He sent at Pentecost.3Christians are to expect that the King-

dom of the Lord Jesus will inexorably grow from a mustard seed to a tree, permeating like yeast4 

and substantially healing all ethno-cultures5 and environments of earth before the End.  Yet this 

is no utopian expectation6 because perfection will only come at the Second Coming, when our 

Lord and King brings about the Resurrection of all humanity,7 the Last Judgment of fire, and a 

totally renovated new heavens and earth in which dwells righteousness and justice.8God created 

Christians to possess a renewed Spiritual body9 and for life on an earth completely renewed. Our 

goal, hence, is not to escape the earthly, physical, political, and secular, but to renew and perme-

ate all things through people filled with God’s Spirit of resurrection life in King Jesus.10 

1. God reigns over all: “For the kingdom is the LORD’S And He rules over the nations” (Ps 

22:28; see Pss 45:6, 96:10, 145:11-13; Dan 4:3, 34; Rev 19:6). 

2. Messianic Kingdom already: Is 9:6-7. “But if I cast out demons by the Spirit of God, the 

kingdom of God has come upon you” (Mt 12:28 NASB; see Lk 11:20).  “The kingdom of God 

is in your midst [among you]” (Lk 17:21).  Kingdom not yet: Mt 25:34; 1 Cor 6:9.  

3. “Having been exalted …, He has poured forth this” (Acts 2:33 NASB).  “The Holy Spirit fell 

upon them. . . . And I remembered the word of the Lord …‘John baptized with water, you will 

be baptized with the Holy Spirit” (Acts 11:15-16). 

4. Growth: Mk 4:26-29. Small beginning: Mt 13:31f. Permeate like yeast: Mt 13:33. End result: 

Ps 2; 2:28, 86:9. 

5. Abrahamic Covenant promises all clans and people-groups will be blessed in King Jesus: Gen 

12:1-3, 18:18, 22:18; Ps 22, 47, 67, 96; Rom 4; Gal 3. 

6. “In the world you have tribulation” (Jn 16:33; see Jn 15:20; Acts 14:22; 2 Tim 3:12). 

7. Resurrection: Dan 12:2-3, 13; Mt 22:3; Lk 14:14; Jn 5:26-29, 11:24-25; Acts 23:6, 24:15; 1 

Cor 15:12-21, 42; Php 3:11; Heb 6:2, 11:35. 

8. New heavens and earth: Begun now in Christ (2 Cor 5:17; Eph 2:10, 4:24).  Completed at 

Second Coming: 2 Pet 3:13; see Is 65:17, 66:22. 

9. “It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body” (1 Cor 15:44). 

10. Cultural Mandate: Gen 1:28; 2:15, 19; Ps 8. Resurrection life: “The Spirit of life … has set 

you free from the law of sin and death” (Rom 8:2, 8:11).  Great Commission: “teach … them 

to obey all I have commanded” (Mt 28:18: the “righteous requirement” of the law Rom 8:4). 
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Affirmations and Rejections 

Based on Scripture and in agreement with the Manifesto, we as Christians affirm and 

reject the following:  

1.  We affirm that the Triune Creator-God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, is the foun-

dation for all of life.  

We reject idolatry, Satanism, saint and ancestor veneration, and humanism, which 

worship the creature not God.  

We reject pantheistic Holism and its New Age slogan, Unity-in-diversity, which 

claims that unity is morally better than diversity and that unity always has priority 

over diversity.  

2.  We affirm the complete, God-inspired Bible is without any error and is the final 

test for any truth. 

We reject contextual theology and neo-orthodoxy which claim that the Bible is 

“infallible” for spiritual truth but contains factual, scientific and historical errors.  

We reject self-revelation and secularism which claim that man has no “truth” ex-

cept that which is derived from his own reason or experience.  

3. We affirm that God, in accordance with His righteous Law, created the universe 

and formed man. .  

We reject “theistic” evolution and progressive creation which claim that God 

formed the world gradually over billions of years.  

We reject pantheism with its belief in reincarnation, as well as evolutionism and 

materialism, which claim that all things evolved either from or into pure spirit or 

pure matter.  

4.  We affirm that God as Creator, through His revelation, is the only source of all 

authority. 

We reject rationalism, scientism and any “rational, scientific” criticism of the Bi-

ble which puts human ideas and “science” above the clear teachings of Scripture.  
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We reject collectivism and libertarianism, which make either the individual or “the 

People” the basic building block of society and man’s source of authority.  

5. We affirm that God presides over history and provides in all things with justice. 

We reject historical materialism which claims that history inevitably moves man 

and society to socialism and communalism.  

We reject Deism which claims that God has retired from history and the universe 

and left it to run on its own.  

We reject Nihilism and fatalism which denies that God’s providence includes hu-

man responsibility and leaves everything to chance.  

6. We affirm that man has been created in God’s image but all became completely 

sinful.  

We reject the Secular Humanism which claims that man is innately good and has 

inherent absolute rights.  

We reject racism which claims that some races are more evolved than others.  

7. We affirm that Christians must conform all of life to the principles of God’s cove-

nantal Law. 

We reject humanism which claims that man has the ability in himself to determine 

what is just and right.  

We reject hedonism which claims that pleasure is the highest good in life.  

We reject antinomianism which claims that man has come of age and is liberated 

from biblical principles.  

We reject antinomianism which claims that man can define and determine his own 

justice, morality and moral laws.  

8. We affirm that God has endowed every human with five basic rights and responsibilities: 

Liberty, Impartial Justice, Life, Family, and Property. 
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We reject the United Nations human rights documents because they are founded 

upon human autonomy from the true God and the inalienable rights and responsi-

bilities He alone bestows. 

We reject all so-called second and third generation human rights because they are 

not limits upon the State but empower a powerful state to redistribute property and 

liberty according to elite consensus. 

9. We affirm that God has installed four basic governments: the individual~ family, 

civil, and church.  

We reject dictatorship which claims that one person can have unlimited authority 

and power over others.  

We reject totalitarianism where the State merges all basic governments and be-

comes the sole authority and controlling body.  

We reject statism where the civil government intervenes in the daily activities and 

existence of the other basic governments.  

We reject socialistic democracy which claims that the vote of the majority deter-

mines whether any law is “just” or “right.” 

10. Freedom results from responsible and trusting obedience to God and His Word in 

all areas of life. 

We reject anarchism and libertinism which wants to cut man loose from God’s 

tôranic wisdom.  

We reject antinomianism which despises God’s Law and disregards God’s bless-

ings and judgments in all of life.  

11. We affirm that human life, created in God’s image, is precious and is restored 

through God’s Sabbath-rest.  

We reject Malthusianism, abortion, and euthanasia which give man the right to ar-

bitrarily end another’s life, kill unborn children, and/or the aged.  

We reject the anti-capital punishment ideas of humanism, which undermine God’s 
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justice and, in effect, claim that Christ’s atoning death was not absolutely neces-

sary.  

We reject materialism, hedonism, and antinomianism which claims God’s weekly 

sabbath-rest is not necessary for man’s life.  

12. We affirm that the God-obedient family is the basic building block of society. 

We reject statism and all forms of humanism which claim that the State is man’s 

family.  

We reject feminism which claims that the roles of man and woman in the family 

are exactly equal or are interchangeable.  

13. We affirm that Christian parents have the authority to provide their children with a 

Christian education in their own heritage.  

We reject Secular Humanism which claims that education should be neutral and 

controlled by the State.  

We reject Revolutionary Humanism which teaches that through People’s and pro-

gressive education children should be trained according to the needs of the mass 

democratic State.  

14. We affirm that obedient Christians prosper through creative, productive work and 

private ownership. 

We reject socialism and communism, which deprives man of private property and 

creative work.  

We reject an anarchistic form of capitalism, which believe that all forms of eco-

nomic activity must be allowed in a world without civil government.  

We reject modern Central Bank and corporation dominated “capitalism”– actually 

corporatism – which believes that the State is responsible to run the economy and 

to provide for welfare from the cradle to the grave. 

15. We affirm that society consists of God-formed individuals and groups accountable 

to God and His Law.  
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We reject neo-communism which envisions the primitive or even a high-tech com-

munity as the ideal for a greatly reduced but unified humanity.  

We reject corporatism and fascism which absolutise and idolize the “volk,”“the 

People” or the “Nation” with a strongly centralized State, military, banking, and 

industrial cooperation. 

We reject pan-Africanism and globalism which seeks to amalgamate all ethno-cul-

tural groups into a unified Africa and eventually into a New World Order.  

16. We affirm that the salvation of man and all his aspects of culture is only by grace 

through faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, which always works out into deeds of love.  

We reject self-redemption which claims that man can save and cure himself 

through State-run medicine and psychology, transcendental meditation and other 

humanistic means.  

We reject revolutionary humanism which claims that the State alone can restruc-

ture and redeem man from evil.  

17. We affirm that the universal community of King Jesus is the one Body of Christ to 

which all true Christians belong. 

We reject the form of ecumenism which claims a centralized and bureaucratic 

Church unity is more important than biblical truth.  

We reject dogmatic exclusivism which does not welcome all true believers to the 

Holy Communion and to the public worship services of the church of Christ.  

We reject Liberation and Social Gospel Theology that teach the ideal of a “non-

ethnic, non-sexist, non-ageist, non-classist, non-homophobic” Church.  

18. We affirm that Christians must responsibly preserve and protect life, family, prop-

erty, and peace.  

We reject pacifism and a complete anti-military stance, which claim that the 

Christian individual or elected civil government can never use armed force to pro-

tect against invasion, oppression, crime, or insurrection.  
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We reject militarism which uses absolute military power to gain control and rule 

over a population, even if that rule is in the name of democracy.  

19. We affirm that Christians need to lovingly disciple all peoples with biblical princi-

ples in Church and world affairs. 

We reject the form of pietism, which accepts the world as the domain of the devil 

and “saving only individuals” is the sole responsibility of Christians.  

We reject a form of fatalism which accepts everything that happens in the world 

and personal life as inevitable and “God’s will.” 

We reject egalitarianism that syncretises biblical concepts with secular beliefs that 

every human should be absolutely equal in potential role, income, and outcome.  

20. We affirm that Christians have a mandate to aid the poor and helpless, and, 

through civil governments, to provide impartial justice.   

We reject the form of social democracy that through the welfare state exploits pro-

ductive citizens and enslaves the poor and helpless to the social security system.  

We reject Liberation Theology which claims that justice is social and economic 

equality and sees the State as the Saviour and Provider of the poor.  

We reject consumptionism, which through greed uses its wealth for itself without 

compassion for the needs of the poor and helpless.  

21. We affirm that Christians, as God’s servants, are responsible to nurture creation 

and themselves in accordance with God’s Word. .  

We reject pantheism in the Ecology Movement which claims that “god’s spirit” 

fills all things and that nature in itself is almost “divine.” 

We reject Gaiaism which claims that the living earth is god and that man through 

population growth and development corrupts her divinity.  

We reject egoism which determines that every person, as the creator of his own 

life, behaviour, laws and destiny, distances himself from fellowship and through 

collective anarchy destroys all forms of basic governments.  
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22. We affirm that Christians should expect that all peoples will be disciple and that all 

ethno-cultures and the environment will be substantially restored before the Second 

Coming but not perfectly. 

We reject pessimistic forms of eschatology, which teach that we “should give up 

rearranging the chairs on the deck of the sinking Titanic” of human culture and so-

ciety. 

We reject triumphalistic forms of eschatology, which teach that good will so over-

come all evil that an earthly utopia will come upon the earth before the Second 

Coming. 

We reject dualistic forms of eschatology, which teach that good and evil will remain 

in balance though time with evil finally triumphing before the Second Coming.  
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Glossary of Terms 

An  means that the preceding word is also defined in the Glossary.  

A  

Abortionism: The theory that an unborn child is not a separate person, but is part of the 

mother’s body and that she has the right to remove this “piece of tissue”. 

Anarchism: The political theory teaching that all forms of government oppress and ad-

vocating a groupless society based on individuals, voluntary cooperation and associa-

tion.  

Antinomianism: The doctrine that teaches that there is no unchanging moral law or 

that the moral law is applicable to one’s personal life but not the whole of life.  

Autonomianism: The theory that believes each individual makes his own moral law.  

C 

Capital Punishment: The teaching that the civil government has the responsibility to 

take the life of another for premeditated murder (and possibly for other serious crimes) 

defined by God in Scripture.  

Capitalism: A term coined by Karl Marx and Frederick Engels for a system of private 

ownership and control of the means of production.  

Classic Liberalism: The philosophy teaching that each individual person is innately 

good (or at least a blank tablet), has inherent civil rights to political and economic 

freedom from State control, and that humankind progresses by casting off oppressive 

religious traditions.  

Collectivism: The theory that all property and all social, economic and political power, 

is owned and controlled by “the People” as a collective group.  

Communalism: A political philosophy very similar to Neo-communism ().  

Consumptionism: The economic theory that individuals can and should use wealth for 

satisfying all of one’s own wants without personal compassion for the needs of the 
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poor , aliens, widows, orphans, and the helpless.  

Contextual Theology: The theory of biblical interpretation that culture and Scripture 

are relative. To understand and apply Scripture, it must be read through the eyeglasses 

(i.e., in the context) of a non-biblical social analysis (e.g., Marxism ). 

D  

Deism: The doctrine claiming that God has retired from history and the universe and 

left it to run on its own.  

Democracy: Literally, the “People are sovereign” or the “People govern.” A concept 

that humanity (i.e., the People) is one and therefore that the People (or the majority) 

has the right to make and apply any law.  

Dictatorship: A form of civil government in which all authority is concentrated in the 

hands of one ruler or a small group of rulers with ultimate power.  

Dogmatic Exclusivism: A theory which does not welcome all true believers to the holy 

communion and to the public worship services of the church of Christ.  

E  

Ecology: The scientific discipline that emphasizes the interrelatedness of all things in 

the natural environment. The modern Ecology Movement is based on and influenced 

by Pantheism () and Holism ().  

Ecumenism: The desire to unite all confessing churches and world religions into one, 

united, visible structure.  

Egalitarianism (or equalitarism): The theory that seeks to remove distinctions of lan-

guage, gender, sexual practice, class, age, religion and species in a unitary, social dem-

ocratic State.  

Egoism: The theory that self-interest is the actual motivation for every human action 

and that every person must create of his own law and destiny.  

Euthanasia: The practice of killing hopelessly sick or aged individuals on the alleged 

grounds of mercy.  
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F  

Fascism: An ideology based on-leftist-socialist political philosophy which idolizes the 

centralized State as the source of prosperity, peace, security and justice.  

Fatalism: A doctrine denying any human responsibility and accepting everything that 

happens in the world and personal life as inevitable and determined by fate.  

Feminism: The theory which claims that males and females should be absolutely equal 

in every area of life and a centralized State must be utililised to coerse this eualt.  

G  

Gaiaism: The deep ecological doctrine that claims the earth is a real or virtual mother 

goddess Gaia [“earth” in Greek] and that Gaia is a living Oneness to be protected as a 

unifed whole.  

Globalism: The ancient social-political future vision seeking to fully integrate all 

ethno-cultural groups into a united new world order.  

H  

Hedonism: The teaching which claims that the value of all human actions must be de-

termined by its contribution to human pleasure and the fulfillment of lust.  

Historical Materialism: A philosophy which claims that history inevitably moves soci-

ety from feudalism to capitalism, then socialism and eventually communalism.  

Holistic Medicine and Psychology: A revived ancient Eastern belief which sees the 

cause of sickness and personality disorder as the lack of consciousness of oneness with 

one’s self, with other persons, Nature, and “the god-spirit” filling all things.  

Holism: A philosophy related to mysticism () which claims that Oneness has an ex-

istence higher than and apart from any sum of the parts of the whole.  

Humanism: The ideology claiming that humanity is the being of highest value in the 

universe  
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I  

Ideology: A secular religion with a set of beliefs infused with passion that is aimed at 

changing a people’s whole way of life.  

Idolatry: The faith that anything or being in the created physical or spiritual universe is 

provider, messiah, judge, king, law-maker, or savior beside the Triune God of Scrip-

ture.  

L  

Libertarianism: The ideology that believes that the individual through his free will is 

the basic building block of society and that every individual must be freed from all 

State-mandated economic and political regulations.  

Libertinism: A pantheistic () and antinomian () movement, not the same as Liber-

tarianism, which advocates freethinking that is not restrained by tradition or absolute 

morality.  

Liberation Theology: A syncretism of Christian theology and Marxian social analysis, 

which propagates that man can achieve his own liberation within the revolutionary 

context and action.  

M  

Malthusianism: A theory developed by T. R. Malthus, applied to population growth 

and economics that no child should be born that cannot be nurtured.  

Marxism: The ideology, based on the theories of K. Marx and F. Engels, which 

teaches that society is divided into two opposing social classes which base their strug-

gle on the concept that divisive social structures are the root of all evil.  

Materialism: The philosophy which teaches that only material things are real and. 

therefore, no metaphysical, spiritual world, spiritual meaning, or universal truth exist.  

Modernity: An optimistic faith that unaided human reason and enlightenment can dis-

cover universally valid scientific and philosophical truth valid for every human person 

and able to explain all of reality.   
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Militarism: The doctrine that military power is absolute and can be used to solve any 

social or political problem, through the imposition of a new social order.  

Modalism: A schismatic doctrine found at various times in Christian history, which 

teaches that only one simple and undivided God exists but reveals Himself as Jehovah 

to the Jews, Jesus in the Gospels, and the Holy Spirit after the Ascension and day of 

Pentecost.  

Mysticism: A belief akin to pantheism () that god is a non-personal, universal-spirit 

with which man, through ecstasy, unites himself so as to graduate into infinite One-

ness.  

N  

Neo-orthodoxy: The theological school of thought claiming that the Bible is “infalli-

ble” for spiritual truth but contains mathematical, scientific, historical, and chronologi-

cal errors.  

Neo-Communism: An ideology based on Marxism-Leninism which advances the con-

cept that human society should aim to become a primitive anarchist () community. 

Also called Self-Management Socialism. 

New Age Movement: A counter-culture based on pantheism () and mysticism ().  

Nihilism: A theory and personal attitude which denies the existence of God and thus 

makes everything permissible even the destruction of all norms and values.  

P 

Pacifism: The belief that peace is the ultimate good and that the use of any force under 

any circumstance is not permitted.  

Pantheism: The ideology that teaches that because “god” is everything and “god’s 

spirit” is in everything, everything is part of the divine whole.  

Pietism: The dualistic belief that everything outside of the fellowship of believers is 

the property of Satan and that “saving individuals” is the only responsibility of Chris-

tians.  
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Postmodernism: The belief that humans have constructed all external reality in the 

mind so that it is skeptical of any universal meaning, worldview, or story that is valid 

for every group and culture. All truth, hence, it believes is relative. 

Progressive Creation: The doctrine that God created the world through a series of crea-

tive jumps from one order to another order of creatures over billions of years.  

R  

Racism: The ideology which claims that a certain race of human beings is either some 

way superior to and/or more evolved and more spiritually conscious than other races.  

Rationalism: The philosophy that man’s reason can obtain objective truth and so con-

ditions his thoughts that nothing outside this world can be known.  

Reincarnation: A main doctrine of Hinduism which teaches that physical things de-

volved from pure spiritual Oneness and are evolving back into that Oneness. 

Revolutionary Humanism: The form of humanism () teaching that society can be 

made “just” by revolutionary replacement of divisive social structures with uniting 

communal structures.  

S 

Satanism: The worship of Lucifer as the highest form of intelligence in the universe. 

Science: The method by which accurate, objective knowledge is obtained of the world 

outside of a person’s own reason.  

Scientism: The theory that claims that the inductive scientific method can discover so-

lutions to all of man’s problems.  

Secularism: A form of practical atheism which resists all religious and spiritual con-

cepts leading man to live his entire life as if there were no God.  

Secular Humanism: An ideology denying a personal relationship between God and 

man and which teaches that man acts and is responsible because of his own free will. 

See Humanism ().  
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Self-redemption: The doctrine which teaches that man can save and cure himself 

through holistic psychology and medicine, transcendental meditation () and other 

humanistic means.  

Self-revelation: The doctrine which teaches that there is no “truth” except that which is 

derived from man’s own reason and experience.  

Social Democracy: The political system similar to democratic socialism based on de-

mocracy () and either an overt or a surreptitious socialism () as the state’s official 

policy.  

Socialism: An ideology teaching that society should be morally, politically and eco-

nomically transformed through the State implemented process of abolishing private 

ownership and bringing the means of production under the control of the State so as to 

create a just ideal society.  

Statism: The political theory which claims that a central government is the only au-

thoritative government and has the right to intervene in all areas of life.  

Syncretism: A process by which elements of one religion or ideology are infused into 

the concepts of another religion or ideology so that, through persuasion and subver-

sion, the basic principles of the second religion or ideology are changed.  

T  

Theistic Evolution: The syncretistic () theory that God created the world by the 

gradual process of evolution.  

Totalitarianism: The social-political theory that the total lives of every individual must 

be controlled by an absolutely powerful State.  

Transcendental Meditation: A form of liturgical activity of the Eastern Hindu belief, 

which teaches that man’s “salvation” is through the devoted use of mantra-yoga (i.e., 

to unite one’s self with the Oneness of the Universe).  

U 

Unity-in-diversity: A slogan of modern functionally dualistic holism (), which 

claims that all unity is morally better than diversity and that unity always has logical 
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priority over diversity.  

Unitarianism: A religious doctrine teaching that there is only one absolutely non-di-

verse Monad that is divinity.  This doctrine is common to Judaism, Islam, and certain 

sects of Christians such as Jehovah’s Witnesses, Unitarian Universalists, and certain 

Unity Pentecostals. 

Utopia: A term meaning literally “no-where” or “no place” and associated with vari-

ous Christian eschatologies (e.g., revolutionary postmillennarianism and pre-millenni-

alism) and secularised Christian heresies (e.g., Marxism, Fabian Socialism, Social De-

mocracy, Progressivism, and Secular Humanism). 


